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Environmental context  

The atmosphere is a complex mixture containing a wide variety of particles and gases. 

The anthropogenic influence due to human expansion and industrial development has made this 

mixture of particles and gases even more complex. Additionally, constituents have a significant 

effect on processes and interactions that occur within the atmosphere. It is important to 

understand these processes and reactions in order to properly assess and evaluate the Earth’s 

atmosphere in terms of its composition and climate.  

Considering only homogeneous reactions to describe atmospheric physics and 

chemistry would be appropriate if the atmosphere was only composed of gaseous species. 

However, this approach does not correspond to reality. Indeed, the Earth’s atmosphere contains 

more than 3000 million tons of solid particles creating interfaces between the gas and solid 

phases [1]. These solid particles can either originate from natural phenomena or anthropogenic 

activities. Both origins lead to the release of soil particles, colloids, and micro-crystallites of 

minerals or organic aerosols in the atmosphere [2]. 

Among the particles found in the atmosphere, mineral dust aerosol is ubiquitous. Every 

year around 1500 million tons of mineral dust are emitted in the atmosphere [1]. Mineral dusts 

can impact the Earth’s radiative balance [3], human health [4], and the biogeochemical cycles 

[5]. Although there have been many studies performed to understand the above effects, there 

still remains substantial uncertainties associated with processes involved. Thus, it is difficult 

for current atmospheric chemistry and climate models to reconcile model results with field 

measurements. Therefore, it is important to have better agreement between models and 

observations as the accuracy of future atmospheric chemistry and climate predictions depends 

on it.  

As a result of suspension, dust can travel thousands kilometers [6]. The combination of 

the large flux of mineral dust into the atmosphere and the long range global transport of these 

particles indicates that mineral dust will interact with many trace atmospheric species. 

When considering atmospheric gases, there is a wide range of gases including inorganic 

and organic species. Among the organic species there are the volatile organic compounds, 

VOCs. VOCs are found in trace amounts compared to the gases that comprise the majority of 

the atmosphere, such as O2 and N2. Depending on their chemical structure and concentrations, 

VOCs can cause various effects. At human scale, they can affect wellness and health, and some 

of them have carcinogenic effects [7]; at atmospheric scale, they can lead to the creation of 
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photochemical smog and ozone layer depletion. These trace gases tend to be very reactive [8], 

therefore, studies that address their reactivity in the atmosphere are imperative. 

 The current approach used in atmospheric modeling leads to an underestimated 

concentrations of oxygenated volatile organic compounds when compared to field observations 

[9]. Large uncertainties are sometimes associated to the uptake and ageing of VOCs on mineral 

dusts due to a lack of understanding of these processes. Modelers have thus suggested that 

processes acting as sources of oxygenated compounds, and not yet taken into account in 

reaction schemes may exist; heterogeneous oxidation processes may be one of them and it is 

therefore critical to evaluate the possibility of such reactions to occur under atmospheric 

conditions, and form oxygenated VOCs.  

In this research, a greater understanding of the role of VOC interactions with natural 

mineral dust sample is pursued through focused laboratory studies in order to better understand 

fundamental processes involved. Based on the context, this thesis focuses on the investigation 

of the interactions of VOCs with natural dust samples in order to evaluate their significance on 

the global atmospheric composition. A brief description of the content of each chapter of the 

manuscript is given bellow. 

This work is part of the CaPPA project funded by the ANR through the PIA under 

contract ANR-11-LABX-0005-01, the “Hauts de France” Regional Council and the European 

Regional Development Fund (ERDF). This study is part of the Work Package 2 “WP2”. Aerosol 

microphysical, chemical and optical properties from fundamental heterogeneous processes to 

remote sensing” of the Labex CaPPA. 

Structure of this Ph.D. thesis  

In Chapter 1, an overview is given about the atmosphere general composition and 

content. Further, a bibliography is dedicated to the fundamentals of heterogeneous interaction 

of gases on solid substrates. Finally the objectives of the thesis and the structure of the 

manuscript are defined. 

In Chapter 2, the characterization and the origin of the selected natural dust samples are 

detailed, followed by the materials used to prepare the VOC gas mixtures. Then a detailed part 

is dedicated to the methods and experimental devices employed for studying different aspects 

of the interaction of VOCs with natural dust samples. 
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In Chapter 3, the impact of dust origin and chemical composition on the heterogeneous 

process, is investigated. In particular, experiments are performed to investigate the uptake and 

the adsorption efficiency of isopropanol (IPA), used here as a probe molecule, on natural dust 

samples collected from North and West Africa, Saudi Arabia, and Arizona desert regions. 

Experiments are performed under atmospheric pressure, room temperature 296 K, and in the 

RH range (0.01–85) %.  

In Chapter 4, the interaction of IPA with a natural sample from the Gobi desert that 

showed the highest uptake is studied under different relevant atmospheric conditions 

(temperature, RH, and simulated sunlight). Experiments are performed in the temperature and 

RH ranges of 273 – 348 K and <0.01 – 70%, respectively. 

In Chapter 5, isoprene (ISP), the highest emitted biogenic VOC in the atmosphere is 

selected to evaluate its interaction with natural dust from the Gobi desert. Experiments are 

performed in the temperature and RH ranges of 253 - 358 K and <0.01 – 10%, respectively. 

In Chapter 6, the interaction of acetic acid (AcA) with natural dust from the Gobi desert 

is assessed under atmospheric simulated conditions. This VOC-dust system enabled to address 

in more details (i) the reactive sorption of a selected VOC on Gobi dust, and (ii) the relative 

contributions of each mineral phase of Gobi sample to the uptake and to the reactivity. 
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1 The atmosphere  

The Earth’s atmosphere is a complex physical and chemical reactor which exhibits wide 

ranges of temperature, pressure, and composition. The atmospheric chemical system is not 

homogeneous: although largely gaseous, air masses also contain liquid droplets and solid particles. 

The chemical species found in the atmosphere include noble gases, neutral molecules, reactive 

atoms, free radicals, and ions [1]. 

 It is considered that the atmosphere extends up to an altitude of more than 800 km [2]. This 

study focuses on the lowest atmospheric layer, the troposphere that is in contact with the Earth’s 

surface and at the same time influences and ensures life on Earth.   

 

1.1 Variation of the temperature and relative humidity in the troposphere    

In the troposphere, the actual temperature profile shows large fluctuations on short time 

scales and depends on season, day time, and latitude. In the troposphere, on an average scale, the 

temperature decreases as altitude increases. This is due to the absorption of sun radiations which 

causes a strong heating effect at the Earth’s surface. As ground heats up, it transfers heat to the 

adjacent air. Indeed, the vertical mixing in the troposphere is rapid because the hot air expands, 

becomes less dense, and rises [3].  

Humidity defines the moisture content of the atmosphere. Relative humidity (RH) is given 

as a percentage, and 100% correspond to saturated air. RH is calculated as shown in Equation I-1. 

𝑅𝐻 = 100 ×  
𝑃𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑡 

 (Equation I-1) 

 

where Pwater is the partial pressure of water and Psat is the saturation vapor pressure [4].  

1.2 Chemical composition of the troposphere  

The Earth’s troposhere is mainly composed of the following gases: N2 (78%), O2 (21%) 

and Ar (1%). The trace gases make up the remaining, they contribute to less than 1% of the total 

volume. The amount of oxygen in the troposphere is not constant. Its variation is due to the possible 

alterations in weather conditions, changes in barometric pressure, temperature, humidity, and wind 

strength and direction. The carbon dioxide content of air is 400 ppm. 
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Table I-1. Summary of trace gases with the corresponding highest concentrations or 

concentration ranges in the troposphere [2].  

Gas species Chemical formula Fraction of volume of air  

occupied by the species  

Neon Ne 18.18 ppmv 

Helium He 5.24 ppmv 

Methane CH4 1.7 ppmv 

Hydrogen H2 0.56 ppmv 

Nitrous oxide N2O 0.31 ppmv 

Carbon monoxide CO 40-200 ppbv 

Ozone O3 10-100 ppbv 

Volatile organic compounds - 5-20 ppbv 

Halocarbons - 3.8 ppbv 

Hydrogen peroxide H2O2 0.1-10 ppbv 

Nitrogen species NOX , N2O5, HNO3 10 pptv - 1 ppmv 

Ammonia NH3 10 pptv - 1 ppbv 

Sulfur dioxide SO2 10 pptv - 1 ppbv 

Dimethyl sulfide (DMS) CH3SCH3 10-100 pptv 

Hydrogen sulfide H2S 5-500 pptv 

Carbon disulfide CS2 1-300 pptv 

Hydroxyl radical HO. 0-0.4 pptv 

Hydroperoxy radical HO2
. 0-5 pptv 

The units used are parts per million by volume ppmv; parts per billion by volume ppbv; parts per 

trillion by volume pptv. 

 

The most common unit for expressing the quantity of a gas in air is the fraction of the total 

volume of air the gas occupies in parts per million by volume. The volume occupied by different 

gases at the same temperature and pressure is proportional to the numbers of molecules of the 

respective gases. A summary of the trace gases with highest concentrations in the atmosphere is 

presented in Table I-1. As shown in this table the volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are among 

the trace gases in the atmosphere. Despite being found at low concentrations, VOCs are considered 

as the “fuel” which keeps oxidative atmospheric photochemistry running. Therefore, their sources 

and their impacts are the subject of much current research [5]. 
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1.3 Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in the atmosphere 

1.3.1 Definition of VOCs  

Various terms have been used in the literature to describe the subset of diverse carbon-

containing gases. One of the first is non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHC), which was originally 

employed to distinguish alkanes, such as ethane, propane and butane, from methane. However, 

strictly speaking, the word hydrocarbon indicates a molecule containing only carbon and hydrogen 

atoms, and therefore this term excludes oxygenated species such as alcohols, carbonyls and acids 

as well as organic compounds containing other heteroatoms, such as nitrogen or sulfur. In an 

attempt to embrace all the species relevant to atmospheric chemistry, a further term “volatile 

organic compound”, abbreviated as VOC, is employed [5]. 

VOCs are organic molecules presenting several definitions. On one side, the 1999/13/EC 

directive of the European Community [6] defines a VOC from its vapor pressure, regardless of its 

reactivity: “Volatile Organic Compounds are functionally defined as organic compounds having 

at 293.15 K (i.e., 20 °C) a vapor pressure of 0.01 kPa or more, or having a corresponding volatility 

under particular conditions of use”. On the other hand, the United States Environmental Protection 

Agency (US-EPA) gives more importance to the reactivity of these molecules [7]: “Volatile 

organic compounds means any compound of carbon, excluding carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, 

carbonic acid, metallic carbides or carbonates, and ammonium carbonate, which participates in 

atmospheric photochemical reactions”. 

According to the first definition, methane is a VOC but not according to the second one 

due to its low reactivity, thus leading to the common definition of non-methane volatile organic 

compounds.  

1.3.2 Sources of VOCs  

Daily human activities result in the release of organic species to the atmosphere. Car 

driving, house painting, cooking, making fire, cutting grass, and even breathing – all of these 

processes result in the emission of organic compounds such as carbonyls, alcohols, alkanes, 

alkenes, esters, aromatics, ethers and amides. In addition to emissions related to human activities, 

numerous natural sources on Earth, such as vegetation, oceans or animals, naturally release 

considerable amounts of organic gases in the atmosphere [5]. Table I-2 shows the sources and 

emission rates and their associated uncertainties for various VOCs. Such numbers have high 
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uncertainties because the factors controlling the emission of VOCs are complex, leading to a large 

variation with the time of day, season, geographical location, etc. [5].  

Table I-2. Overview of sources and global annual emission rates of selected groups of VOC. 

Adapted from [5] 

 Average emission rate 

(million tons) 

Upper and lower limits of 

emission rate  

Fossil fuel use    

- Alkanes 28 15-60 

- Alkenes 12 5-25 

- Aromatic compounds 20 10-30 

Biomass burning    

- Alkanes 15 7-30 

- Alkenes 20 10-30 

- Aromatic compounds 5 2-10 

Terrestrial plants   

- Isoprene  460 200-1800 

- Sum of monoterpenes 140 50-400 

- Sum of other VOCs 580 150-2400 

Oceans   

- Alkanes 1 0-2 

- Alkenes 6 3-12 

Sum of anthropogenic and 

oceanic emissions 

  

- Alkanes 44  

- Alkenes 38  

- Aromatic compounds 25  

Sum of terrestrial plant 

emissionss 

1180  

Total  1287  

 

1.3.2.1 Anthropogenic sources of VOCs 

The use of fossil fuels for transport and heating, the production of consumer goods, biomass 

burning and various industrial processes are the main sources of anthropogenic VOCs. Recently, 

Huang et al. [8] published a study mapping the global anthropogenic VOC emissions for the past 
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4 decades showing that these emissions increased from 110 million tons in 1970 to reach around 

165 million tons in 2012.  

VOCs are spread all over the world. For example, propane, butane, and many other 

typically anthropogenic VOCs have been found in Antarctica and Greenland [9, 10], remote 

regions that are far from any anthropogenic sources. The observation of anthropogenic VOCs in 

such remote areas indicates that VOCs can be transported on a global scale [9, 11]. 

1.3.2.2 Natural sources of VOCs 

Natural sources emit a wide range of organic species from vegetation, soils and oceans. It 

is estimated that on a worldwide scale the total amount of biogenic emissions are 10 times higher 

than anthropogenic ones [12]. Although on a worldwide basis VOCs from biogenic sources 

dominate over those from anthropogenic sources, anthropogenic VOCs often prevail in urban 

areas. 

Isoprene is the most emitted biogenic VOC in the troposphere with emission rates 

exceeding 500 million tons per year; it corresponds to one-third of the annual global VOC 

emissions [13]. The primary sources of isoprene are natural, with deciduous trees being large 

emitters. After Chameides et al [14]. showed that isoprene can be the dominant VOC impacting 

regional tropospheric photochemistry and ozone production, the amount of research focusing on 

biogenic VOCs (BVOCs) dramatically increased. After a few decades the understanding of the 

types and quantities of these emissions has grown significantly and recently several review articles 

have been published that provide a scientific history on the topic (e.g. Wiedinmyer et al. 2004) 

[15]. 

1.3.3 Fate of VOCs in the troposphere 

VOCs undergo a number of physical and chemical processes leading to their removal or 

transformation in the troposphere [16]. Figure I-1 summarizes the processes of the gas-phase fate 

of VOCs. These processes include photolysis, reactions with the hydroxyl radical (OH●) typically 

during daytime hours, or with the nitrate radical (NO3●) during evening and nighttime hours, 

reaction with O3, and reaction with Cl atoms in coastal and marine areas. Subsequently in the 

presence of O2 and nitrogen oxides, NOx, these reactions can lead to the generation of intermediate 

oxidants, i.e., HO2●, RO2●, RO● radicals, peroxides, and new VOCs [16]. These intermediates and 

other VOCs, for example isoprene, terpenes, and aromatics, can contribute to the formation of 
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secondary organic aerosol (SOA). SOA are structures produced via oxidation over several 

generations of parent organic molecules [2]. 

 

Figure I-1. Gas phase reactions of VOCs in the atmosphere. Adapted from [17] 

 

The fate of VOCs does not solely depend on homogeneous removal since the atmosphere 

is highly heterogeneous. Therefore, besides the gas-phase degradation of VOCs, their interactions 

with liquid and/or solid particles can occur in the atmosphere [18]. In the troposphere the 

suspension of solid and/or liquid particles is called an aerosol. The scope of this study mainly 

focuses on the interaction of VOCs with solid surfaces. But what kind of surfaces present in the 

atmosphere could be included in such heterogeneous processes? This question is addressed in the 

following section. 

1.4 Tropospheric aerosols: types and sources   

Tropospheric aerosols range in size from a few nanometers to around 100 µm [3]. Figure 

I-2 shows a schematic of a typical atmospheric aerosol size distribution and the chemical processes 

by which they are usually produced. Although the vertical axis is not defined, it could in theory be 

any of the four classical distributions, that is to say, number, mass, surface, or volume 

concentrations. Aerosols can be produced by two distinct mechanisms: the direct injection of 

particles into the atmosphere (e.g. dust, sea spray) resulting in primary aerosols or the production 

of secondary aerosols by the conversion of gaseous precursors into liquid or solid particles through 

various processes such as condensation, coagulation and accumulation [19]. 
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Figure I-2. Schematic diagram of an aerosol size distribution (the x-axis is in log scale) and 

formation mechanisms of atmospheric aerosols. Adapted from [3].  

 

Atmospheric aerosols are usually referred to as having an aerodynamic diameter, 

corresponding to the diameter of a sphere of density 1 g cm-3 that has the same settling velocity in 

air as the particle under consideration. Indeed,  atmospheric particles have many irregular shapes 

for which geometric radius and diameter are meaningless [3, 20]. Primary aerosols dominate the 

“coarse” fraction of the aerosol, while secondary aerosols constitute most of the “fine” particles. 

Table I-3 summarizes the various sources of aerosol particles and presents estimates of their flux 

magnitudes. Various sources of aerosols are present in the troposphere with mineral dust 

representing the highest emission source of aerosols with around 1,500 million tons released into 

the atmosphere per year. The total aerosol emissions are estimated to be around 3,500 million tons 

per year. Due to their high emission in the atmosphere and their role in climate change, mineral 

aerosols have received much attention from the scientific community in the past 40 years [21]. The 

second part of this chapter will be mainly focused on mineral dust, in particular, its general 
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chemical composition, transport phenomena, main sinks and impacts to the atmosphere will be 

presented. 

 

Table I-3. Source strength of natural and anthropogenic emitted aerosols. Adapted from [22]. 

Source Flux (million tons) 

Natural   

Primary   

- Mineral dust  1,500 

- Sea salt 1,300 

- Volcanic dust  33 

- Biological debris  50 

Secondary   

- Sulfates from biogenic gases 90 

- Sulfates from volcanic SO2 12 

- Organic matter from biogenic NMHC 55 

- Nitrates from NOx 22 

Anthropogenic    

Primary   

- Industrial dust  100 

- Black carbon  20 

Secondary  

- Sulfates from SO2 140 

- Biomass burning  80 

- Nitrates from NOx 36 

- Organics from anthropogenic NMHC 10 

Total  3,450 

 

2 Mineral dust  

Mineral aerosols are soil particles that have been mobilized by strong wind currents and 

entrained into the atmosphere. As one of the most mass abundant types of aerosol emitted into the 
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atmosphere, wind-blown mineral dust aerosol accounts for about one half of the mass of the total 

aerosol budget [21] and mainly originate from arid and semi-arid regions.  

The analysis of dust particles from different sources shows that the major minerals present 

in these particles are SiO2, Al2O3, and calcium-rich minerals [23, 24]. Multiple studies on the 

elemental content of wind-blown dust originating from various locations around the world report 

that the exact mineralogy of mineral dust particles is variable depending on the source. For 

example, it has been shown that African and Asian dust particles have very different composition 

[25] and that the dust from Australia is enriched in iron relatively to the dust sources in the Northern 

Hemisphere [26].  

2.1 Transport and sinks  

Conventionally, “sand” describes soil particles in an approximate size range of 0.6-1 mm, 

while “dust” describes particles less than 0.6 mm [27]. In practice, only dust particles below 0.1 

mm can be carried by suspension. Dust storms are responsible for massive transportation of soil 

particles by wind. For instance, a dust storm from the China desert covered the Japan islands on 

April 14-15, 1979 and the total dust particle mass load was estimated at least 1.63 million tons.[28]  

In order to understand the physical process of a dust storm on soil, let us consider a surface 

made up of separate particles that are held in place by their own weight and some inter-particle 

bonding. At low wind speed, there will be no indication of motion, but when the wind force reaches 

a threshold value some particles will begin to vibrate. Increasing the wind speed will eject some 

particles from the surface into the airflow. When these injected particles impact back on the 

surface, more particles are ejected, thus starting a chain process. Once ejected, particles move in 

one out of three modes of transport depending on their size, shape and density. These three modes 

are designated as suspension, saltation and creep [27]. 

- The suspension mode involves dust particles of less than 100 µm in diameter and 

clay particles of 2 µm in diameter which are small in size and light in density. These 

fine dust particles may be transported at altitudes of up to 6 km and move over 

distances up to thousands kilometers.  

-  Saltation particles (i.e. those between 0.1-0.5 mm in diameter) leave the surface, 

but are too large to be suspended. 
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-  The remaining particles (i.e. above 0.5 mm) are transported in the creep mode. 

These particles are too large to be ejected from the surface and are therefore rolled 

along by the wind and impacting particles.  

As a result of suspension, dust can be transported far from its source regions. Figure I-3 

shows an example of dust transportation extending over 1,600 km from the Canary Islands to the 

Cape Verde islands. The Saharan region is the main source of aeolian dust in the world [29] with 

frequent episodes reaching Europe [30], as well as Central America and southern United States 

[31]. 

 

Figure I-3. Massive dust storm, extending over 1,600 km from the Canary Islands to the Cape 

Verde Islands, transported off the northwestern coast of Africa (right) in 2003 and detected 

with moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) on the Terra satellite [32]. 

Even though dust can be transported over long distances, it is eventually removed mainly 

by gravitational dry deposition. The lifetime of dust in the troposphere depends on the particle size 

[33]. Particles with a diameter smaller than 1 µm have a lifetime around 2-3 weeks. In contrast, 

larger particles have a lifetime of a few hours [20, 34]. Therefore, the lifetime of mineral dust in 

the atmosphere is long enough to provide a surface with active site for reactions or interactions 

[35, 36]. 

2.2 Impacts of mineral dust on global atmospheric processes 

The combination of the large flux of mineral dust into the atmosphere and the long range 

global transport of these particles implies that mineral dust can interact with many atmospheric, 
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terrestrial, and oceanic systems. These interactions will result in many impacts at the global 

atmospheric scale. Figure I-4 shows a scheme of the potential global impacts that mineral dust may 

have on atmospheric processes which are discussed in more details in the following paragraphs 

[21].  

 

 

Figure I-4. Impacts of mineral dust on global atmospheric processes. Adapted from [21]. 

 

2.2.1 Effects of mineral dust aerosols on climate 

Mineral dust affect the atmospheric radiative balance i.e. the difference between the 

incident solar radiation absorbed by the Earth and the energy radiated back to space. Hence 

affecting climate through three main processes: (a) scattering and absorbing solar radiation; (b) 

scattering, absorbing, and emitting thermal radiation; and (c) acting as cloud condensation nuclei 

[21, 22]. When aerosol particles absorb and scatter radiation themselves, the resulting radiative 

forcing is deemed to be “direct”, whereas if particles influence the optical properties of clouds, 

then the radiative forcing is “indirect.” Positive radiative forcing values, measured in W m-2, result 

in a warming effect on the Earth’s surface, and conversely, negative forcing has a cooling effect. 

Radiative forcing from mineral dust range from -0.06 to +0.40 W m-2 [37]. 

2.2.2 Effects of mineral dust on the biogeochemical cycle  

Mineral dust can have significant direct effects on biogeochemical cycles by changing the 

gain and loss of nutrients through the atmosphere [38]. Due to their long range transport, mineral 

dust particles can be deposited far from their sources leading to soil and water enrichment with 
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nutrients that are not present initially [39]. For instance, it was shown that dust transported from 

North Africa fertilizes the Amazon rain forest [40] and the Atlantic Ocean phytoplankton [41]. 

2.2.3 Effect of mineral dust on human health 

Mineral dust can have numerous consequences on human health, the most notable and 

dangerous being the effects of inhaled particles on the human respiratory system. Studies show 

that fine air particulate matter and traffic-related air pollution are correlated with severe health 

effects, including enhanced mortality, cardiovascular, respiratory, and allergic diseases [42, 43]. 

In 1997, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency established the “PM (Particulate Matter) 2.5” 

standard [44], which recognized the importance of aerosols that have diameters of ≤ 2.5 µm in 

causing health problems. Long exposures to or large doses of particles below this size can cause 

respiratory damage because they penetrate deep into the alveoli of the human lungs, produce 

scarring, and potentially lead to conditions such as emphysema [42].  

2.2.4 Effects of mineral dust on atmospheric trace gases 

Heterogeneous and multiphase chemical interactions occurring on airborne mineral 

particles can influence the atmospheric gas-phase chemistry as well as the properties of 

atmospheric particles. Aging upon exposure to inorganic and organic chemical species or exposure 

to varying amounts of water vapor in the atmosphere can influence the chemical nature of mineral 

aerosols [21]. Heterogeneous processes that take place on mineral dust in the troposphere may 

provide the missing link for some reaction schemes that cannot be explained solely with gas-phase 

reactions [35, 45, 46]. 

Comparisons between field observations and model predictions suggest that taking only 

gas-phase reactions into account is not sufficient to simulate the atmosphere chemical composition 

[47]. Hence, understanding heterogeneous processes and including experimental data into models 

of atmospheric chemistry may greatly improve model reliability. In this thesis the focus will be the 

interaction of mineral dust with trace atmospheric gases. Therefore, this topic will be discussed in 

details in section 5 of this chapter. Before moving to that aspect, a section dedicated to the physical 

chemistry approach is needed to understand how to deal with heterogeneous interactions from a 

kinetic and thermodynamic point of view. 
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3 Physical chemistry approach needed to describe heterogeneous 

processes  

Various experimental protocols can be used to address adsorption. This section presents the 

uptake kinetics of trace gases, the different types of adsorption of gases onto solid substrates, the 

various models used for processing adsorption experimental data, and finally the laboratory 

techniques used for studying heterogeneous processes. 

The thermodynamics and kinetics of gas uptake are closely related to each other because 

thermodynamic properties, such as the surface coverage, are experimentally determined in kinetic 

experiments. Figure I-5 summarizes the different processes that may occur whenever a gas is in 

contact with a solid surface. These processes are explained in details in the following subsections. 

 

Figure I-5. Summary of the different processes that can occur whenever a gas molecule 

strikes a solid surface  

 

3.1 Uptake kinetics of trace gases to mineral dust particles  

Definition of the uptake coefficient  

The most widely used approach to describe the kinetics of heterogeneous processes is to 

use the uptake coefficient γ, which is the net probability that a molecule X undergoing a gas-kinetic 

collision with a surface is actually taken up at the surface [48]. This approach links the processes 

at the interface and beyond with an apparent first-order loss of X from the gas phase as shown in 

Equation I-2. 
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𝑑(𝑋)

𝑑𝑡
= −𝑘ℎ𝑒𝑡 𝑋 =  −𝜔𝛾 (Equation I-2) 

where [X] denotes the concentration of the gas-phase molecule (molecules cm-3
 or ppm); khet is the 

first-order rate coefficient of the heterogeneous degradation (s-1); ω, is the VOC collision frequency 

(s-1) 

The uptake coefficients are accessible only experimentally, whereas individual processes, 

such as adsorption or surface reaction, remain unresolved using this parameter [48]. For 

environmental applications, it may be tempting to consider that the measurement of an uptake 

coefficient is sufficient to characterize an environmental system. However, proper modeling is 

required not only to deduce the principal physical parameters from the measured uptake coefficient 

but also to take into account the often extremely different time scales (seconds to months) and 

surface properties in order to be able to evaluate the importance of a given heterogeneous process 

in the atmosphere [21]. 

The uptake coefficient often depends on time, as uptake may be limited by adsorption 

equilibrium at the surface, by a limited number of reactants at the surface or in the bulk, or by 

solubility. As γ can be time-dependent, more distinction is necessary, where γ0 is the 

experimentally-observed initial (frequently maximum) uptake coefficient, and γss is the 

experimentally-observed steady-state uptake coefficient. Figure I-6 shows qualitatively the 

difference between the initial and steady state uptakes.  

 

Figure I-6. Qualitative representation showing the difference between initial and steady state 

uptake coefficients 

Initial uptakes are relevant to describe the early stages of the interaction of a gas with a 

surface, regardless of its nature, and are usually orders of magnitude larger than steady-state 
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uptakes. These values being representative of the initial time of contact between the gas and the 

surface, they are therefore of limited relevance for the timescales necessary to reach equilibrium 

in the atmosphere. Therefore other kinetic and thermodynamic parameters such as the number of 

molecules adsorbed and surface density should be determined. 

 

3.2 Types of sorption  

A thorough kinetic and mechanistic investigation of the heterogeneous interaction between 

trace gases and solid substrates requires the physicochemical description of the nature of the 

phenomena that govern these interactions. The aim of that section is to review the different types 

of interaction between a gas and a solid surface reporting their major differences.  

There are two main types of interactions of molecules on surfaces: the physical and the 

chemical adsorptions.  

 Physical adsorption (physisorption): The gas-phase molecules interact with the 

surface mainly via weak Van Der Waals forces or hydrogen bonding. Therefore, there 

is no significant redistribution of electrons neither in the molecule nor in the substrate 

surface and consequently no product formation. 

 

 Chemical adsorption (chemisorption): A chemical bond is formed between the 

molecule and the substrate that involves substantial rearrangement of electron density 

and potentially atoms or chemical groups.  

Given the above definitions, one can note that the distinction between both processes is the 

nature of bonding between the molecules and the surface sites. The major differences between 

physical and chemical adsorption are summarized in Table I-4 [49]. 

Table I-4. Differences between physisorption and chemisorption [49]. 

Description Physisorption Chemisorption 

Temperature 

range 

Between dew point and boiling 

point of the gas 

No specific range 

Adsorption 

enthalpy 

5 to 40 kJ/mol Wide range (40 to 800 kJ/mol ) 

Nature of 

adsorption 

Non-dissociative (reversible) Bond formation between the gas and the 

substrate: mostly irreversible 

Kinetic of 

adsorption 

Rapid (does not require 

activation energy) 

Dependent on the gas/surface reaction 

coefficient 
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3.3 Classical models for sorption description  

When a gas is in contact with a solid an equilibrium is established between the molecules 

in the gas phase, characterized by their partial pressure, i.e. concentration, and the fraction of 

molecules taken up by the surface of the solid. The first efforts to parameterize sorptive phenomena 

are reported back to 1814. However, until 1913 all proposed models were empirical. The most 

widespread model for reversible monolayer adsorption was proposed by Irving Langmuir, based 

on his work through years 1913-1918 [49]. In the following subsections, the most important 

adsorption models from the literature are reported chronologically.  

3.3.1 The Langmuir isotherm  

The Langmuir isotherm was developed by Irving Langmuir in 1918 [50] to describe the 

dependence of the surface coverage of a solid in contact with a gas on the gas partial pressure at a 

constant temperature. It relies on 5 main restrictive hypotheses which may, to some extent, induce 

a gap between the proposed model and the reality of adsorption: 

Hypotheses of the Langmuir adsorption isotherm 

       1. Adsorption occurs on a single type of site. 

       2. Adsorption is a physical and chemical interaction without any modification of the 

molecule. 

       3. Adsorption occurs through a single layer of molecules on the surface. 

       4. No adsorbate - adsorbate interactions. 

       5. Adsorption energy does not depend on the amount of adsorbed molecules. 

The model proposed by Langmuir is based on kinetic considerations. Indeed, adsorption 

equilibrium corresponds to the situation when the adsorption rate is equivalent to the desorption 

rate. The adsorption rate is related to the number of collision of gaseous molecules on the solid 

surface, thus it is proportional to partial pressure. The proportion factor kads (molecule s-1 Pa-1) 

comprises the collision effectiveness between gas phase molecules and the solid surface. Since 

adsorption only occurs on the non-covered fraction of the surface, the adsorption rate (rads) is 

therefore proportional to the unoccupied fraction of the surface. In order to define and represent 

this fraction, the coverage rate θ is defined as the fraction of the surface covered by adsorbed 
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molecules with the unoccupied fraction being (1 - θ). The adsorption rate can be described as a 

function of the concentration P (in Pa) as reported in Equation I-3  

𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑠 = 𝑘𝑎𝑑𝑠 . 𝑃(1 − 𝜃) (Equation I-3) 

The desorption rate (rdes) is related to the thermal agitation of interacting molecules. Thus, 

it is proportional to the adsorbed amount, expressed by the coverage of the surface θ. In that case, 

the proportional coefficient is kdes (molecule s-1), and the desorption rate can be expressed as 

reported in Equation I-4: 

𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑠 = 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑠 × 𝜃 (Equation I-4) 

The global adsorption rate is defined as the difference between rads and rdes. The kinetic 

equation of adsorption can be rewritten converting the partial pressure into the gas concentration 

C (ppm or molecules cm-3) and the surface coverage into NS (molecule). The adsorbed amount can 

further be normalized by the quantity of sorbent (g) and/or the specific surface of the sorbent 

(cm2 g-1). As a result, NS is respectively expressed in molecules cm-2, and Equation I-5 is obtained. 

The kinetic adsorption coefficients k’A (molecules-1 s-1) and k’D (s-1) are the correspondingly 

modified kads and kdes. The constant Nmax (molecules cm-2) is introduced and represents the number 

of molecules needed to form a monolayer per unite surface area at the highest coverage (𝜃 = 1). 

𝑑(𝑁𝑠)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘′𝐴 . 𝐶 . (𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑁𝑆) − 𝑘′

𝐷 . 𝑁𝑆 (Equation I-5) 

When the adsorption equilibrium is reached, the adsorbed amount does not vary since adsorption 

and desorption rates are equal. Thus, the adsorbed amount can be expressed as a function of the 

concentration of the gas-phase species thus leading to Equation I-6: 

𝜃 =
𝑁𝑆

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥

= 
𝐾𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔 . 𝐶

1 + 𝐾𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔 . 𝐶
 (Equation I-6) 

where KLang is the adsorption constant of the considered gas onto the considered solid, expressed 

as the reverse of the concentration unit. This constant describes the partitioning between the gas 

and adsorbed phases. Proper rearrangement of Equation I-6 leads to Equation I-7: 

𝐶

𝑁𝑆

=
1

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥 . 𝐾𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔

+ 
1

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥

. 𝐶 (Equation I-7) 

A linear fit of 𝐶 𝑁𝑆⁄  as a function of 𝐶 provides 𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝐾𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔values as well as 𝐾𝐿𝑖𝑛 which is 

calculated as shown in Equation I-8: 
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𝐾𝐿𝑖𝑛 = 𝐾𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔 .  𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥   (Equation I-8) 

where KLin is an equilibrium constant (cm) introduced by the IUPAC evaluation panel in order to 

include the temperature dependence of surface coverage [48]. The temperature dependence of KLin 

is given by the Van’t Hoff Equation I-9: 

𝐾𝐿𝑖𝑛 = 𝐴 . 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −∆𝐻𝑎𝑑𝑠/𝑅𝑇  (Equation I-9) 

where A is the pre-exponential factor, R the ideal gas constant (kJ K-1 mol-1), ΔHads the enthalpy 

of adsorption (kJ mol-1) and T the temperature (K).  

3.3.2 Competitive adsorption 

In the atmosphere, air consists of multi-pollutant and multi-VOC mixtures. Subsequently, 

all these gas-phase species may interact with present solid surfaces. This aspect may be integrated 

as a Langmuir model evolution. The case of different gas-phase pollutant able to interact with the 

same kind of adsorption site leads to competitive adsorption. The subsequent determination of the 

non-occupied fraction of the solid shall take into account the site occupation by any VOC 

interacting with the considered type of site. Thus, Equation I-6 is modified as reported in Equation 

I-10 which describes the adsorbed quantity of one gas phase species among others interacting with 

the solid as a function of the adsorption constants and concentration of other gaseous species.  

𝜃 =
𝑁𝑆

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥

= 
𝐾𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔 . 𝐶

1 + ∑ 𝐾𝑖 𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔 . 𝐶𝑖𝑖

 (Equation I-10) 

The main limitation of the Langmuir model is based on the hypothesis of mono-layer adsorption, 

which considerably bounds its application to low concentrations and coverages. In order to 

overcome this drawback, other models can be employed such as the BET model. 

3.3.3 The BET adsorption isotherm  

The model proposed by Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (BET) in 1938 [51], aims at 

improving the Langmuir isotherm by considering the multilayer physical adsorption of gas 

molecules on a solid. This model is based on the following hypotheses: 

1. Gaseous molecules behave as an ideal gas 

2. Multiple molecules can be adsorbed on each site 

3. Each adsorbed molecule provides a site for the adsorption of another molecule  

4. All sites on the solid surface are equivalent. 
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5. No adsorbate - adsorbate interactions. 

6. An adsorbed molecule is immobile. 

Authors have considered that molecules may not only directly interact with the uncovered 

solid surface, but also with previously adsorbed molecules. As a result, the surface may be 

simultaneously partly uncovered and partly covered by various layers of molecules. The adsorption 

of molecules on uncovered solid surface as well as previously covered areas can be individually 

described by the Langmuir model. Based on these considerations, the variation of the adsorbed 

molecule quantity with their gas phase pressure is reported in Equation I-11: 

𝜃 =

𝑃𝑒𝑞

𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑡

𝑁𝑆 (1 −
𝑃𝑒𝑞

𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑡
)

=  
𝑐 − 1

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥 × 𝑐
(
𝑃𝑒𝑞

𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑡

) +
1

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥 × 𝑐
 (Equation I-11) 

where Peq is the pressure of the gas at equilibrium, Psat is the saturation vapor pressure, Nmax 

(molecules cm-2) number of molecules needed to form a monolayer per unite surface area, c is the 

BET constant.  

3.3.4 Influence of relative humidity on adsorption isotherms  

Another key parameter regarding the heterogeneous behavior of gas phase molecules on a 

solid surface is relative humidity. Water vapor partitions onto/into particles in the atmosphere. The 

amount of water associated with particles, in equilibrium with water vapor in the gas phase, 

depends on RH, T, and the type of particles. The partitioning of water between the gas and particle 

phases is called “water adsorption” in surface science and “hygroscopicity” in aerosol science. 

Hygroscopicity is in fact a general term which describes the ability to absorb or release water and 

how a substance can uptake and hold water molecules from the atmospheric environment. In 

aerosol science, it usually refers to a change in particle diameter, volume, or mass when exposed 

to water vapor [52-54]. Therefore, the impact of moisture on the heterogeneous interaction of gases 

on solid surfaces is far from being negligible. Apart from theoretical considerations on adsorption 

processes, any experimental study related to the atmosphere has to take into account the influence 

of relative humidity on the process characteristics.  

There are different ways of considering the impact of water vapor on gas adsorption on 

solid surface. In a first approach, the variation of the gas adsorption enthalpy ΔH with relative 

humidity can be explored [55]. However, water molecules can simply be considered as another 

gas-phase molecule interaction with the solid surface, competing with other gas-phase molecules. 
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In the context of the Langmuir model, Equation I-10 can be used to model the influence of water 

vapor and rewritten as Equation I-12. 

𝑁𝑆 = 𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥  
𝐾 . 𝐶

1 + 𝐾 . 𝐶 + 𝐾𝑤 . 𝐶𝑤

 (Equation I-12) 

In this Equation, K (molecules-1) and KW (molecules-1) correspond to adsorption constants 

of a typical gas molecule and water, respectively, and C (molecules cm-3) and CW (molecules cm-

3) to their corresponding gas phase concentrations.  

4 Laboratory techniques for studying heterogeneous processes 

In the literature, various experimental setups have been used to study the heterogeneous 

interactions of gases with solids [48]. A list of experimental techniques is presented in Table I-5. 

Table I-5. Techniques used to study heterogeneous processes. Adapted from [48]. 

Type of analysis Reactor Analytical techniques used for detection  

Gas-phase analysis Knudsen reactor (Kn) 

Static reactor (SR) 

Quadruple Mass Spectrometry (QMS) 

Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry 

(CIMS) 

Coated-rod flow tube 

(CRFT) 

Coated-wall flow tube 

(CWFT) 

Fourier Transform InfraRed spectroscopy 

(FTIR), QMS 

Gas Chromatography / Mass Spectrometry 

(GC-MS) 

Adsorbed-phase 

analysis 

 

 

Optical flow reactor 

 

Diffused Reflectance Infrared Fourier 

Transform Spectroscopy (DRIFTS) 

Attenuated Total Reflection infrared 

spectroscopy (ATR) 

UltraViolet-Visible Spectroscopy (UV-Vis) 

Recently 

developed methods 

Aerosol flow tube (AFT) 

 

Fourier Transform InfraRed spectroscopy 

(FTIR) 

Gas Chromatography – Mass Spectrometry 

(GC+MS) 

Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS) 

Aerosol Particle Sizer (APS) 

Atmospheric simulation 

chamber (ASC) 

Aerosol Mass Spectrometry (AMS) 

Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS) 

Differential Mobility Analyzer (DMA) 

Selected Ion Flow Tube Mass Spectrometry 

(SIFT-MS) 
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In general, they are classified according to two groups: (i) techniques that analyze the gas 

phase and ii) techniques that focus on monitoring the adsorbed phase. New methods that can be 

operated under simulated atmospheric conditions using real aerosol particles have been developed 

during the past 15 years, combined with state-of-the-art analytical equipment to monitor in real 

time a) the chemical composition of the gas and adsorbed phases, b) the evolution of the aerosol 

physical and chemical properties for instance using aerosol flow tube and atmospheric simulation 

chambers. These methods made it possible to study heterogeneous reactions under 

atmospherically-relevant conditions. 

Nevertheless, a detailed description of all the techniques used to investigate heterogeneous 

phenomena is beyond the scope of this manuscript. Only the classically-used methods employed 

in the literature and which have provided the majority of the kinetic and mechanistic results are 

presented below.  

4.1 Experimental techniques based on gas phase monitoring  

4.1.1 Knudsen cells  

Knudsen cells are used to study heterogeneous chemical reactions involved in atmospheric 

chemistry. Basically, a Knudsen cell is a low-pressure (pressures lower than 10 mTorr) flow reactor 

operated in the molecular flow regime and characterized by long mean free path. The advantage is 

that the effects of gas phase diffusion do not kinetically limit the gas uptake and therefore do not 

complicate the analysis of experimental data. 

A Knudsen cell apparatus consists of 3 basic parts: a) the supply/storage line for the 

introduction of gas-phase species, b) the reactor itself and c) the detection technique, generally a 

direct quadrupole mass spectrometer. The schematic in Figure I-7 shows a typical version of a 

Knudsen cell. The surface of interest is placed on top of the sample holder. A movable lid is used 

to isolate the substrate from the main chamber.  
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Figure I-7. Schematic of a Knudsen reactor. Adapted from [3]. 

The gas-phase species are introduced at the top of the reactor while they escape through an 

orifice of known dimension placed either at the bottom or on the side of the reactor. The residence 

time is controlled by the size of the orifice, the temperature and the molecular weight of the 

molecule, it is in the millisecond range (50-800 ms).  

The Knudsen cell is an extremely useful tool that has been used extensively to investigate 

gas-solid interactions, providing accurate kinetic and mechanistic results. Nevertheless, one of its 

major limitations is its inability to mimic atmospheric conditions such as atmospheric pressure or 

realistic RH. 

4.1.2 Low pressure coated wall/rod flow tube reactor (LP-CFTR)  

Flow tubes were employed initially to obtain absolute rate coefficients for a variety of gas-

phase reactions [56, 57]. Recently, the same approach has been applied to study reactions of gases 

with solid surfaces [48]. The schematic diagram of a flow tube reactor is shown in Figure I-8. The 

flow reactor itself consists of a cylindrical double-wall thermostated tube and a movable sliding 

injector. The thermostat helps performing experiments as a function of temperature. The wall of 

the flow tube is covered with the solid phase (e.g. mineral dust dust) under investigation and a 

movable injector supplies the gaseous reactant. At the downstream end, the reactor is connected to 

a gas analyzer for the detection of the gas-phase species. Initially, the injector is placed at the 

downstream end of the reactor to avoid premature exposure of the surface. Subsequently, the 

injector is moved back to expose the surface to the gas. As the gas interacts with the condensed 

phase the pseudo-first-order rate coefficient for the removal of the gas is measured from the change 

of gas concentration reaching the detector [58].  
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Figure I-8. Schematic of a low pressure flow tube reactor. Adapted from [58]. 

 

Due to the uptake or chemical reactions on the wall, concentration gradients can develop 

in the flow tube and radial diffusion can limit the observed gas uptake. Thus the evaluation of 

uptake coefficient is done under several assumptions, namely that the loss of the gas at the wall 

occurs through a first-order process and that the flow in the flow tube is a well-developed laminar 

flow. The second assumption implies that the flow velocity profile is parabolic and that the radial 

transport of the gas reactant is solely caused by molecular diffusion. 

The gas diffusion limitation is the major disadvantage of the LP-CFTR technique. To 

overcome that issue, kinetic experiments are performed using helium as the carrier gas instead of 

synthetic air since diffusion corrections are lower [59]. As a consequence, the heterogeneous 

experiments are conducted in the absence of molecular oxygen that plays a key role in 

heterogeneous photochemistry. Besides diffusion phenomena, another important limitation is that 

it is difficult to reach realistic atmospheric RH conditions due to the low pressure range under 

which flow tubes are operated [3]. Nevertheless flow tubes are still a popular technique that can 

provide accurate kinetic and mechanistic data. With time, scientists have managed to overcome 

many of the limitations and develop improved versions of the LP-CFTR technique that can be 

operated under real atmospheric conditions studying real aerosols instead of bulk surfaces [60].  

4.1.3 Aerosol Flow Tubes (AFT) 

Since their introduction more than a decade ago, Aerosol Flow Tubes have been used 

widely to study the transformations and physical properties of aerosols under conditions typical of 

the troposphere and stratosphere. An aerosol, usually generated by atomization of liquid or by 
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homogeneous or heterogeneous condensation of vapor, is introduced to the AFT in a carrier gas 

flow. After conditioning at a certain temperature and relative humidity, the aerosol passes through 

a region where these conditions are changed to initiate the process of interest, such as 

deliquescence, efflorescence, or freezing. The aerosol then flows to the detection section. 

 

4.2 Experimental techniques based on adsorbed phase monitoring  

When a Knudsen cell or a flow tube is used, only the gas phase is monitored upstream and 

downstream the cell. Therefore, these techniques allow to measure only the uptake coefficient, γ, 

but cannot provide direct mechanistic information about the surface species involved (adsorption, 

reactivity, etc.). Thus, methods have been developed to study the adsorbed-phase composition 

while a trace gas is taken up by a solid substrate. 

The adsorbed phase is mostly probed using in-situ spectroscopic techniques, notably 

infrared spectroscopy [61, 62]. An example of these techniques are DRIFTs, Transmission FTIR, 

and ATR. IR spectroscopy probes the molecular vibrations; thus it is well suited to study molecules 

and molecular ions, but single atoms or single atomic ions cannot be studied. In-situ spectroscopic 

techniques allow one to obtain mechanistic information on processes taking place in the first few 

monolayers below the surface (i.e., to a depth penetrated by the IR light). These spectroscopic 

techniques provide important information about the nature of the interaction process, such as the 

formation of hydrates or the state of dissociation, but not necessarily on the amount of uptake. In-

situ spectroscopic techniques have proven to be very useful for studying the kinetics and interaction 

mechanism of aerosols in the atmosphere [63, 64]. Moreover, these techniques helped 

complementing proposed mechanisms. For example, Sivachandiran et al. investigated the 

adsorption of NO and NO2 on TiO2 monitoring the gas phase using FTIR [65], which allowed to 

propose a reaction mechanism later confirmed by investigating the same heterogeneous process 

using in-situ transmission infrared spectroscopy [66]. 

5 Interaction of mineral dust with atmospheric trace gases 

After defining the different terms and the kinetic parameters needed to understand 

heterogeneous processes between gases and solid surfaces this section focuses on the interaction 

of mineral dust with trace atmospheric species. It attempts to cover the literature data on mineral 
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dust heterogeneous interactions in the troposphere. These interactions involve trace atmospheric 

compounds both inorganic and organic with most of the minerals. 

Investigations of trace gas uptake on mineral surfaces include natural dust samples from 

e.g. Saharan or Asian source regions, surrogate materials such as CaCO3, Al2O3, Fe2O3, MgO, and 

clay minerals such as kaolinite, illite etc., which are components of atmospheric dust. Mineral 

oxides are often used as bulk samples in laboratory experiments, which requires a careful analysis 

to take into account interstitial surface areas. Synthetic minerals do not necessarily mimic the 

interaction of natural dust. However, researchers generally assume that the bulk composition of 

the natural sample is the same as the surface composition to derive atmospheric implications. This 

is an assumption that is not yet validated.  

The comparison of results from different studies is often difficult due to the use of different 

substrates (natural dust, or mineral phases of dust), different modes of sample presentation, and 

different models for surface area calculation. For example, uptakes are usually obtained from the 

observed loss rates of gas-phase species and calculated collision rates with the surface. For the 

latter the surface area available for uptake calculation is required. For solid surfaces such as dust 

there is a non-zero probability that the striking trace gas collides with the internal surface within 

the time scale of determination of the uptake coefficient. This issue may apply for aerosol particles 

as well. The geometric surface area represents a lower limit to the surface area, and therefore an 

upper limit to the uptake is obtained. The other extreme is the use of the specific surface area (e.g. 

the N2-BET surface area), which is the maximum available surface area, including internal pore 

volume and bulk surface area of the solid material [48].  

5.1 Interaction of inorganic species with mineral dust  

In 2010 the IUPAC community evaluated the available literature data concerning the 

heterogeneous processes of mineral dust or individual mineral surfaces [48] with inorganic gases 

(O3, H2O2, NO2, HNO3, N2O5, SO2) and radicals (HONO˙, NO3˙, OH˙, HO2˙). In this evaluation 

the IUPAC panel chose a preferred value for each uptake of trace atmospheric species on the 

specified dust type. The uptake value preferred, the experimental conditions, and the methods used 

to determine these uptakes are summarized in Table I-6. Unless otherwise stated, all the preferred 

values of the IUPAC evaluation are steady-state uptakes. 

As shown in Table I-6, the uptake coefficients of inorganic and radical species varies over 

seven orders of magnitude within the range 10-1 to 10-8. This large variability can be explained by 
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the role of internal surfaces in bulk, different powder substrates, different methods, and different 

ways of analyzing the results i.e. the use of geometric or BET specific surface area [48]. 

The highest uptakes are those of radical species. For instance, γ0 of OH at 50% RH is around 

0.04. This radical is known to have a short atmospheric lifetime determined by its loss processes 

in the gas phase. Therefore, it is clear that even a very efficient heterogeneous loss of OH on 

atmospheric aerosol (up to the maximum uptake probability of unity) will be negligible compared 

to the gas-phase loss and will not impact the OH concentration in the atmosphere. However, 

heterogeneous reactions of OH are recognized to be important in the processing of atmospheric 

aerosol leading to modifications of its chemical composition as well as of its physical properties.  

Moreover the effect of relative humidity is variable from one species to another. For 

instance, in the case of H2O2, RH enhances the interaction with dust contrary to what is observed 

in the case of HNO3. Therefore it is difficult to predict a specific behavior of a species interaction 

towards mineral dust. The best way to evaluate the significance of a heterogeneous process is to 

implement the results in a chemical model. 

In 1996 Dentener et al. published an article on modeling heterogeneous processes in the 

atmosphere [47]. Although many uncertainties were associated with the model itself due to the 

lack of supportive laboratory and field measurements, it predicted that mineral dust could greatly 

affect the nitrogen, sulfur, and photochemical oxidant cycles. Since then, laboratory and field 

measurements carried out in this direction have tried to develop a better understanding of the effect 

of heterogeneous processes in the atmosphere 

Jacob et al. found that the uptake of nitrogen and hydrogen oxides is one of the most 

important heterogeneous reactions in the atmosphere because it affects O3 concentrations [67, 68]. 

Indeed, a net impact of heterogeneous reactions on aerosols is a reduction in tropospheric ozone 

and related oxidants from 7% to 13.5%, resulting in a 20% to 45% reduction in ozone radiative 

forcing [38, 68].  

Field campaigns reported a significant correlation between high dust loads and low mixing 

ratios for O3 and HNO3 [69, 70]. Besides, it has been established that dust-poor air masses 

originating from North Africa are characterized by significantly higher ozone concentrations than 

dust-rich ones [71]. Several modeling studies have investigated the potential effect of dust on O3, 

inorganic nitrogen-containing species, and HOx (OH and HO2) [72, 73]. Bain et al. investigated 

the effect of reduced photolysis rates and heterogeneous chemistry on the tropospheric trace gas 
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mixing ratios [74]. They concluded that both processes cause a combined decrease in global mean 

concentrations of O3, OH, HO2 and HNO3 of 0.7, 11.1, 5.2 and 3.5 %, respectively. Moreover, they 

evidenced that the effects of heterogeneous reactions clearly dominated over the reduced 

photolysis rates.  

Considering the relatively well-documented impact of dust storms on the atmospheric 

chemistry of ozone and other inorganic trace gases [72-74], a similar effort should be undertaken 

to assess the impact of some organic trace gases on the global atmospheric budgets, as well as the 

potential changes in the oxidative capacity of the troposphere. 
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Table I-6. Methods and uptake values for the interaction of inorganic species and radicals on mineral dust and inorganic constituents 

([48], [75-79])  

Inorganic 

compound 

Adsorbents Temperature 

range (K) 

IUPAC preferred uptake coefficients Techniques used  

O3 SiO2, α-Al2O3, α-Fe2O3, Fe3O4, 

CeO2, PbO, TiO2, MgO, CaO, 

CaCO3, 

MgO, ZnO, ZrO2, China loess, 

Saharan dust, kaolinite 

 

Room temp. γss  = 1500 [O3] (cm-3) -0.7 

 

Knudsen cell 

FTIR 

aerosol chamber 

static reactor 

H2O2 TiO2, Gobi sand, Saharan dust 

 

298 γss  = 6.24×10-4 – 1.87×10-6 (RH) + 9.37 ×10-8 (RH)2 AFT-CIMS  

NO2 SiO2, γ -Al2O3, α-Al2O3,  

γ -Fe2O3, α-Fe2O3, TiO2, MgO, 

CaO, CaCO3, Saharan dust, 

kaolinite, China loess, 

pyrophyllite, Arizona test dust 

 

Room temp. For  γ -Al2O3 and pyrophyllite: the uptake is in the order of 

10-8 

For reactive basic oxides: uptake can get up to 10-5 

For clay minerals and Saharan dust: uptake can get up to 10-6 

 

Knudsen cell 

DRIFTS 

AFT-CLD 

CWFT-CLD/LOPAP 

NO3 CaCO3, α-Al2O3,Saharan dust, 

kaolinite, pyrophyllite, Arizona 

test dust 

 

298 γss  = 1.2×10-2 Knudsen cell 

Relative rate – CRDS  

HNO3 SiO2, γ -Al2O3, α-Al2O3, 

α-Fe2O3, CaCO3, Saharan dust, 

kaolinite, pyrophyllite, Arizona 

test dust, Chinese dust, Gobi dust, 

polished marble, cut marble 

298 

ss Γ

1

α

1

γ

1
           

langg

dessss

s KX1

ταYk

Γ

1














  

αs = 1                                   Klang = 2.25 ×10-15 cm3/molecule 

Ԏdes = 0.1 s 

[Y]S = 6.5 ×1013 + 4.1 ×1010(RH) + 4.0 ×1011 (RH)2  in 

molecule/cm2 at 298 K 

 

Knudsen cell 

DRIFTS 

FTIR 

AFT 

N2O5 CaCO3, Saharan dust, Arizona 

test, quartz 

298 For Saharan dust: γss  = 1.3×10-2   Knudsen cell 

AFT 

FTIR 
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SO2 SiO2, Al2O3, α-Al2O3, 

Fe2O3, CaCO3, TiO2, MgO 

Saharan dust, Chinese dust, Gobi 

dust, adobe clay 

298 For mineral oxides: γ0  close to   10-4  - 10-5 

except for CaCO3
: γ = 0.1 

For Saharan and Chinese dust:  γss  = 4 ×10-5  

Knudsen cell 

DRIFTS 

FTIR 

CWFT-MS 

HONO Al2O3 [75] 

 

 

 

TiO2 [76] 

 

275-320 

 

 

 

275-320 

For Al2O3 under dark conditions: γ0 
  = 4.8 × 10−6 (RH)−0.61 

For Al2O3 on irradiated surfaces: γ0 
  = 1.7 × 10−5 (RH)−0.44 

 

For TiO2  under dark conditions: γ0 = 1.8 × 10−5 (RH) 0.63 

LPFR-MBMS 

OH Arizona test dust [77] 275-320 γ0 = 0.18 / (1 + RH0.36)  LPFR-MBMS 

 

HO2 Arizona test dust [78] 

 

Arizona test dust [79] 

 

275-320 

 

Room temp. 

 γ0 = 1.2/ (18.7 + RH1.1) 

 

γ0 = 0.031±0.008 and 0.018±0.006 for the  

lower and higher HO2 concentrations, respectively 

LPFR-MBMS 

 

AFT-FAGE 

AFT Aerosol Flow Tube, CIMS Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry, CLD Chemi-Luminescence Detector, CRDS Cavity Ring Down Spectroscopy, CWFT Coated Wall 

Flow Tube, DRIFTs Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transform Spectroscopy, FAGE Fluorescence Assay by Gas Expansion technique, FTIR Fourier Transform InfraRed 

spectroscopy, LOPAP Long Path Absorption Photometer, LPFR Low Pressure Flow tube Reactor, LPLPA Long Path Liquid Phase Adsorption, MBMS Molecular Beam 

sampling Mass Spectrometry, [Ys] average surface concentration of HNO3 as a function of RH 
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5.2 Interaction of VOCs with mineral dust  

There is a lack of studies dealing with the interaction between organic species and 

mineral dust samples. As a matter of fact, the IUPAC community did not evaluate the 

heterogeneous processes of organic species on solid substrates because few studies exist [48]. 

But what about the impact of the heterogeneous interaction of VOC with mineral dust samples? 

Table I-7 summarizes the current literature about the interaction of VOCs with mineral 

phases. Similar to the inorganic species, the experimental kinetic investigation of a given VOC 

uptake to the same substrate (ex. acetone on SiO2) shows a great variability in the values of 

uptake coefficient that have been obtained, in particular due to the use of the geometric surface 

area for some calculations and the BET surface area for others. Although the authors tried to 

mimic the atmospheric conditions (temperature, relative humidity, etc.), the results are 

nevertheless not directly applicable to the real atmosphere because no natural dust samples were 

studied. Although mineral oxides are the basic components of dust, the effect of mixing the 

different components should probably be viewed as synergetic rather than additive. This latter 

effect has already been stressed out in the literature by El Zein et al. [80]. Therefore, there is a 

critical need to examine the interaction between VOCs and natural atmospheric samples and 

assess their potential impact on atmospheric chemistry.  

Moreover, the current models used in atmospheric chemistry underestimate the 

concentrations of oxygenated volatile organic compounds (OVOCs) when compared to field 

observations [81]. For example, recent field observations of light OVOCs at remote locations 

have shown discrepancies with model calculations; concentrations of acetaldehyde and 

propanal measured over the Pacific Ocean troposphere were up to ten times higher than 

modeled concentrations [82-84]. Similarly, measurements in marine air over the Indian Ocean 

[85] and in the Northern Atlantic [86] also suggested higher-than-expected concentrations of 

light OVOCs. Modelers have thus suggested that other processes acting as sources of 

oxygenated compounds, and not yet taken into account in reaction schemes, may exist. Indeed, 

large uncertainties are associated to the uptake and ageing of VOCs on mineral dust due to a 

lack of understanding of these processes. The assumption that heterogeneous processes on dust 

can complement the missing sinks of VOCs and the missing sources of oxygenated VOCs in 

the atmosphere should therefore not be ruled out. It is critical to evaluate the possibility of such 

reactions to occur under atmospheric conditions, and form OVOCs.
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Table I-7. Summary of laboratory studies on heterogeneous interactions or reactions between VOCs and mineral dust. Adapted from [17]. 

VOCs Solids Temperature 

range (K) 

Relative 

humidity 

Products Initial uptake coefficients Type of surface area 

used for uptake 

calculation 

Technique 

Formaldehyde  SiO2,  

α-Al2O3, 

α-Fe2O3 

Room temp. ~ 0%  Formate, methoxide (on α-Al2O3 

and α-Fe2O3) 

 

γ SiO2 = (2.6 ± 0.9) × 10-7 

γ Al2O3 = (7.7 ± 0.3) × 10-5 

γ Fe2O3 = (1.1 ± 0.5) × 10-4 

BET specific surface 

area 

Knudsen cell 

FTIR 

 α-Al2O3 273-333 ~ 0%  Formate, dioxymethylene, 

polyoxymethylene 

γ  = (9.4 ± 1.7) × 10-9 

at 293 K 

Geometric surface 

area 

DRIFTS 

 TiO2 163-673 ~ 0%  Formate, dioxymethylene, 

polyoxymethylene, 

γ  = (0.5-5) × 10-8 

at 293-295 K 

BET specific surface 

area 

DRIFTS, IC, 

TEM 

XRD 

MAC, MVK SiO2 293-295 0 - 80%  For MAC or MVK-SiO2-O3: 

formaldehyde, propionaldehyde, 

MG, FA, AA, PYA, H2O2, 

HMHP, 1-HEHP, MHP, PAA 

only for MAC-SiO2-O3: PA 

only for MVK-SiO2-O3: GL 

For MAC-SiO2-O3 

γ (~0% RH) = (2.2 ± 0.2) × 10-9 

γ (~20% RH) = (1.4 ± 0.2) ×10-9 

γ (~40% RH) = (8.2 ± 0.7) ×10-10 

γ (~60% RH) = (3.7 ± 0.7) ×10-10 

γ (~80% RH) = (3.5 ± 0.3) ×10-10 

For MVK-SiO2-O3 

γ (~0% RH) = (1.1 ± 0.2) × 10-9 

γ (~20% RH) = (5.8 ± 0.4) ×10-9 

γ (~40% RH) = (4.2 ± 0.3) ×10-10 

γ (~60% RH) = (2.8 ± 0.4) ×10-10 

γ (~80% RH) = (2.7 ± 0.2)×10-10 

BET specific surface 

area 

APFT, T-FTIR, 

HPLC, IC 

 α-Al2O3 Room temp. 0 - 60% RH For MAC: 

formaldehyde, propionaldehyde, 

FA, AA, PA, HMCs 

For MVK:  

crotonaldehyde, acetaldehyde, 

GL, AA, OA, H2O2, HMCs 

for MAC  

γ (~0% RH) = (2.0 ± 0.5) × 10-8 

 

for MVK  
γ (~0% RH) = (3.8 ± 0.8) × 10-8 

 

BET specific surface 

area 

APFT, T-FTIR, 

HPLC, IC, LC-

MS 
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Acetone SiO2 Room temp. 0 - 80% RH No species detected   γ (~0% RH) = (2.4 ± 0.3) × 10-9 

γ (~20% RH) = (1.5 ± 0.2) × 10-9 

γ (~40% RH) = (1.3 ± 0.3) × 10-10 

γ (~60% RH) = (9.0 ± 0.4) × 10-10 

γ (~80% RH) = (8.6 ± 0.2) × 10-10 

 

BET specific surface 

area 

APFT, T-FTIR, 

HPLC, 

Acetaldehyde, 

Acetone, 

Propionaldehyde  

SiO2,  

α-Al2O3,  

α-Fe2O3, 

TiO2, CaO 

Room temp. ~0% RH Long chain unsaturated 

carbonyls on α-Al2O3, α- Fe2O3, 

TiO2 ,CaO 

For Acetaldehyde 

γ SiO2 = 7.0 × 10-6 

γ α-Al2O3  = 3.2 × 10-5 

γ α-Fe2O3 = 2.9 × 10-6
 

γ TiO2 = 9.4 × 10-5
 

γ CaO = 3.0 × 10-4
 

For Acetone 

γ SiO2 = 6.2 × 10-6 

γ α-Al2O3  = 2.0 × 10-5 

γ α-Fe2O3 = 1.6 × 10-4
 

γ TiO2 = 3.6 × 10-4
 

γ CaO = 1.2 × 10-4
 

For Propionaldehyde  

γ SiO2 = 1.1 × 10-5 

γ α-Al2O3  = 4.7 × 10-5 

γ α-Fe2O3 = 5.1 × 10-5
 

γ TiO2 = 1.5 × 10-4
 

γ CaO = 5.9 × 10-4 

 

BET specific surface 

area 

Knudsen cell,  

T-FTIR, 

UV-vis 

Acetic acid SiO2,  

α-Al2O3,  

α-Fe2O3 

Room temp. ~ 0% RH Acetate on α-Al2O3 and α- Fe2O3 γ SiO2 = (2.4 ± 0.4) × 10-4 

γ α-Al2O3  = (2 ± 1) × 10-3 

γ α-Fe2O3 = (1.9 ± 0.3) × 10-3
 

BET specific surface 

area 

Knudsen cell,  

T-FTIR 

Formic, Acetic, 

Propanoic acids 

α-Al2O3  

 

300K 0 - 95% RH Carboxylate, H2O For Formic acid ~0% RH 

γ α-Al2O3  = (2.4 ± 0.3) × 10-7 

For Acetic acid ~0% RH 

γ α-Al2O3  = (6.0 ± 0.8) × 10-7 

For Propanoic acid ~0% RH 

γ α-Al2O3  = (3.0 ± 0.5) × 10-7 

BET specific surface 

area 

DRIFTS 

Formic acid CaCO3 

 

Room temp. 0 - 94% RH Calcium formate, carbonic acid  For Formic acid ~0% RH 

γ = (3.0 ± 1.0) × 10-3 

 

BET specific surface 

area 

Knudsen cell,  

T-FTIR, ATR-

FTIR, SEM  
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Acetic acid CaCO3 

 

Room temp. 0 - 53% RH For Acetic-CaCO3: 

Acetate, CO2, H2O 

For Acetic-HNO3-CaCO3 

CO2, H2O, nitrate  

 

At ~0% RH 

γ = 5 × 10-6 

 

BET specific surface 

area 

Knudsen cell,  

T-FTIR, ATR-

FTIR, SEM  

Formic, Acetic, 

Propanoic, 

Butanoic acids  

Swelling 

clay 

 

212 K 0 - 45% RH Carboxylate For Formic acid  

γ = (1.7 × 10-5) – (2.3 × 10-5) 

For Acetic acid  

γ = (1.3 × 10-5) – (6 × 10-5) 

For Propanoic acid  

γ = (5.4 × 10-5) – (6.2 × 10-5) 

For Butanoic acid  

γ = (2.2 × 10-5) – (2.2 × 10-4) 

 

BET specific surface 

area 

Knudsen cell,  

T-FTIR, ATR-

FTIR, SEM  

Oxalic acid  α-Fe2O3, 

TiO2 

 

Room temp. ~0% RH CO2 Not calculated   Knudsen cell, IC 

Methanol  SiO2,  

α-Al2O3,  

α-Fe2O3 

 

Room temp. ~0% RH Formate, methoxide on  

α-Al2O3, α-Fe2O3, 

γ SiO2 = (4 ± 2) × 10-6 

γ α-Al2O3  = (1 ± 0.7) × 10-4 

γ α-Fe2O3 = (1.9 ± 0.4) × 10-4
 

Geometric surface 

area 

Knudsen cell,  

T-FTIR 

Ethylene glycol   SiO2,  

α-Al2O3 

Room temp. ~50% RH No species detected   Not calculated  SFG 

Isopropanol 

n-propanol  

 

TiO2 , 

TiO2/KNO3 

 

Room temp. 

 

~0% RH 

 

For isopropanol: acetone 

For n-propanol: PIA 

 

For isopropanol dark  

γ TiO2 = 0.04-0.12 

BET specific surface 

area 

Knudsen cell, 

SFG 

 

Molecules / AA: acetic acid, DEA: diethylamine, EA: ethylamine, FA: formic acid, GL: glyoxal, 1-HEHP: 1-hydroxyl ethyl hydroperoxide, HMCs: high molecular weight compounds, HMHP: 

hydroxymethylhydroperoxide, MAC: methacrolein, MG: methylglyoxal, MHP: methylhydroperoxide, MVK: methylvinylketone, OA: oxalic acid, PAA: peroxyacetic acid, PA: propanoic 

acid, PYA: pyruvic acid, TEA: triethylamine 

Room temp: 293-298 K 

Techniques / AMS Aerosol Mass Spectrometry, APFT Ambient Pressure Flow Tube, ATR-FTIR Attenuated Total Reflectance Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy, CWFT Coated Wall 

Flow Tube, DRIFTs Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transform Spectroscopy, FAGE Fluorescence Assay by Gas Expansion technique, HPLC High Performance Liquid Chromatography, 

IC Ion Chromatography, LPFR Low Pressure Flow tube Reactor, SFG Sum Frequency Generation,  SEM Scanning Electron Microscopy, TEM Transmission Electron Microscopy, T-FTIR 

Transmission Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy, UV-vis Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy, XRD X-ray Diffraction.  
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6 Objectives of this thesis and structure of the manuscript 

This chapter has demonstrated that information on VOC uptakes on natural atmospheric 

samples is limited especially when compared with that of inorganic atmospheric species. In 

2016, experiments regarding the uptake of VOCs toward natural dust samples were started in 

our laboratory, with the interaction of limonene and toluene with natural Saharan mineral dust 

samples being investigated for the first time [87]. However, more detailed information 

regarding uptakes, products and possible mechanisms of VOC degradation on natural dust 

surfaces was not addressed at that time.  

The main objective of the present study focuses on investigating the 

interaction/reaction of VOCs with natural dust samples in order to evaluate its 

significance on the global atmospheric composition. To achieve this objective, several sub-

objectives have been defined: 

 Investigating the impact of dust origin and composition on VOC interaction 

with natural dust samples; 

 Investigating the impact of atmospheric environmental conditions on this 

interaction; 

 Investigating the reactivity of such interaction under dark and UV simulated 

conditions.  

A wide variety of materials and methods have been involved in the investigation of 

VOCs interaction on dust. The characterization and the origin of the natural dust samples used 

are detailed in the upcoming chapter 2, followed by the materials to prepare the VOC gas 

mixture. Then a detailed part is dedicated to the methods and experimental devices employed 

for studying different aspects of the interaction of VOCs on natural dust samples. 

Chapters 3 to 6 describe and discuss the experimental results obtained during this thesis. 

In chapter 3, the impact of dust origin and chemical composition on the heterogeneous process, 

is investigated. In particular, experiments are performed to investigate the uptake and the 

adsorption efficiency of isopropanol (IPA), a common organic pollutant released in significant 

amounts in the atmosphere and used here as a probe molecule, on natural dust samples collected 

from North and West Africa, Saudi Arabia, and Arizona desert regions. In chapter 4, the 

interaction of IPA with a natural sample from the Gobi desert that showed the highest uptake is 
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studied under different relevant atmospheric conditions (temperature, RH, and simulated 

sunlight). In chapter 5, isoprene (ISP), the highest emitted biogenic VOC in the atmosphere is 

selected to evaluate its interaction with natural dust from the Gobi desert. In chapter 6, for 

reasons stated later, the interaction of acetic acid (AcA) with natural dust from the Gobi desert 

is assessed under atmospheric simulated conditions.  

The outcome of this research and future directions are provided in the general 

conclusion at the end of this manuscript. The results presented herein provide insight into the 

impact of VOC interaction on natural dust and its effects on atmospheric trace gas 

concentrations. 
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This chapter includes all the necessary information regarding the materials used, the 

experimental setups and the analytical devices employed as well as the methods developed and 

applied to reach the objectives of this Thesis.  

First, the origins and the characterization of the natural dust samples used are 

presented. This part is followed by the materials used to prepare the VOC gas mixtures. Then 

a section is dedicated to the experimental devices and the methods developed for studying 

different aspects of the interaction of VOCs with natural dust samples.  

1 Materials  

1.1  Origins of the samples  

The natural mineral dust samples used in this study originate from various arid regions 

of the Earth, such as the Saharan, Sahelian and Asian deserts, and dust hot spots that contribute 

to more than 70% of the global emissions of mineral particles in the atmosphere. A map of the 

collection points of these mineral dust samples is given in Figure II-1. The natural soil samples 

were collected (i) close to the oasis of Nefta (Tunisia), (ii) the city of Mbour (Senegal), thus 

corresponding to two different regions along North and West Africa, and (iii) from Saudi Arabia 

(Rawdat arid region). Besides, aeolian deposits were collected in Yanchi, Ningxia province in 

China (Gobi arid region). After their collection, the mineral samples are mechanically sieved 

and the finest fraction of particles (i.e. < 100 µm), that corresponds to the particle size fraction 

that can be suspended in air, is used for the experiments. In addition, the commercially available 

ISO 12103-1 A1 ultrafine Arizona Test Dust (ATD, Powder Technology Inc.) is also used. The 

ATD sample was collected in June 2013 and consists of ultrafine particles with a size 

distribution between 3 and 22 μm, with ~ 97% below 11 μm in diameter. 
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Figure II-1. Map of the collection points of mineral dust samples investigated in this work: 

1: commercially available ATD, 2: Mbour, 3: Nefta, 4: Rawdat, 5: Gobi  

Besides the natural samples the following commercially available synthetic minerals 

were also used: TiO2 powder (Rutile/anatase, Degussa, Aeroxide-P25), Al2O3 powder 

(Aluminum oxide, Sigma-Aldrich), CaCO3 powder (Calcite, Sigma-Aldrich), Fe3O4 powder 

(Magnetite, Sigma-Aldrich, 99.99% trace metal basis), and SiO2 (Quartz, Merck). All the 

synthetic powders are used as purchased and their size fractions are reported in Table II-1.  

 

1.2 Physical and chemical characterizations of the samples 

Not only do the physical and chemical characterizations of the samples facilitate the 

understanding of VOC interactions with dusts, but it also helps quantifying this interaction.  

1.2.1 BET specific surface area determination   

The specific surface area (SSA) is a physical property of solids which represents the 

total surface area of a material per mass unit (m2 g-1) that is available to gas molecules. It is 

required for the determination and comparison of the kinetic and sorption parameters from one 

material to another. Nitrogen adsorption measurements are performed with a laboratory gas 

sorption analyzer. The SSA of each sample is determined employing the BET method within 

the 0.05 to 0.3 relative pressures range, P/P0 [1]. At least three adsorption measurements were 

conducted on the different samples. The specific surface areas are reported in Table II-1. The 

accuracy of the BET measurements is validated by comparing the specific surface area of the 

commercially available TiO2 samples with data provided by the supplier.  
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Table II-1. Specific surface areas (m2 g-1) for each sample determined using the 2-

parameter BET method.  

Sample Specific surface area, SSA* (m2 g-1) 
Size 

fraction(µm) 

ATD 6.7 ± 0.6 < 11 

Rawdat 3.4 ± 0.2 < 100 

Gobi 10.5 ± 2.0 < 100 

Mbour 14.5 ± 1.0 < 100 

Nefta 15.5 ± 1.1 < 100 

SiO2 402 ± 40 63-200 

CaCO3 0.6 ± 0.1 < 30 

Al2O3 118 ± 22 63-200 

Fe3O4 3.4 ± 0.4 < 5 

TiO2 52.0 ± 6.4 ~ 0.02  

*The values presented are the average of the measurements and 

the quoted errors correspond to the standard deviation of the 

measurements.   

 

1.2.2 Chemical characterizations of the natural dust samples  

The chemical characterization of the samples is performed employing X-ray diffraction 

(XRD), X-ray fluorescence (XRF) and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-

MS) [2-4]. The chemical compositions of the different samples are reported in Tables II-2 and 

II-3. The X-ray measurements are performed at IMT Lille Douai, Civil Engineering department 

by Dr. Betrancourt. The X-ray measurements were conducted using around 1 g of sieved 

mineral dust and two complementary techniques: 

(i) X-ray diffraction (XRD; Bruker D2 theta analyzer) equipped with a Cobalt 

source (1.74 nm). XRD is primarily used for the phase identification of a 

crystalline material. The analyzed material is finely ground, homogenized 

before analyses.  

(ii) X-ray fluorescence (XRF; Bruker AXS explorer S4 pioneer). XRF is a non-

destructive analytical technique used to determine the elemental composition of 

materials. XRF analyzers determine the chemistry of a sample by measuring the 

fluorescent (or secondary) X-ray emitted from a sample when it is excited by a 

primary X-ray source. 
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Regarding the ICP-MS analyses, the measurements are performed by Dr. L. Alleman at 

IMT Lille Douai, SAGE department. ICP-MS is capable of detecting metals and several 

elements at concentrations as low as the part per quadrillion, ppq [5]. From 0.5 to 5 mg of each 

dust sample are dissolved in an acidic solution (3 mL HCl, 1 mL HNO3, 500 µL HF and 4 mL 

of ultrapure H2O) and thermally pretreated at 220oC over  20 min before analysis [6]. Three sets 

of measurements were performed for each sample to evaluate the homogeneity of the dust 

batch; the variation coefficients of the major elements never exceeded 10 %. As reported in 

Table II-2 both X-ray and ICP-MS analyses provide consistent results regardless of the 

techniques used and the amount of dust required for each measurement, confirming the 

homogeneity of the samples [7].  
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Table II-2. Bulk compositions (in %) of the main elements (excluding O, C, H, N) of each natural mineral dust sample, combining X-

ray (XRF and XRD) and ICP-MS analyses.  

Element 
Mbour Nefta Rawdat Gobi ATD ultrafine 

X-ray ICP-MS X-ray ICP-MS X-ray ICP-MS X-ray ICP-MS X-ray ICP-MS 

Si 96.1 94.4 83.2 98 65.6 64 61.7 57.6 74.9 74.6 

Al 1.4 1.8 0.3 0.2 6.9 6.5 10 11.0 9.8 9.5 

Ca 1.3 1.3 11.3 1.0 17.4 21 15.1 16.1 3.8 4.4 

Na <0.1 0.2 <0.1 0.2 1.8 2.7 1.92 2.5 3.0 2.5 

Mg <0.1 0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 1.4 2.1 2.3 1.0 1.0 

Ti 0.4 0.7 2.0 <0.1 0.2 0.2 1.3 0.8 0.4 0.5 

K <0.1 0.1 <0.1 0.1 3.4 1.9 4.0 3.5 4.2 4.0 

Fe 0.8 1.3 0.3 0.1 1.8 1.2 3.83 5.5 2.9 3.1 

P <0.1 N.Da 2.7 N.D <0.1 N.D <0.1 N.D <0.1 N.D 

Zn <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 

Mn <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.1 <0.1 <0.1 

Ba <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.1 

Sum (%) ~100 ~100 ~99 ~100 ~97 ~99 ~100 ~100 ~100 ~99 
a N.D: Not determined (not in the list of 34 elements analyzed with ICP-MS). 
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Table II-3. Relative abundances (in %) of mineral phases identified in each natural mineral dust sample using XRD. For comparison 

purposes the mineralogical composition of ATD provided by the supplier is also indicated [7]. 

Mineral oxide Mbour Nefta Rawdat Gobi 
ATD ultrafine 

This work Supplier  

SiO2 Quartz 95.0 82.0 61.0 55.0 76.0 68-76 

CaCO3 Calcite 1.5 11.0 21.0 17.8 - - 

CaO Calcium oxide - - -  2.5 2.0-5.0 

Ca(HPO4). 2 H2O Brushite - 5.0 - - - - 

NaAlSi3O8 Albite - - 10.0 10.5 - - 

Na2O Sodium oxide - - -  1.9 2.0-4.0 

TiO2 Rutile/anatase 0.3 1.5 0.2 1.0 0.3 0.5-1.0 

Al2O3 Aluminum oxide 1.2 0.3 4.4 6.9 8.8 10-15 

Fe2O3 Hematite 0.5 0.2 -  2.0 2.0-5.0 

Fe3O4 Magnetite - - 1.3 2.6 - - 

MgO Magnesium oxide - - - - 0.8 1.0-2.0 

K2O Potassium oxide - - 2.0 - 2.4 2.0-5.0 

Unaccounted fraction 1.5 0.0 0.1 6.2 5.3 - 
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1.3 Gas preparations 

The objective of this work is to investigate the heterogeneous interaction of several 

VOCs on different dust samples. In order to provide accurate kinetic parameters and 

mechanistic insights it is necessary to control and adjust precisely the gas phase concentrations 

of the VOCs of interest and ensure the stability and the quality of the carrier gas. Therefore in 

this section, the gas preparation i.e. generation sources, mixing process, humidification, etc., of 

the different VOCs and air mixtures is presented. 

1.3.1 Zero air generation and quality  

Zero air is used as the carrier gas and is generated by using an air compressor. This 

compressor is equipped with a dryer and a particle filter. The mixture gas is then sent into a 

catalytic zero air generator (Claind AZ-2020, Lenno, Italy) which eliminates the VOCs present 

in the air by oxidation on a 250 °C Platinum-Palladium catalyst to achieve a total concentration 

of VOCs lower than 100 ppt in the air flow at the outlet of the zero air generator. CO2 is removed 

by flowing the zero air through a Parker-Balston 75-52 scrubber. This scrubber relies on a 

Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) process to extract CO2 from the air. This separation system 

is based on the adsorption of CO2 under pressure on a porous material. Two adsorbent cartridges 

are alternately used. While one is under a high pressure to adsorb the CO2, the second is at 

atmospheric pressure in order to desorb CO2 out of the circuit. The CO2 concentration at the 

outlet of the system is lower than 10 ppb. It should be noted that the remaining impurity levels 

in the air stream are always lower than the analytical system detection limits, i.e. overall VOCs 

< 0.1 ppb, CO2 < 10 ppb, CO < 80 ppb and H2O < 2 ppm.  

1.3.2 Controlling relative humidity 

The relative humidity is controlled by changing the mixing ratio of dry and saturated 

humid air. In particular, a fraction of the initial zero air flow is moistened after passing through 

a H2O bubbler and is further mixed with dry air to obtain the targeted RH level. The relative 

humidity in the gas flows is recorded using a temperature and relative humidity probe, (KIMO 

HQ 210 STD). It allows monitoring RH from 3 to 98% and the temperature from 253 to 353 K 

with respective accuracies of 1.5% and 0.06%. 
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1.3.3 Preparation of VOCs and air mixtures  

The VOCs that were used in experiments with natural dust samples are isopropanol, 

isoprene and acetic acid. The specifications of the gas cylinders (or canisters) and concentration 

ranges of those VOCs used in experiments are reported in Table II-4 and Table II-5 respectively.  

Isopropanol generation: Isopropanol (IPA) concentrations are obtained from calibrated gas 

cylinders (PRAXAIR) with 10 and 507 ppmv nominal concentrations in N2, which are further 

diluted in zero air dry or humid. 

Isoprene generation: Various concentrations of isoprene (ISP) are prepared inside an 18 L 

stainless steel canister by injecting volumes of 1 µL to 0.1 mL of liquid ISP (Sigma-Aldrich; 

purity ≥ 99 %) and adjusting the pressure inside. First the canister is pumped until primary 

vacuum is reached (P ˂ 10-2 mbar). Then using of a 5 µL or 1 mL graduated syringe the targeted 

volume of ISP is injected in the canister. Thereafter, the canister is filled with zero air until a 

pressure of ca. 2.5 bars is reached (Table II-4). It has to be noted that the pressure of ISP in the 

canister is always lower than its saturation vapor pressure at room temperature i.e. 0.56 bars, in 

order to ensure the complete vaporization of injected ISP in the canister.  

Table II-4. Characteristics of the VOC cylinder and canisters used for VOC and air 

mixture preparations 

VOC Type  Concentration (ppm) Pressure (bar) 

IPA 

 

Calibrated cylinder 9.80 ± 0.48 150 

507 ± 10 150 

ISP Canister  (13.00 ± 0.65), (1340 ± 41) 2.5 

AcA Calibrated cylinder 106 ± 2 150 

Formaldehyde Calibrated cylinder 24.0 ± 1.2 150 

Acetaldehyde Calibrated cylinder 98.0 ± 4.9 150 

Methanol Canister 65 ± 6 2.5 

Acetaldehyde Canister 95 ± 9 2.5 

CO2 Calibrated cylinder 106 150 

 

Acetic acid generation: Different acetic acid (AcA) concentrations are obtained from a 

calibrated gas cylinder (PRAXAIR) with a nominal concentration of 105 ppm in N2, which is 

further diluted in zero air dry or humid air.  
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Since, the monitoring of other complementary VOCs, and CO2 is required, calibrated 

canisters of methanol and acetone were prepared in the same manner as for ISP. CO2, 

Acetaldehyde and Formaldehyde concentrations are obtained from calibrated cylinders. Their 

specifications are presented in Table II-4.  

Table II-5 Concentration ranges used in the experiments in molecules cm-3 and in ppb  

VOC Concentration 

(1013
 molecules cm-3) 

Concentration 

(ppb) 

IPA 0.15 - 615 60 – 250,000 

ISP 0.3 - 615 120 – 250,000 

AcA 1.2 - 39.4 500 – 16,000 

 

2 Methods  

2.1 Experimental setup 

A general scheme of the experimental setups used is shown in Figure II-2. It consists of 

three main parts: 

(i) the gas flow generation system 

(ii) the  reactor (U-shaped reactor,  double-wall reactor, DRIFTs cell) 

(iii) the analytical devices (SIFT-MS, FT-IR, and DRIFTs) 

The description of the different types of reactors and detectors used are presented in 

details in the following subsections.  

 

Figure II-2. General scheme of the experimental setups 
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2.1.1 Gas flow generation system 

A scheme of the gas flow generation system is shown in Figure II-3. The gas flow 

generation line is made of stainless steel and Teflon. Calibrated mass flow controllers 

(Bronkhorst) are used to introduce the VOC that is further diluted by zero air to reach a flow 

rate adjusted from 250 to 1000 sccm. The relative humidity in the reactor is set by allowing part 

of the zero air to pass through a bubbler at room temperature, thus the air leaving the bubbler 

is at 100% RH. After the gas mixture is prepared it is sent to the reactor by means of a 4-way 

valve. 

 

Figure II-3. Scheme of the gas flow generation system.  

 

2.1.2 Reactors  

The heterogeneous interaction of VOCs with dust is studied employing different 

reactors selected according to the targeted objective of each set of experiments. The U-shaped 

and double-wall reactors are used to study the gas phase kinetics and the possible formation of 

products in the gas phase under dark and UV irradiation, while the DRIFTs cell is used to 

monitor in-situ the adsorbed phase during the interaction of VOCs with dust. 
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The U-shaped reactor  

The U-shaped reactor is employed throughout the study to determine (i) the initial 

uptake coefficients, (ii) the gas phase products formed, and (iii) the reversible/irreversible 

fractions of the heterogeneous interaction/reaction of the model VOCs with the mineral dust 

samples.  

The schematic of the U-shaped reactor is given in Figure II-4. It consists of two parts: 

the upper one is a bypass line with a total volume of 15 cm3; it is used to monitor the VOC 

concentration in the absence of dust. The lower part, with a similar volume of 15 cm3, is 

equipped with a quartz wool sample-holder (geometric surface area 4.95 cm2), on top of which 

a known amount of mineral sample is placed. The two parts are connected via two 3-way valves. 

The mass of the sample varies depending on the adsorption capacity of mineral dust towards 

the VOC studied. The inlet and outlet of the reactor are connected to the rest of the setup by 

Ultra Torr fittings.  

 

Figure II-4. Scheme of the U-shaped reactor.  

In the case of temperature dependence experiments, the lower part of the reactor is 

immersed in a thermostated bath (Huber ministst 230) filled with ethanol or water, which allows 

the variation of the temperature from 253 to 358 K. The bypass line is also thermostated, by 

wrapping it up either with a thin flex tube circulating the thermostated liquid, or using a heating 

tape. The temperature of the sample is recorded using a K-type thermocouple inserted inside 
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the U-shaped reactor. The residence time of the VOC in the lower part of the U-shaped reactor 

is estimated to be around 1 second.  

The double-wall reactor  

A scheme of the double-wall reactor is reported in Figure II-5. It is a 600 cm3 double-

wall reactor made of Pyrex and equipped with a quartz window attached on the top with a 

metallic clamp and two gas connections. A glass plate supporting the mineral dust sample is 

placed at the bottom of the reactor. Three UV lamps (UVA, PL-L18W, Philips) are used to 

irradiate the dust from above, through the quartz window. The total gas flow can be varied from 

300 to 700 sccm. The residence time of the VOC in the double-wall photochemical reactor is 

estimated to be around 2 minutes. The temperature of the sample is recorded using a K-type 

thermocouple placed inside the reactor. 

 

 

Figure II-5. Scheme of the double-wall reactor. 

 

The DRIFTs optical cell reactor 

The in-situ monitoring of the dust surface is performed in a DRIFTs optical cell 

(Harrick, Praying Mantis). A simple representation of the optical reactor is provided in Figure 

II-6. The dust sample is placed on the grid inside the DRIFTs cell. The diffuse reflection that is 

produced by the sample surface reflection of the light in all directions is collected by use of an 

ellipsoid mirror. The output mirror then directs this scattered energy to the MCT detector. The 

temperature of the sample is recorded using a K-type thermocouple placed on the top of the 

sample holder, which is also equipped with a heating resistor and a liquid (water/ethanol) 
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circulation system connected to a thermostat (Huber ministat 230) to limit possible temperature 

fluctuations during the experiment. The temperature can be regulated from -100°C to +100°C 

 

Figure II-6. Scheme of the DRIFTs cell reactor. 

 

2.1.3 Analytical devices 

Various analytical devices are employed aiming to follow the time evolution of the 

reactant VOCs and the potential products formed, in the gas phase and in the adsorbed phase.  

2.1.3.1 Gas phase analyses 

The online gas phase monitoring of primary VOCs and their potential products is 

achieved employing Selective Ion Flow Tube Mass Spectrometry, (SIFT-MS) and multipath 

Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy.  

SIFT-MS  

Gas-phase VOC concentrations are monitored with a Voice 200 SIFT−MS typically in 

the ppb to ppm range. The SIFT mass spectrometry is based on the chemical ionization of the 

analytes. A microwave discharge is used for the generation of three precursor ions, H3O
+, NO+, 

and O2
+, which are sequentially selected by a first quadrupole mass filter [8, 9]. Then, the 

precursor ions are injected through a Venturi-type orifice inside a flow tube reactor operated at 

1 Torr total pressure using Helium as the carrier gas. The precursor ions react with the analytes 

along the flow tube to produce new characteristic ionized molecules [8, 9]. Subsequently, the 
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gas flow passes through a pinhole orifice of 0.3 mm diameter, located at the downstream end 

of the flow tube reactor to create a thermal molecular beam. The molecular beam enters a 

differentially pumped high vacuum chamber, and both the precursor and product ions are 

focused via electrostatic lenses into a second quadrupole mass spectrometer for mass analysis 

and counting for identification and quantification, respectively.  

It is possible to calculate the theoretical concentrations of the analytes using the kinetics 

of ionization reactions in the flow tube, the ionized molecule and remaining precursor amounts, 

and the residence time inside the flow tube. However, this calculation is based on theoretical 

data and can be affected by the operating conditions. Subsequently, the mass spectrometer is 

experimentally calibrated, using calibrated VOC cylinders, to obtain reliable concentration 

measurements [8, 9]. The major advantage of SIFT-MS is that several VOCs can be monitored 

simultaneously eliminating the effect of mass peak overlapping. For instance, when two species 

are identified at the same mass peak (equal m/z ratio) but originate from different precursor 

ions, the MS peak intensities recorded are free of contribution. Nevertheless, in separate 

experiments, standards of each identified compound are introduced individually to check for 

any possible contribution of other products to the species mass peaks. A summary of the 

compounds detected employing SIFT-MS and their detection limits are presented in Table II-

6.  

FTIR 

In some experiments, the gas phase is analyzed employing a transmission FTIR 

spectrometer (Thermo Scientific Antaris IGS) equipped with a 10 m path length White cell and 

coupled to a liquid-N2-cooled MCT detector. Besides the monitoring of the VOCs, the analysis 

of the gas phase with FTIR allowed the identification of compounds that cannotbe detected by 

SIFT−MS, such as CO and CO2. These compounds could be possible oxidation end products 

formed by the heterogeneous reaction of VOCs with dust. IR spectra are collected within the 

wavenumber range 600−4000 cm−1 every 30 s using Result-3 software. Each IR spectrum 

corresponds to the average of 16 co-added scans with a resolution of 0.5 cm−1. Quantification 

and data processing are performed using TQ-Analyst software. Calibration curves and detection 

limits are determined by passing standard gases supplied through the gas cell at a flow rate of 

1000 sccm. Table II-6 summarizes the integration bands and the detection limits for the species 

of interest calibrated with the FTIR system in the laboratory. 
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Table II-6. Compounds detected employing SIFT mass spectroscopy and FTIR and their 

main specifications.  

SIFT-MS a 

Compound Reagent 

ion 

Ionized species Branching 

ratio (%) 

Mass peak 

(m/z) 

DLs (ppb) 

50% RH 

 

0% RH 

IPA H3O
+ 

NO+ 

C3H7
+ 

C3H7O
+ 

100 

100 

43 

59 

20 

1 

5 

2 

ISP H3O
+ 

NO+ 

C5H8H
+ 

C5H8
+ 

100 

100 

69 

68 

0 

0 

0 

0 

AcA H3O
+ 

NO+ 

CH3COOH2
+ 

NO+CH3COOH 

100 

100 

61 

90 

24 

17 

54 

64 

Formaldehyde  H3O
+ CH3O

+ 100 31 8 8 

Methanol NO+ CH5O
+ 100 65 3 5 

Acetaldehyde  H3O
+ 

NO+ 

C2H5O
+ 

C2H3O
+ 

100 

100 

45 

43 

3 

7 

23 

9 

Acetone  H3O
+ 

NO+ 

C3H7O
+ 

NO+C3H6O 

100 

100 

59 

88 

2 

2 

2 

2 

FTIR b 

Compound Wave numbers  Detection limit  (ppb) 

CO2 2300 - 2400 cm-1 (band integration)  20 

IPA 897 - 1000 cm-1 (band integration) 

1307 - 1432 cm-1 (band integration) 

2920 - 3208 cm-1 (band integration) 

1500 

CO 2000 - 2250 cm-1 (band integration) 76 

(a) The precursor reagent ions used for the identification of each VOC, the ionized species formed 

with the corresponding branching ratio, the recorded mass peaks, and the detection limits at 

dry and 50% RH are given  

(b) The wavelength ranges used for identification and the detection limits are given 

 

2.1.3.2 Adsorbed phase analysis  

DRIFT Spectroscopy 

While the techniques stated above monitor changes in the gas-phase concentrations, the 

Diffused Reflectance Infrared Spectroscopy (DRIFTs) focuses on changes on the surface of 

solid phase. The in-situ monitoring of the dust surface is performed in a DRIFTs cell (Harrick, 

Praying Mantis) equipped with three windows the first is a zinc selenium (ZnSe) windows , the 

second is for collecting the diffused IR radiation and the third is for external surface irradiation. 

The DRIFTs optical cell is coupled to a Nicolet 6700 FTIR spectrometer. In principle, an 

infrared radiation directly reflected by the sample surface, gives rise to specular refraction, 
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which is a function of the refractive index and absorptivity of the sample. The radiation may 

also undergo multiple reflections occurring at the surface of the particles, without penetrating 

the sample. The radiation that undergoes this type of diffuse specular reflection exits the surface 

at any angle relative to that of the incident beam. On the contrary, true diffuse reflection is the 

consequence of beam penetration into one or more particles and its diffusion in the sample. This 

component of the radiation also exits the sample at any angle but, since it has traveled through 

the particles, it contains data on the absorption properties of the material [10]. Thus, this 

instrument can be used for the detection of products formed and accumulated on the surface of 

the natural dust samples. DRIFTs spectra are recorded using the Omnic 9.2 software with 16 

scans per spectrum and a spectral resolution of 4 cm−1. 

 

HPLC-UV 

The adsorbed phase is also investigated with offline complementary series of 

experiments employing the High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) instrument 

dedicated to the detection of aldehydes and ketones. The surface adsorbed species are extracted 

using 3 ml of acetonitrile as a solvent and 3 mL 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine (DNPH) as a 

derivatization agent. Thereafter the solution is analyzed with Water 2487 HPLC. Compounds 

are eluted at flow rate of 1.5 mL/min on C18 column (20 mm × 4.6 mm × 5 µm) thermostated 

at 40°C and detected by tunable wavelength UV adsorption (Water 2695). Commercially 

available calibrated solutions are used for the system calibration.  

 

2.2 Experimental protocols developed and applied to the current study 

 

This section includes the experimental procedures developed and followed to investigate the 

heterogeneous interactions of the selected VOCs with the mineral dust samples of interest. In 

order to assess the affinity of the dust sample towards the VOC, the initial uptake coefficients 

and the number of molecules adsorbed should be determined,[11] as well as the reactivity of 

the dust. In order to fulfill this objective different protocols are followed. 
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2.2.1 Protocol used with the U-shaped reactor  

Experimental protocol 

A typical experiment for VOC interaction on dust and experimental protocol followed 

using the U-shaped flow reactor is presented in Figure II-7.  

Before each experiment the sample of interest is placed into the reactor and thermally 

pre-treated under dry zero air at 200°C to remove any pre-adsorbed species (e.g. H2O, or other 

VOCs). Thereafter, the sample is cooled down to room temperature while still under zero air. 

In case of dry conditions no other pretreatment takes place. However, under RH conditions and 

prior to VOC exposure, the freshly prepared mineral sample is exposed for about 10 min to 

water vapor present in the reactor during which the background is collected in the same 

experimental conditions.  

 

 

Figure II-7. Typical gas-phase profiles of VOC recorded with the SIFT-MS at 298 K 

and dry conditions in the absence (a) and presence (b) of dust.  
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Once room temperature is reached, the background level of the selected VOC is 

recorded, step 1. In step 2, the gas flow direction is changed to the 15 cm3 by-pass line by means 

of the two 3-way valves and a known concentration of the VOC is introduced (Figure II-4). 

When a steady-state concentration is achieved, the flow is directed through the reactor (step 3), 

exposing the dust surface to the selected VOC. A rapid decrease of the VOC concentration is 

observed, due to the uptake of the VOC on the dust surface. It should be noted that since the 

by-pass and the reactor have equal volumes, the observed decrease in VOC concentration 

during the uptake experiment is not due to the volume difference. This point has been 

experimentally validated with preliminary experiments conducted in the absence of dust (Figure 

II-7a). Meanwhile, preliminary experiments evidenced the VOC uptake on the glass wool 

substrate is below the detection limit.  

When the equilibrium between the adsorbed phase and the gas phase is achieved, the 

gas phase concentration of the selected VOC at the oulet of the reactor is equal to the inlet 

concentration. Then as shown in step 4 the reactor is then isolated, i.e. switched to by-pass, and 

the VOC flow is stopped in order to purge the lines with zero air. Consequently, the VOC 

concentration drops back to the background level at the outlet of the by-pass (step 5). 

Thereafter, step 6 takes place where the flow of zero air is directed through the reactor to purge 

the dust surface. Depending on the intensity of the interaction of the VOC with the natural dust 

sample, a transient peak of VOC can be monitored. This peak corresponds to the weakly 

adsorbed fraction of the selected VOC at room temperature. Lastly, the surface is heated up to 

110oC - 150 oC depending on the VOC, in order to remove the remaining adsorbed quantity of 

the VOC.  

The following subsections describe how the experimental data are analyzed to determine 

the initial uptake coefficient and the number of molecules adsorbed. A closer look at the 

adsorption peak and the qualitative illustration showing the method used to calculate the initial 

uptake coefficient and the number of molecules adsorbed is reported in Figure II-8. 

Determination of initial uptake coefficients 

The most widely used approach to describe the kinetics of heterogeneous processes is 

to determination the uptake coefficient, γ. It represents the net probability that a molecule X 

undergoing a gas-kinetic collision with a surface is actually taken up by the surface. [11] 
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Figure II-8. Illustration of the parameters derived from the U-shaped reactor 

experimental data. 

 

The initial uptake coefficient of a VOC is derived from the following equations: 

𝑑(𝑉𝑂𝐶) 𝑑𝑡⁄

𝑉
= 𝑘ℎ𝑒𝑡[𝑉𝑂𝐶] (Equation II-1) 

𝑘ℎ𝑒𝑡=

𝑑(𝑉𝑂𝐶) 𝑑𝑡⁄

𝑉[𝑉𝑂𝐶]
=  𝜔𝛾0 (Equation II-2) 

with:  

𝜔 =
𝑐𝐴𝑠

4𝑉
 (Equation II-3) 

and finally:   

𝛾0 =
4{𝑑(𝑉𝑂𝐶) 𝑑𝑡⁄ }

𝑐𝐴𝑠[𝑉𝑂𝐶]
 (Equation II-4) 

 

where (VOC) denotes the number of VOC molecules taken up by the dust surface at the 

beginning of exposure (molecule); khet, the first-order rate coefficient of the VOC 

heterogeneous degradation (s-1); V, the volume of the reaction zone (cm3); [VOC], the gas-

phase VOC concentration (molecules cm-3); ω, the VOC collision frequency (s-1); c, the mean 

molecular speed (cm s-1); As, the specific surface area of the dust (cm2). 
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Determination of the VOC number of molecules adsorbed  

The total number of molecules taken up per surface unit, Ns (molecules cm2), is derived 

by integrating the area of the adsorption peak in a typical uptake experiment (Figure II-8) 

divided by the specific surface area of the dust, As, according to Equation 5: [12]  

𝑁𝑠 = ∫
𝐹(𝑡)

𝐴𝑠

𝜏=1

𝜏=0

𝑑𝑡 (Equation II-5) 

where F is the flow rate (molecules s−1) of the VOC molecules through the reactor. τ = 0 is the 

time of exposure of VOC to the dust, τ = 1 is the time when the signal returns to its initial level. 

2.2.2 Protocol used with the double-wall reactor 

 

The double-wall reactor is employed to investigate the degradation pathways of the 

model VOCs under dark and simulated sunlight irradiation conditions. In this type of reactor 

VOC breakthrough curves are determined.[13] The gas-phase VOC concentration is monitored 

by SIFT-MS or FTIR at the outlet of the reactor. A scheme of the protocol followed is proposed 

in Figure II-9.  

 

Figure II-9. Scheme of the protocol followed using the double-wall reactor. 
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The reactor is first purged with zero air for the collection of the background. Then a 

two-step procedure is followed and the temporal concentration of the VOC is recorded (i) in 

the absence of dust to determine the mixing curve, and (ii) in the presence of a natural dust 

sample to determine the VOC breakthrough curve.  

 

 
Figure II-10. VOC breakthrough curves in the absence (blue) and presence (red) of 

dust in the double wall photochemical reactor. 

 

 A qualitative example of a typical experiment in the double-wall reactor is shown in 

Figure II-10. The equilibrium is reached when the VOC outlet concentration remains constant 

and corresponds to the inlet concentration. Then, the VOC flow is stopped and the lines are 

only purged with synthetic air until the signal reaches the background level again. The 

integration of the area between the VOC mixing and breakthrough curves enables the 

calculation of the number of molecules adsorbed. The reversibly adsorbed fraction is calculated 

by integrating the area between both curves when flushing the lines with synthetic air. 

Information on the total adsorbed fraction is essential in the case of product formation since it 

allows determining the formation yields and the carbon mass balance.  
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2.2.3 Protocol used with the DRIFTs optical cell  

The DRIFTs optical cell is employed to follow the adsorbed phase profiles of the VOCs 

and the potential products formed under dark and UV irradiation. A scheme of the protocol 

followed is reported in Figure II-11. 

 

 

Figure II-11. Schematic of the protocol followed using the DRIFTs optical cell. 

First the sample is placed in the optical cell and thermally pretreated then the cell is 

purged with zero air for the collection of the background. Thereafter, the gas concentration of 

the targeted VOC is allowed to flow through the cell and spectra are collected until surface 

saturation, i.e. a stable spectrum is observed. Then if required in the experiment the surface is 

irradiated and spectra are collected to record any reactant consumption and possible surface 

product formation.  

2.3 Error analysis 

In this section, possible systematic errors and statistical uncertainties contributing to the 

absolute uncertainty of γ0 and the number of molecules adsorbed (Ns) is considered. Note that 

all error limits given herein are reported at 95% level of confidence. Systematic uncertainties 

concerning reactor temperature, VOC mixture preparation such as error on VOC injection 

volume or cylinder mixture, pressure of bath gas, and total flow were 1, 5, and 3 %, respectively. 

The overall systematic uncertainty is then calculated using the quadrature error propagation 

approach to derive a value of around 6% for VOC mixing ratios. Other systematic uncertainties 

including BET surface area determination and dust mass weight are 10 and 3 % respectively. 

Regarding statistical errors, the 2.σ precision, related to repeatability and reproducibility, of the 

signal recorder is always higher than 8 % for Ns and 13 % for γ0. The overall uncertainty is 

given by Equation II-5 thus the upper limit for γ0 uncertainty is 20 % while the Ns overall error 

is estimated to be up to 16 %. 
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(uncertainty)2 = (systematic errors)2 + (statistical errors)2  (Equation II-5) 

 

3 Conclusion of Chapter II 

In this chapter the physical and chemical characterizations and the origins of the natural 

dust samples followed by details on the gas preparation are presented. A subsequent part is 

dedicated to the methods and experimental devices used to study the interaction of VOC on 

natural dust samples. 

The information presented in this chapter enables the reader to understand thoroughly 

how the experimental setups and different strategies are built in order to study the interaction 

of VOCs with natural dust sample. Some of them allow monitoring the gas phase; others are 

dedicated to the adsorbed phase. Monitoring the gas phase allows understanding the kinetics of 

the heterogeneous interactions of VOCs with natural dust based on the dynamic of the VOCs 

at the outlet of the reactor. This information is essential to improve the reliability of atmospheric 

models. Complementarily, the ability to monitor in-situ the adsorbed phase provides 

mechanistic information on the types of processes that are occurring at the surface of dust.   

In the following chapters, the results obtained using these materials and methods are 

presented and interpreted in order to fulfill the scientific objectives given in chapter 1. 
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The adsorption properties of mineral dust toward organic molecules are poorly 

characterized so far. Heterogeneous processes between trace gases and mineral particles can 

affect the oxidative capacity of the atmosphere as well as constitute as additional sources or 

sinks for these species. 

Therefore, in order to fullfil the objectives stated in chapter 1, in particular to 

investigate the impact of dust origin and chemical composition on the heterogeneous 

interaction of VOC with natural dust samples, experiments were performed in our laboratory 

and the results were published in 2018 in the Journal of Physical Chemistry A as an article 

entitled “Heterogeneous Interaction of Various Natural Dust Samples with Isopropanol as a 

Probe VOC”.  

In this article, the adsorption efficiencies of natural dust samples collected from North 

and West Africa, Saudi Arabia, Gobi and Arizona desert regions toward isopropanol (IPA), a 

common organic pollutant released in significant amounts in the atmosphere, and used here as 

a probe molecule, were investigated. Experiments are performed under atmospheric pressure, 

room temperature, over the concentration range (0.15 – 615) × 1013 molecules cm-3, and in the 

relative humidity (RH) range (0.01–85) %. Moreover, an investigation of the effect of the dust 

chemical composition is also carried out. 

The supporting information of this chapter can be found in Annex A at the end of this 

manuscript. The tables and figures of the supporting information in this chapter are noted “AS” 

followed by their number (e.g. Table AS1). 
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1 Introduction  

 

It is estimated that 1600 Tg of mineral dust are released into the atmosphere on an annual 

basis with the ability to undergo long-range transportation [1]. The role of heterogeneous 

interactions of atmospheric trace gases on mineral dust particles remains an important question 

in tropospheric chemistry. These interactions have been a subject of great interest in the past 

decade, due to their momentous capability in altering the atmosphere chemical balance and 

modifying dust particle properties [2, 3]. Recent studies evidenced that mineral dust may 

significantly influence the local and regional abundances of trace gases in the troposphere [1, 

4-6]. 

The mineralogy of dust particles is complex and diverse; it depends on the primary 

emission sources [7-11]. Mineral particles mostly originate from eroded soils, thus their 

chemical composition is similar to that of top soil material. Several studies on the elemental 

content of windblown dusts originating from various locations show that the primary elements 

are Silicon (Si) and Aluminum (Al) [12, 13]. Si is mainly present in SiO2-based phases (e.g. 

quartz, cristobalite) and in various aluminosilicate minerals. Aluminosilicates such as feldspars 

and clays (illite, kaolinite, montmorillonite, etc.) are the major aluminum-bearing minerals [12-

14]. Al is also present in the crystalline polymorphic phases of aluminum oxide Al2O3. Calcium 

(Ca) is also an important element of mineral dust mainly present in the forms of calcite, calcium 

oxide, aragonite, and dolomite. Besides the abovementioned elements, others such as K (K-

feldspar, white mica, illite), Na (albite feldspar, smectite clay minerals), Fe (in mineral oxides 

e.g. hematite, magnetite), Ti (TiO2 phases of anatase and rutile) and Mg (dolomite) are also 

present in mineral dust and source sediments [8, 10, 13-16]. Moreover, it should be noted that 

the mineralogical composition of airborne dust particles also depends on the size fractionation 

during emission and transport [10]. To be able to account for the fractionation effect, Journet et 

al. [10] specified the chemical composition of the finer textural classes of soils in the silt (2-63 

µm) and clay (< 2 µm) fractions. The silt fraction contains primarily minerals such as quartz, 

feldspars and mica while other minerals such as clays and iron oxides are mostly found in the 

clay fraction [10].  

Literature studies on the heterogeneous chemistry of mineral dusts mainly focused on 

the uptake and transformation of inorganic trace gases [17]. Nevertheless, only few studies have 
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been conducted on natural mineral dust samples, while even less attempted to correlate the 

effect of chemical composition on mineral dust reactivity [17]. Besides inorganic species, 

heterogeneous reactions of volatile organic compound (VOCs) are also of interest in the 

atmosphere since they may impact the transformation and transportation of VOC, and thus their 

atmospheric concentration as well as the mixing ratios of atmospheric oxidants and other related 

species at the local or even regional scales [18-20]. In addition, heterogeneous reactions of 

VOCs can produce species such as organic acids leading to secondary organic aerosol 

formation, [11, 18] and can alter the physicochemical properties of atmospheric particles, such 

as size or hygroscopic properties [21, 22]. Although the body of literature on heterogeneous 

reactions of VOCs has been recently expanded and reviewed [23], its impact on the Earth’s 

atmosphere has yet to be asserted. There is still a strong lack of kinetic and product data for 

VOC reactions on natural mineral dusts, and particularly, how mineral dust composition can 

influence the uptake process. These pieces of information are of significant importance since 

current atmospheric models use elemental ratios as input data to simulate the impact of mineral 

dust reactivity to the tropospheric chemistry [24]. Therefore, the accuracy of the predictions 

would be significantly improved if laboratory experiments could correlate the uptake efficiency 

with the elemental composition. 

 

The objective of the present work is to evaluate the effect of chemical composition on 

the interaction of volatile organic compounds with natural dust samples. Natural dust samples 

from different regions of the world are used as surrogate materials. Isopropanol (IPA) is used 

as a model VOC; IPA is a common anthropogenic pollutant released in the atmosphere mainly 

by industrial activities. It is highly reactive and may easily lead to acetone and other lighter 

compounds thus being a good probe to evaluate the effect of the chemical composition [25-27]. 

Kinetic measurements are conducted in a U-shaped flow reactor coupled with a SIFT-MS for 

the detection of the gas phase species. The adsorption isotherms and the uptake coefficients are 

determined over a wide range of concentrations (0.15 – 615) × 1013 molecules cm-3 in the 

relative humidity (RH) range (0.01–85)% and at room temperature (RT), 296 K. To the best of 

our knowledge this is the first experimental study reporting the effect of the chemical 

composition on VOC interaction with natural dust samples. 
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2 Materials and methods  

2.1 Materials  

2.1.1 Origins of the natural dust samples 

The five natural mineral dust samples used in this study originate from various regions 

in order to encompass a large diversity of chemical compositions Figure II-1. The natural top 

soil samples used were collected (i) close to the oasis of Nefta (Tunisia) and the city of Mbour 

(Senegal), corresponding to two different regions along North and West Africa and (ii) from 

Saudi Arabia (Rawdat arid region) (iii) from the Gobi desert of china. The experiments are 

performed using only the smallest sieved size fraction of the natural dust samples (< 100 µm) 

that can be suspended in air. In particular, a mechanical sieve shaker is used to fractionate the 

soil samples into different classes. Then, the finest collected fraction (<100 μm) is used for the 

experiments. Besides, a commercially available ATD sample (Powder Technology Inc.) is also 

studied. The ATD sample correspond to ISO 12103-1, A1 ultrafine ATD (3-22 μm, where 

~ 97% is below 11 μm), collected in June 2013. 

2.1.2 Physical and chemical characterizations of the natural dust samples  

The chemical characterization of the samples is performed employing widely used 

techniques such as X-ray diffraction, X-ray fluorescence and inductively coupled plasma mass 

spectrometry (ICP-MS) [28-30]. The chemical compositions of the different samples are also 

reported Tables II-2 and II-3. The X-ray measurements were conducted using around 1 g of 

sieved mineral dust and two complementary techniques: (i) X-ray diffraction (XRD; Bruker D2 

phaser 2 theta analyzer) and (ii) X-ray fluorescence (XRF; Bruker AXS explorer S4 pioneer). 

Regarding the ICP-MS analysis, a few mg of the dusts were dissolved in an acidic solution 

(HF/HNO3/HCl) and thermally pretreated at 220oC before analysis [31]. Since the quantity 

required for ICP-MS analyses is in the milligram range, three sets of measurements were 

performed for each sample to evaluate the sample homogeneity; the variation coefficients for 

the major elements never exceeded 10%.  

Furthermore, nitrogen adsorption measurements were performed using a sorption 

analyzer, whose robustness has been previously demonstrated [32, 33]. The specific surface 

area, SSA, of the collected dust samples was determined employing the BET method within 

0.05 to 0.3 relative pressures, P/P0. At least three adsorption measurements were conducted for 

each sample, and the average values are presented in Table II-1. 
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2.1.3 Gas preparation 

IPA concentrations are obtained from calibrated gas cylinders (PRAXAIR) at 10 and 

507 ppmv in N2, which are further diluted in zero dry air. The IPA dilution factor in the 

experiments ranges between 2 and 170 which allows the variation of IPA concentrations from 

(0.15 – 615) × 1013 molecules cm-3. The zero air is generated by a classical air compressor, and 

then sent into a catalytic zero air generator (Claind AZ-2020, Lenno, Italy) which is coupled to 

a pressure swing adsorption (PSA) device. The remaining impurity levels in the air stream are 

always lower than the analytical system detection limits, that is to say VOCs < 0.1 ppb, CO2 < 

10 ppb, CO < 80 ppb and H2O < 2 ppm. The relative humidity is controlled by changing the 

mixing ratio of dry and humid air. In particular, the zero air flow is moistened after passing 

through a H2O bubbler and is further diluted with dry air to obtain the desired RH level. The 

exact relative humidity in our gas flow is recorded using a temperature and moisture meter 

(KIMO HQ 210). 

 

2.2 Methods   

2.2.1 Experimental setup 

A detailed schematic of the experimental setup is presented in Figure III-1 and has been 

described in details previously [11, 34]. Briefly, it consists of three parts: (i) the gas flow 

generation system (ii) the U-shaped flow reactor, and (iii) the analytical device. The gas flow 

generation line is made of stainless steel and Teflon. Calibrated mass flow controllers 

(Bronkhorst) are used to introduce IPA that is further diluted in zero air to achieve a total flow 

rate of 700 sccm. The reactor consists of two parts: the upper one is a bypass line with a total 

volume of 15 cm3; it is used to monitor the IPA concentration in the absence of dust. The lower 

part, with similar volume of 15 cm3, is equipped with a quartz wool sample-holder (geometric 

surface area 4.95 cm2), on top of which the mineral sample is placed. The two parts are 

connected via two 3-way valves. The exact temperature of the sample is recorded using a K-

type thermocouple inserted inside the U-shaped reactor. A known amount of mineral dust is 

placed on the top of a porous quartz wool sample-holder as shown in Figure III-1. The residence 

time of IPA in the reactor is estimated to be around 1 second. The monitoring of IPA is achieved 

employing a Selected-Ion Flow-Tube Mass Spectrometer (Voice 200 SIFT-MS). The SIFT-MS 

is an analytical technique based on the chemical ionization of the analytes using three reagent 

ions: H3O
+, NO+ and O2

+. IPA is detected using H3O
+ and NO+ ions at mass peaks 43 (C3H7

+) 
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and 59 (C3H7O
+), respectively. The detection limits of the recorded mass peaks are found to be 

around 2 ppb under our experimental conditions. 

 

 
Figure III-1. Schematic representation of the experimental setup used for the kinetic 

studies. MFC: Mass flow controller. 

 

2.2.2 Experimental protocol  

Before each experiment the dust of interest is placed into the reactor and thermally pre-

treated under dry zero air at 200oC to remove any pre-adsorbed species (e.g. removal of strongly 

adsorbed water, or other VOCs). Thereafter, the sample is cooled down to room temperature 

while still under zero air.  
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Figure III-2. Typical gas-phase profiles of IPA recorded with the SIFT-MS at 298 K and 

30% RH in the presence (a) and absence (b) of dust, respectively. The H3O+ ion is used to 

monitor IPA with the SIFT-MS at the mass peak 69 (C5H8H+). Step 1: background 

collection; step 2: IPA is introduced; step 3: dust surface exposure to IPA; step 4: surface 

isolation; step 5: RT flushing; step 6: heating the dust surface.  

 

In case of dry conditions no other pretreatment takes place. However, under RH 

conditions and prior to IPA exposure, the freshly prepared mineral sample is exposed for about 

10 min to water vapor present in the reactor during which the background is collected in the 

same experimental conditions. Longer (up to 30 min exposure) or even no exposure of samples 

to water vapor had no impact on the observed uptake data. Once room temperature is reached, 
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the background level of IPA is monitored using SIFT-MS as shown in Figure III-2, step 1. In 

step 2, the gas flow direction is changed to the 15 cm3 by-pass line by means of the two 3-way 

valves and a known concentration of IPA is introduced. When a steady-state concentration is 

achieved, the flow is directed through the reactor (step 3), exposing the dust surface to IPA 

(Figure III-2a). The uptake of IPA by the sample promotes a decrease in IPA concentration, 

followed by a progressive increase towards the initial value. It should be noted that since the 

by-pass and the reactor have equal volumes, the observed decrease to IPA concentration during 

the adsorption experiment is not due to volume differences. The latter has been validated with 

complementary experiments in the absence of dust (Figure III-2b). Once the equilibrium 

between the adsorbed and gas phases is achieved, the reactor is isolated by changing the flow 

direction to the by-pass as shown in step 4 (Figure III-2a). Thereafter, the IPA flow is stopped 

and the lines are purged with air (step 5). Consequently, the IPA concentration reaches again 

the background level. Then, the flow is directed through the reactor to purge the surface and 

recover the weakly adsorbed fraction of IPA. Lastly, the surface is heated up to 110oC to remove 

the remaining quantity of adsorbed IPA (step 6). 

 

2.2.3 Uptake measurements  

In order to assess the affinity of the natural dust samples towards IPA the initial uptake 

coefficients, γ0, are determined. γ expresses the probability of a colliding molecule to be taken 

up by the surface or to react with the surface [17]. The time resolution provided by the SIFT-

MS is high enough to allow the determination of γ0 within the first seconds of the interaction 

between IPA and dust. The uptake coefficient of IPA is derived from the following equations: 

 

𝑑 𝐼𝑃𝐴 𝑑𝑡 

𝑉
= 𝑘ℎ𝑒𝑡 𝐼𝑃𝐴  (Equation III-1) 

𝑘ℎ𝑒𝑡=

𝑑 𝐼𝑃𝐴 𝑑𝑡 

𝑉 𝐼𝑃𝐴 
=  𝜔𝛾0 (Equation III-2) 

with:  

𝜔 =
𝑐𝐴𝑠

4𝑉
 (Equation III-3) 

and finally:   

𝛾0 =
4 𝑑 𝐼𝑃𝐴 𝑑𝑡  

𝑐𝐴𝑠 𝐼𝑃𝐴 
 (Equation III-4) 
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where (IPA) denotes the number of IPA molecules taken up by the dust surface at the 

beginning of exposure (molecule); khet, the first-order rate coefficient of the heterogeneous 

degradation of IPA (s-1); V, the volume of the reaction zone (cm3); [IPA], the gas-phase IPA 

concentration (molecules cm-3); ω, the collision frequency of IPA (s-1); c, the mean molecular 

speed (cm s-1); As, the effective surface area of the dust (cm2), calculated as the product of SSA 

with the mass of the sample. 

 

2.2.4 Adsorption isotherms 

Beside uptake coefficients, the adsorption isotherms of IPA on the natural mineral 

samples are determined at 30% of RH in order to simulate atmospheric conditions. In particular, 

the total number of molecules taken up per surface unit, Ns (molecules cm2), is derived from 

the integration of the area of the adsorption peak in a typical uptake experiment (Figure III-2a), 

divided by the effective surface area of the dust, calculated as the product of SSA with the mass 

of the sample, according to Equation III-5: [35] 

𝑁𝑠 =  
𝐹 𝑡 

𝐴𝑠

𝜏=1

𝜏=0

𝑑𝑡 (Equation III-5) 

where F is the flow rate (molecules s−1) of IPA molecules through the reactor. 

3 Results and discussions 

3.1 Initial uptake coefficients of IPA onto natural mineral dust samples 

3.1.1 Concentration dependence of IPA uptake  

The dependence of the initial uptake coefficient on IPA concentration is investigated in 

the range of (0.15 – 615) × 1013 molecules cm-3 at room temperature and under 30% RH (Figure 

III-3). It is observed that γ0 values are independent of IPA concentration over the entire 

investigated range (Figure III-3). This behavior is expected since the initial uptake expresses 

the interaction of a gas molecule with the fresh, i.e. unexposed surface. In addition, it provides 

an experimental validation of first-order kinetics that is required for γ determination (Equations 

III-1 to III-4). The average values of the uptake coefficient for each sample studied at room 

temperature and 30% RH are: 
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 γ0(ATD) = 8.67 × 10-8, γ0(Rawdat) = 1.11 × 10-7, γ0(Mbour) = 7.10 × 10-8, γ0(Nefta) = 2.89 × 

10-8, γ0(Gobi) = 6.52 × 10-7   

 

Figure III-3. Initial uptake coefficients, γ0, determined at 296 K and 30% RH as a function 

of the IPA gas-phase concentration for the five different natural samples used. The error 

bars represent the overall estimated uncertainty on γ0. Dashed lines are the average value 

for each sample. 

 

3.1.2 Relative humidity dependence of IPA uptake  

Laboratory studies have confirmed that heterogeneous reactions on mineral dust 

particles can be influenced by hygroscopicity[11, 19, 36]. In an attempt to address the effect of 

RH on the interaction of IPA with the dust samples, the IPA initial uptake coefficient is 

measured at room temperature in the RH range of <0.01 – 85%. A typical uptake experiment 

where Rawdat dust is exposed to 1 ppm of IPA at 30 % RH is shown in Figure III-2a. Under 

humid conditions the uptake of IPA is reversible and equilibrium between the adsorbed and gas 

phases is achieved after ~15 min of surface exposure. On the contrary, under dry conditions and 
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at lower concentrations the uptake process is longer and could require several hours to achieve 

equilibrium conditions as shown in Figures AS1 and AS2 of annex A.  

 

Figure III-4. Initial uptake coefficients, γ0, of IPA onto the five different natural dust 

samples determined over the RH range 0.01 – 85%. The solid lines correspond to the 

fitting of experimental results with the following expression: 𝜸𝑹𝑯 = 𝜸𝒅𝒓𝒚 − 𝜶 𝑹𝑯𝒃 Error 

bars represent the overall estimated uncertainty on γ0. 

 

The RH dependence of the initial uptake coefficients is studied for the different samples 

and the results are displayed in Figure III-4. Each data point represents the average value of at 

least 3 measurements performed in the range where γ0 is independent on the IPA concentration. 

From dry conditions up to around 20% RH the uptake coefficients are constant for all the 

studied dust samples. However, after this threshold a dramatic decrease is observed up to 80% 

of RH reflecting the competition between IPA and H2O molecules for available adsorption sites. 

Besides, in a recent study performed in our laboratory, the hygroscopic properties of natural 

dust samples (using the same ones as in the current study) were determined using diffused 

reflectance infrared spectroscopy (DRIFTS) [33]. It was found that the water monolayer for 

Mbour and Nefta dust was formed at around 17% RH while for Rawdat, ATD and Gobi particles 

the water monolayer was formed at around 23% RH. Consequently, the sharp drop observed in 

the uptake coefficient at RH levels above 20% could be attributed to the formation of one or 

more water layers above the dust particles that blocks the active sites and inhibits the direct 
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interaction of IPA with mineral dust. It should be mentioned that in the literature, the surface 

coefficients for several VOCs on mineral oxides have been determined [37-40] as a function of 

RH. The results showed that they decrease significantly as RH increases in agreement with the 

results of the current study.  

The RH dependence of the uptake coefficients for the different samples is fairly 

simulated using the empirical Equation III-6, that has already been used in the past to simulate 

the uptake of trace gases on mineral oxide surfaces [41, 42]: 

𝛾𝑅𝐻 = 𝛾𝑑𝑟𝑦 − 𝑎𝑅𝐻𝑏 (Equation III-6) 

where γdry is the uptake coefficient measured under dry conditions and  a, b are variable 

parameters, whose values are given in Table AS1 of annex A. Since the initial uptake 

determined in our study is found independent of IPA concentration (see section on 

concentration dependence), then one can use Equation III-6 to extrapolate the uptake coefficient 

of IPA on each dust sample under relevant RH tropospheric conditions. 

 

3.2 Adsorption isotherms of IPA onto natural mineral dust samples  

The adsorption isotherms of IPA for all the mineral dust samples are determined at room 

temperature and 30% RH in the IPA concentration range of 0.15 – 615 × 1013 molecules cm-3. 

Results are presented in Figure III-5. One can note that the Nefta sample has the lowest 

adsorption efficiency leading to low surface coverage values, Ns, as well as the lowest uptake 

coefficients. It could be attributed to the significant high Si content (around 98% Si), in the 

form of quartz, which has been reported in the literature as the less reactive/adsorptive 

component of dust [17]. 
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Figure III- 5. Adsorption isotherms of IPA for the five natural dust samples determined 

at 296K and 30% RH. The error bars represent the overall uncertainty on Ns 

determination. The solid lines are non-weighted fits through the data using the Langmuir 

expression.  

 

Among the five samples compared, ATD and Gobi have the highest adsorption efficiency. Both 

dusts are rich in Al and Ca mainly in the form of Al2O3 and CaCO3/CaO forms respectively. 

Furthermore, comparing the adsorption isotherm profiles shown in Figure III-5, it is evidenced 

that the number of IPA molecules adsorbed increases as concentration increases, approaching 

a plateau for IPA concentrations beyond 5 × 1015 molecules cm-3 [11]. This behavior is 

characteristic of a monolayer adsorption process, allowing our experimental data to be fitted 

employing the Langmuir adsorption model that is valid for monolayer adsorption on solid 

surfaces and insignificant gas-adsorbate and adsorbate-adsorbate interactions. This model is 

described by Equation III-7: 

𝜃 =
𝑁𝑆

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥

= 
𝐾𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔 ×  𝐼𝑃𝐴 

1 + 𝐾𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔 ×  𝐼𝑃𝐴 
 (Equation III-7) 

where θ is the fractional coverage of IPA molecules on the dust surface, Ns is the number 

of IPA molecules adsorbed (molecules cm-2), Nmax is the monolayer saturation surface coverage 

(molecules cm-2) and KLang (cm3 molecule-1) is the Langmuir equilibrium constant, which 
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describes the partitioning between the gas and adsorbed phases. The model fits well the 

experimental results. Furthermore Equation 7 can be rearranged to: 

 𝐼𝑃𝐴 

𝑁𝑆

=
1

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥 × 𝐾𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔

+ 
1

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥

×  𝐼𝑃𝐴  (Equation III-8) 

 

Therefore the linear least-squares fit of the plots [IPA]/Ns versus [IPA] provides Nmax, 

KLang and the partition coefficient KLin (KLin = KLang × Nmax) for the different dust samples [17]. 

The results are given in Table III-1. ATD has the highest monolayer coverage with Nmax = (1.65 

± 0.26) × 1014 molecules cm-2, followed by Gobi desert dust (Nmax = (1.35 ± 0.16) × 1014 

molecules cm-2). Regarding the other samples, Nmax values are by a factor of 4 lower, around 3 

× 1013 molecules cm-2. Since the monolayer coverage varies between samples, a direct 

comparison of the equilibrium constants KLang is not representative. It is suggested to compare 

the partitioning constants KLin that include the effect of monolayer coverage [17]. The highest 

KLin values are observed for ATD, Rawdat and Gobi dusts. 

Table III-1. Saturation surface coverage, Nmax, and partitioning constants KLang and KLin 

values for IPA adsorption on several studied dust samples at 30% RH and at 296 K. The 

overall uncertainty for Nmax and KLang is estimated to be around 16% while that for KLin 

is around 20%. 

Dust sample 

[IPA] 

(1013 molecules cm-3) 

Nmax 

(1013 molecules cm-2) 

KLang 

(10-16 cm3 molecule-1) 

KLin 

(10-2 cm) 

Mbour  0.15 – 615 4.27 ± 0.68 5.59 ± 0.89 2.39 ± 0.47 

Nefta  0.15 – 615 2.77 ± 0.44 4.09 ± 0.65 1.13 ± 0.22 

ATD 0.15 – 615 16.5 ± 0.26 3.14 ± 0.50 5.18 ± 1.04 

Rawdat 0.15 – 615 3.91 ± 0.62 8.73 ± 0.40 3.41 ± 0.68 

Gobi  0.1 – 601 13.5 ± 0.16 2.68 ± 0.32  3.60 ± 0.70 

 

The impact of RH to the number of IPA molecules adsorbed after exposing the dust 

samples to a fixed IPA concentration (i.e. 2.46 × 1013 molecules cm-3) is given by Figure S4. 

Clearly, an inverse dependence is observed, indicating the competition between IPA and water 

molecules on the available sites. Nefta and Mbour samples appear to have the lowest adsorption 

capacity over the entire range of RH used. On the contrary for the other dusts and under ambient 
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RH conditions, no significant variation is observed. Furthermore, in order to simulate the 

dependence of surface coverage with RH, results are simulated by the following empirical 

equation:  

𝑁𝑆 =
𝑎

𝑏 +  𝑅𝐻𝐶 
 (Equation III-9) 

where the values of parameters a, b and c are displayed in Table AS1 of annex A. 

 

3.3 Impact of the chemical composition of the dust on IPA uptake 

Attempting to correlate the chemical composition with the initial uptake coefficients 

determined for each dust, the principal elements of the studied samples, namely Si, Al, Ca, and 

Fe are investigated. As shown in Figures III-6a and III-6b under dry conditions a linear trend 

of γ with Al/Si and Fe/Si ratios is observed while no trend is observed with Ca. More precisely, 

including the commercial ATD sample the correlation coefficient R2 of the linear fit (dashed 

line) is 0.65 for Al/Si and 0.83 Fe/Si ratios. However, excluding ATD, an excellent correlation 

between the uptakes and the corresponding elemental ratios is observed (solid line) with R2 

values of 0.93 for Al/Si and 0.97 Fe/Si ratios. In general the ATD sample does not follow the 

trends observed for the other natural samples. The observed deviation in its γ values could be 

attributed to several parameters, such as morphology and particle size or to the sieving protocol 

followed by the supplier, or even to the presence of low but non negligible amounts of MgO 

and K2O in ATD compared to other samples that could affect its adsorption efficiency.  
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Figure III-6. Initial uptakes of IPA under dry (a-b) and 30% RH conditions (c-d) for all 

studied dust samples as a function of Al/Si and Fe/Si ratios. The error bars represent the 

overall uncertainty on the uptake and KLin determination. The lines in (a-b) correspond 

to the linear fit of the experimental data with (dashed) or without (solid) the commercial 

ATD sample. The solid lines in (c-d) correspond to the exponential fitting of experimental 

results 
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Since there are no literature data correlating the uptake/reactivity of VOCs with the 

chemical composition of mineral dusts, we collected the uptake coefficients reported in the 

literature for the main inorganic species, i.e. NO2, O3 and SO2, on mineral oxides and natural 

dusts and tried to correlate them with respect to Al/Si ratio. The collected results are shown in 

Table AS2 of annex A.  

In the case of NO2 (Figure III-7a), a linear increase (R2 = 0.99), similar to our study, can 

be observed when plotting γ0 reported by Underwood et al. [43] as a function of Al/Si, whereas 

much lower values (2-3 orders of magnitude) were obtained by Ndour et al. [44] but at 25% 

RH and for steady state uptakes. 

 Concerning ozone, γ0 reported by Hanish et al. [45] and Michel et al. [46] also exhibit 

a linear trend with the Al/Si ratio (Figure III-7b; R²= 0.93). Similarly, an excellent correlation 

of the SO2 uptake (Figure III-7c) with the Al/Si ratio is observed (R2 = 0.99) for the data of 

Usher et al. [47] and Adams et al. [48] Consequently, the Al/Si ratio appears as a determining 

factor for the adsorption efficiency of dust which can be linearly correlated with the initial 

uptake coefficients of both organic and inorganic species. 

At 30% RH, as shown in Figures III-6c and III-d, a linear trend for γ is observed up to 

ratios of Al/Si and Fe/Si of 0.1 and 0.03, respectively. Above these limits γ is independent of 

the respective elemental ratios and a plateau is reached. The latter indicates that the impact of 

water on the observed kinetics is highly dependent on the chemical composition of dust; the 

dust surface possibly becomes more hydrophilic as the Al and Fe contents of the dust increase. 

However, to validate this assumption, a higher number of samples is required and the 

hygroscopic properties of various Al/Si and Fe/Si fractions should be examined as well. 
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Figure III-7. Effect of Al/Si ratio on the uptake of (a) NO2, (b) O3, and (c) SO2, respectively. 

The solid lines correspond to the linear fit of the experimental data. Open symbols denote 

data obtained on individual mineral oxides (open circles: SiO2; open squares: Al2O3). The 

error bars represent the overall uncertainty on the uptake determination as given by the 

authors. 
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3.4 Desorption profiles of IPA from natural mineral dust samples  

The IPA desorption profiles are recorded at (i) room temperature, and (ii) under thermal 

treatment of dust. It is observed that under dry conditions and RT flushing, the recovered 

fraction is always lower than the adsorbed one. However, by heating up the surface to 110°C 

the remaining quantity of IPA is recovered in the gas phase (Figure AS1 in annex A) pointing 

out that IPA is adsorbed onto at least two distinct types of sites with different adsorption 

enthalpies. 

 

Figure III-8. Reversibly and irreversibly adsorbed fractions at 296 K from dry to 85% 

RH for three of the natural dust samples: (a) Mbour, (b) Nefta and (c) Rawdat. The solid 

lines represent the power fitting through the data. 
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More information could be obtained about the nature of the interaction by investigating 

the reversible and irreversible fractions of IPA as a function of RH for Nefta, Rawdat, and 

Mbour samples are shown in Figure III-8. It is observed that as RH increases the reversible 

fraction increases until a plateau is reached at around 20% for Nefta (Figure III-8a), Mbour 

(Figure III-8b) and at higher levels for Rawdat (Figure III-8c), while the opposite trend is noted 

for the irreversibly adsorbed IPA. Considering that the water monolayer is formed at around 

20% of RH for all the dust samples, [33] it seems that water molecules compete and block the 

active sites that lead to irreversibly adsorbed IPA. Especially above the water monolayer 

formation the number of sites where IPA can be irreversibly adsorbed is almost non-existent. 

To further evaluate the results of the desorption curves, the reversibly adsorbed fractions 

of IPA at room temperature are determined at 30% RH in the IPA concentration range of 0.15 

– 615 × 1013 molecules cm-3 (Figure AS3 in annex A). Similarly to adsorption, it is evidenced 

that the higher the IPA concentration, the higher the number of IPA molecules desorbed, 

approaching a plateau for IPA concentrations beyond 5 × 1015 molecules cm-3 [11]. This 

behaviour is characteristic of a monolayer adsorption process hence the experimental data are 

fitted employing the Langmuir model and results are given in Table AS3 of annex A. No 

difference is observed in the partition coefficient KLin from the analysis of adsorption and 

desorption curves for Nefta and Mbour samples (Klin desorption ~ Klin adsorption), while in the 

case of Rawdat and ATD the agreement was better than 85%. 

4 Conclusions on probing natural dust samples with IPA  

In this study the heterogeneous interactions of IPA with several dust samples collected 

over various regions of the world are studied at several IPA concentrations and in the RH range 

0.01 – 85%. The initial uptake coefficients are independent of the IPA initial concentration. 

Furthermore, γ is independent of RH up to ca. 20% then dramatically decreases, which reflects 

the competition between water molecules and IPA after the formation of a water monolayer on 

the dust surface. The uptake coefficients under any RH tropospheric conditions can be derived 

from an empirical expression, b

dryRH aRH  . In addition, investigating the effect of 

chemical composition on IPA uptake coefficients, a linear correlation with the Al/Si and Fe/Si 

elemental ratios for the different dust samples is observed. Reviewing the initial uptake 

coefficients for inorganic species from the literature and plotting them versus the Al/Si ratio 

also highlighted significant linear correlations, thus revealing that the bulk chemical 

composition could be an indicator of the adsorption efficiency of mineral samples. Finally, the 
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analysis of the IPA adsorption isotherms using the Langmuir model allowed us to determine 

the monolayer surface coverage Nmax and the partitioning coefficients Klin. In summary, in the 

current study it is shown for the first time that the chemical composition of the mineral dust 

surfaces can be correlated with kinetic and surface equilibrium parameters for both VOCs and 

inorganic compounds. This study also highlights the interest of working with natural samples 

of different origins, for which the kinetic parameters can be evaluated with regard to aerosol 

composition. 
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In the previous chapter, several natural mineral dust samples were screened using 

isopropanol (IPA) as a probe molecule. IPA has been proved to be efficiently interacting with 

dust, and due to its reactivity it may lead to acetone and other lighter compounds therefore 

being suitable to check for any product formation [1-3].  

In this chapter, a more thorough study is carried out with this VOC and the natural 

Gobi dust sample under atmospherically relevant conditions, in order to assess the importance 

that such an interaction could have on the global VOC budget concentrations in the atmosphere 

and to check whether this interaction can lead to the significant formation of oxygenated VOCs. 

The choice of this particular dust sample is based on the conclusions drawn from 

Chapter 3, Section 3.3 dealing with the effect of the mineral dust chemical composition on the 

kinetics and surface equilibrium. The uptake coefficient of IPA on the available natural dust 

samples showed a linear correlation with the dust elemental Al/Si and Fe/Si ratios. Therefore 

the natural dust from the Gobi desert is chosen herein since among the samples available in 

our laboratory it is the richest in Al and Fe (see Table II-2) and we have seen that is has the 

highest IPA uptake.  

The results of this study were published in an article entiteld “Heterogeneous 

Interaction of Isopropanol with Natural Gobi Dust” in the Journal of Environmental Science 

and Technology  on September 28, 2016.  

In this article, the interaction of IPA with natural Gobi dust is investigated under 

atmospheric conditions. The adsorption isotherms and the uptake coefficients are determined 

over a wide range of (i) concentrations (0.1-730 × 1013 molecule cm-3), (ii) temperatures (273 

– 348 K), and (iii) relative humidity (<0.01 – 70%). Furthermore, a detailed reaction product 

study is performed in a dedicated photochemical reactor under dark and UV light irradiation 

conditions. 

The supporting information of this chapter can be found in Annex B at the end of this 

manuscript. The tables and figures of the supporting information in this chapter are noted as “BS” 

before their number (e.g. “Table BS1”). 

Full citation: 

M. N. ROMANIAS, M. N. ZEINEDDINE, V. GAUDION, F. THEVENET, V. RIFFAULT, Heterogeneous 

interaction of isopropanol with natural Gobi dust, Environmental Science and Technology (50), 11714–11722 

(2016), DOI 10.1021/acs.est.6b03708 
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1 Materials and methods  

1.1 Materials  

This section summarizes the characteristics of the natural dust sample from Gobi desert and the 

technical specifications of the experiments. 

1.1.1 Gas preparation 

 IPA concentrations are obtained from calibrated gas cylinders (PRAXAIR) at 10 and 

507 ppmv in N2 diluted in dry zero air. The IPA dilution factor in the experiments ranges 

between 2 and 170 which allowed the variation of IPA concentrations by 4 orders of magnitude. 

The zero air is generated by a classical air compressor, and then sent into a catalytic zero air 

generator (Claind, AZ-2020, Lenno, Italy). The remaining impurity levels in the air stream are 

lower than the analytical system detection limits: VOCs < 0.1 ppb, CO2 < 10 ppb, CO < 80 ppb 

and H2O ~ 2 ppm.  

1.1.2 Gobi dust collection, and physical and chemical characterizations 

Natural Gobi dust was collected in Yanchi, Ningxia province in China (107.475211°E, 

36.487333°N). The adsorption of IPA on Gobi dust is studied using the smallest sieved size 

fraction of the dust batch (< 100 µm) that can be suspended in air. The specific surface area of 

Gobi (10.5 ± 2.0 m2 g-1) is measured employing the BET method using a sorption analyzer and 

nitrogen as adsorbate gas. The chemical characterization of the sample is determined employing 

X-ray spectroscopy and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). Results have 

been previously reported in Table II-2 and Table II-3. 

1.1.3 Pretreatment of natural Gobi dust particles 

 Prior to the kinetic and product investigation each dust sample is thermally pretreated 

at 150°C for 20 minutes and purged with zero dry air to remove any pre-adsorbed species. The 

mass of each sample is weighed before and after the experiments with an accuracy of ±0.1mg. 

The difference between two measurements never exceeded 3%. Regarding the experiments 

performed under different relative humidity conditions, the dust surface was pre-exposed to 

humid air flow for 15 minutes prior to any experiment.  
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1.2 Experimental methods   

 

Figure IV-1. General scheme of the experimental setups. (a) U-shaped reactor for kinetic 

experiments, (b) double wall reactor for studying possible product formations. 

A detailed scheme of the experimental setups is presented in Figure IV-1. It consists of 

(i) a gas flow generation system with stainless steel and Teflon tubings, (ii) a U-shaped reactor 

or a double wall photochemical reactor and (iii) the analytical devices. The descriptions of the 

different types of reactors used and the protocols followed for the kinetic and mechanistic 

experiments and the reaction product study are presented below in separate subsections. 

Regarding the analytical instrumentation used, details are presented in Section 2.1 of chapter 2, 

and only the necessary information are given herein.  Particularly, the gas-phase is monitored 

employing either a long-path FTIR or a SIFT-MS. The FTIR is equipped with a 2 L White cell 

coupled to a liquid N2-cooled MCT detector. The optical path length is 10 m. IR spectra are 

collected within the wavenumber range 400-4000 cm-1 every 10 sec. Each spectrum 

corresponds to the average of 16 co-added scans with a resolution of 1 cm-1. IPA is monitored 

in three different regions, using the broad absorption bands at 897-1000, 1307-1432 and 2920-

3028 cm-1, respectively. The detection limit is estimated as 5 × 1013 molecule cm-3 (~2 ppm). 

Alternatively, the gas-phase is monitored employing a SIFT-MS which is essentially a double 

quadrupole chemical ionization mass spectrometer that uses three precursor ions, H3O
+, NO+ 
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and O2
+. The major advantage is that upto 30 VOCs can be monitored simultaneously 

eliminating the effect of mass peak overlapping. The sensitivity of SIFT-MS for most VOCs is 

in the ppb level. 

1.2.1 Monitoring of IPA adsorption on Gobi dust sample 

The uptake study is conducted inside a 15 cm3 U-shaped flow reactor. A double-wall 

thermostatic Dewar filled with water and glycol solution is used to regulate the temperature; 

the reactor is immersed in the thermostated solution while the inlet and outlet of the Dewar are 

connected to a thermostat (Huber ministat 230).  

The temperature of the sample is recorded using a K-type thermocouple. A known amount of 

mineral dust (50-430 mg) is placed on the top of a porous quartz wool sample-holder as shown 

in Figure IV-1. Calibrated mass flow controllers (Bronkhorst) are used to introduce the IPA and 

zero air in the reactor at a total flow rate of 650-850 sccm. The residence time of IPA in the 

reactor is estimated as ca. 1 second. 

In a typical experiment (see also Figure IV-2) zero air is flown through the reactor to record the 

background level of IPA. Subsequently, by means of two 3-way valves, the gas flow direction 

is changed to a 15 cm3 by-pass line. 

 

Figure IV-2. Typical gas-phase profiles of IPA. On the left side recorded with the FTIR at 320 K 

under dry conditions and on the right side recorded by SIFT-MS at 293K and 30% of RH in the 

(i), (iii) absence and (ii), (iv) presence of dust, respectively.  
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Thereafter, a known amount of isopropanol is introduced flowing through the by-pass. 

Upon achievement of steady state conditions, the flow is again directed through the reactor, 

exposing the Gobi dust surface to IPA. A rapid decrease of IPA concentration is recorded, due 

to the uptake of IPA on the dust surface. It should be noted that since the by-pass and the reactor 

have equal volumes, the decrease observed in IPA concentration during the exposure 

experiment is not contributed by any volume difference. In addition, when the gas-phase is 

recorded by the FTIR, the 2 L cell is used as a buffer volume that could not be influenced by 

any small volume variations upon changing from by-pass to the reactor and vice versa. For the 

same reason a 150 cm3 buffer volume is positioned upstream the SIFT-MS (Figure IV-1). 

Reference experiments are conducted in the absence of dust (Figure IV-2, i and iii) showing 

that IPA concentration profiles are not influenced by volume changes and that IPA adsorption 

on the quartz wool substrate is lower than the experimental detection limit.  

Subsequently, when the equilibrium between the adsorbed and the gas phase is achieved 

the IPA gas concentration returns to the initial pre-exposure level. The reactor is then isolated, 

i.e. switched to by-pass configuration, the IPA flow is stopped and the lines are purged with air. 

Consequently, the IPA concentration returns to the background level. Thereafter, the zero air 

flow is directed through the reactor to purge the surface and recover the weakly bonded fraction 

of IPA. Lastly, the surface is heated up to 110oC to remove the remaining adsorbed fraction of 

IPA.  

1.2.2 IPA side-product study 

The reactivity of IPA on the natural Gobi dust sample is studied at room temperature 

inside a 600 cm3 double-wall reactor made of Pyrex and equipped with a quartz window at the 

top attached with a metallic clamp and two gas connections. A glass plate containing the dust 

is placed at the bottom of the reactor. Three UV lamps (UVA, PL-L18W, Philips) are used to 

irradiate the dust from above (Figure IV-1). The total gas flow is varied from 300 to 500 sccm. 

IPA breakthrough curves are used in this series of experiments [4, 5]. The product study requires 

a two-step procedure where the temporal gas-phase concentration of IPA is recorded: (i) in the 

absence of dust to define the mixing curve, corresponding to blank experiment, and (ii) in the 

presence of the natural Gobi dust sample to determine the VOC breakthrough curve. The 

equilibrium is reached when IPA outlet concentration remains constant and corresponds to the 
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inlet concentration. Under this condition, the dust surface is equilibrated with IPA. Typical 

breakthrough curves have been previously reported [4].  

Complemantarily, after IPA surface equilibration, the surface of the Gobi dust sample 

is irradiated with UV light and the gas-phase is simultaneously monitored with SIFT-MS and 

FTIR. In addition, experiments are conducted inside a DRIFT optical cell [4] to monitor in-situ 

the coverage of the Gobi dust sample  by  IPA and potential side-products formed under dark 

and UV irradiation conditions.  

 

2 Results and discussion 

Typical IPA adsorption and desorption profiles in the absence and presence of dust, 

presented in Figure IV-2. Desorption profiles are recorded at room temperature, RT, and when 

heating the dust. It is observed that under dry conditions and RT flushing, the recovered fraction 

is always lower than the adsorbed one. However, by heating up the surface to 110oC the 

remaining quantity of IPA is recovered in the gas phase (Figure IV-2, ii), pointing out that IPA 

is adsorbed onto at least two distinct types of sites with different adsorption enthalpies. On the 

other hand, under humid conditions, the entire adsorbed quantity of IPA is recovered by RT 

flushing (Figure IV-2, iv) highlighting the competition between H2O and IPA molecules for the 

same adsorption sites.  

2.1 Investigation of IPA initial uptake onto natural Gobi dust samples  

 

The SIFT-MS gas-phase analyses at the outlet of the U-shape reactor were fast enough 

to allow the determination of the initial uptake coefficient, γ0, within the first seconds of the 

interaction between IPA and dust [6]. Note that due to the high buffer volume of the FTIR cell 

the time resolution is longer than for SIFT-MS by a factor of 10. In addition, SIFT-MS was also 

preferred because of lower detection limits that enables γ0 determination close to 

atmospherically relevant IPA concentrations. The uptake coefficient of IPA can be derived from 

the following expressions: 

𝑑 𝐼𝑃𝐴 𝑑𝑡 

𝑉
= 𝑘ℎ𝑒𝑡 𝐼𝑃𝐴  (Equation IV-1) 

𝑘ℎ𝑒𝑡=

𝑑 𝐼𝑃𝐴 𝑑𝑡 

𝑉 𝐼𝑃𝐴 
=  𝜔𝛾0 (Equation IV-2) 

with:  
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𝜔 =
𝑐𝐴𝑠

4𝑉
 (Equation IV-3) 

and finally:   

𝛾0 =
4 𝑑 𝐼𝑃𝐴 𝑑𝑡  

𝑐𝐴𝑠 𝐼𝑃𝐴 
 (Equation IV-4) 

where (IPA) denotes the number of IPA molecules taken up by the dust surface at the beginning 

of exposure (molecule); khet, the first-order rate coefficient of the heterogeneous loss of IPA 

(s-1); V, the volume of the interaction zone (cm3); [IPA], the gas-phase concentration of IPA 

(molecules cm-3); ω, the collision frequency of IPA (s-1); c, the mean molecular speed (cm s-1); 

As, the effective surface area of the dust sample, calculated as the product of SSA with the mass 

of the sample (cm2). 

2.1.1 Dependence of IPA initial uptake on the mass of natural Gobi dust sample 

In order to determine the effective surface area of Gobi dust involved in the interaction 

with IPA, the geometric γ0 is determined as a function of the mass of dust exposed. Results of 

the measurements carried out at room temperature and under dry conditions are shown in Figure 

IV-3.  

 

Figure IV-3. Dependence of the geometric initial uptake coefficient of IPA as a function 

of Gobi dust mass exposed. The error bars represent the overall uncertainty on γ0. The 

solid line is the non-weighted least-square fit of the data, forced through zero.  

γ0 linearly increases with the exposed mass till a saturation regime for masses higher than 

230 mg. The linear dependence of the uptake probability on mass is considered as an indication 
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that the entire surface area of the solid sample is accessible to IPA, and consequently, the BET 

surface area can be used for γ0 determination [7, 8]. Consequently, the kinetic measurements in 

the U-shape reactor are conducted in the linear regime using dust masses lower than 230 mg.  

2.1.2 Dependences of IPA initial uptake on temperature and IPA concentration 

 Figure IV-4 illustrates the effect of IPA concentrations and temperature on γ0 

determined under dry conditions. In all cases, γ0 is found to be   700.2

15.1 1052.6  , irrespectively 

of IPA gas-phase concentration, [IPA] = (0.12-2.5) × 1013 molecule cm-3, and temperature (273 

– 320 K).  The reported uncertainties correspond to the extreme values of γ0 determined on the 

investigated ranges of IPA concentration and temperature. 

 

Figure IV-4. Initial uptake coefficients determined over the temperature range 273-320 

K as a function of the IPA gas-phase concentration, monitored by SIFT-MS. The error 

bars represent the overall estimated uncertainties on γ0.  

 By definition, the initial uptake coefficient expresses the very first steps of the 

interaction between a gas molecule and a fresh surface, thus, it is expected to be independent 

on the gas-phase concentration. The observed independence of γ0 on temperature could be 
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attributed to the limited T range where experiments are conducted. Note that similar temperature 

trends of γ0 on mineral dust surfaces have been reported in the literature [8].  

2.2 Adsorption isotherms of IPA on natural Gobi dust sample  

The surface coverage of Gobi dust by IPA is investigated as a function of temperature 

from 273 to 348 K, and relative humidity from 0.01to 50%. In this set of experiments the U-

shaped reactor is combined either with the FTIR or the SIFT-MS.  

2.2.1 Dependence of IPA adsorption isotherm on temperature 

 

Figure IV-5. Adsorption isotherms of IPA on Gobi dust determined in the temperature 

range 273 – 348 K under dry conditions (<0.01%). Open symbols: experiments performed 

with SIFT-MS using H3O+ and NO+ ions to monitor IPA at the mass peaks 43 (C3H7
+) and 

59 (C3H7O+) respectively. Filled symbols: experiments with long path FTIR Error bars 

represent the overall uncertainty on Ns determination. The lines are non-weighted fits 

through the data using the Langmuir expression. 
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The adsorption isotherms of IPA on Gobi dust under dry conditions and at different 

temperatures are presented in Figure IV-5. The uptake of IPA increases with decreasing 

temperature. In addition, the quantity of IPA adsorbed reaches a plateau where the IPA 

concentration threshold depends on each temperature, for instance 1 × 1014 molecules cm-3 at 

273 K. This threshold increases as a function of temperature suggesting the complete coverage 

of the surface for the considered temperature. Experimental results are simulated with Langmuir 

model which is described in details in Section 3.1 of Chapter 1. The number of IPA molecules 

adsorbed per surface unit depends on the IPA gas-phase concentration according to Equation 

IV-5: 

𝜃 =
𝑁𝑆

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥

= 
𝐾𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔 ×  𝐼𝑃𝐴 

1 + 𝐾𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔 ×  𝐼𝑃𝐴 
 (Equation IV-5) 

 

where θ is the Gobi dust surface coverage by IPA, Ns is the number of IPA molecules 

adsorbed per surface unite (molecule cm-2), Nmax is the maximum surface coverage reached for 

a given temperature (molecule cm-2) and KLang (cm3 molecule-1) is the Langmuir equilibrium 

constant, which describes the partitioning of IPA between the gas phase and the adsorbed phase. 

The model fits well the experimental results at concentrations above 1 × 1013 molecule cm-3. 

However below that limit, the Langmuir model underestimates the surface concentration of 

molecule adsorbed. As previously shown (Figure IV-2), under dry conditions, the RT flushing 

does not remove the entire quantity of IPA adsorbed; it is necessary to heat the surface to recover 

the total adsorbed fraction. This behavior was attributed to the presence of at least two types of 

adsorption sites for IPA onto Gobi. Therefore, it can be assumed that at low concentrations, IPA 

molecules are adsorbed on the sites for which the binding energy is higher, further called 

“highly active sites”, and the Langmuir isotherm fails to simulate that adsorption behaviour 

because the hypotheses related to pure physisorption of the gas onto the solid surface may not 

be fully satisfied.  

Proper rearrangement of Equation IV-5 leads to Equation IV-6: 

 𝐼𝑃𝐴 

𝑁𝑆

=
1

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥 × 𝐾𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔

+ 
1

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥

×  𝐼𝑃𝐴  (Equation IV-6) 

A linear fit of the [IPA]/Ns ratio versus [IPA] provides Nmax and KLang values for each 

temperature [9]. The values obtained, excluding concentrations lower than 1×1013 molecule cm-

2, are reported in Table IV-1. The values obtained Nmax and KLang are used to calculate the 
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partition coefficient KLin which is the equilibrium constant that was introduced by the IUPAC 

panel in order to include the temperature dependence of surface coverage [10]. The temperature 

dependence of KLin is given by the Van’t Hoff expression (Equation IV-7): 

𝐾𝐿𝑖𝑛 = 𝐴 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −∆𝐻𝑎𝑑𝑠 𝑅𝑇   (Equation IV-7) 

 

where A is the pre-exponential factor and R is the ideal gas constant. The plot of KLin 

versus 1000/T is displayed in Figure IV-6 and the Equation IV-8 is obtained: 

𝐾𝐿𝑖𝑛 =  1.1 ± 0.3 × 10−2 𝑒𝑥𝑝 1764 ± 132 𝑅𝑇   (Equation IV-8) 

 

 

Figure IV-6. Plot of KLin as a function of 1000/T. KLin values are derived from the 

Langmuir fitting of the experimental results under dry conditions. Error bars represent 

the overall uncertainty on KLin determination. Solid line is the non-weighted exponential 

fit using the Van’t Hoff equation. 
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The uncertainties on the exponential factor reflect the 1σ precision of the fit of ln(KLin) 

versus 1000/T, while the error limit on A is related to the intercept of the fit based on the 

expression dA=A×d(lnA). All the systematic uncertainties have been added in quadrature for 

the pre-exponential factor. The IPA adsorption enthalpy derived from the slope of the fit is 

determined as ΔHads = -14.7 ± 1.1 kJ mol-1. The relatively low negative value of ΔHads indicates 

that isopropanol is mostly physisorbed on the surface of the natural Gobi dust sample.  

 

Table IV-1. Maximum surface coverage, Nmax, and partitioning constants KLang and KLin 

values for IPA adsorption on Gobi dust as a function of temperature (under dry 

conditions) and relative humidity (at 293 K). The given uncertainty for Nmax and KLang 

includes the estimated systematic uncertainties (ca. 12%). The overall uncertainty for KLin 

was estimated to be ca. 20%. 

T (K) 

[IPA]  

(1013 molecule cm-3) 

Nmax  

(1014 molecule cm-2) 

KLang  

(10-14 cm3molecule-1) 

KLin  

(10-2 cm) 

273 2-485 2.67 ± 0.32 2.53 ± 0.30 676 ± 135 

293 1-194 1.76 ± 0.21 2.78 ± 0.33 491 ± 98 

320 2-389 1.45 ± 0.17 1.79 ± 0.21 259 ± 52 

348 18-729 1.19 ± 0.14 1.48 ± 0.18 176 ± 35 

KLin = (1.1 ± 0.3) × 10-2 exp [(1764 ± 132)/T] 

RH 

 (%) 

[IPA] 

 (1013 molecule cm-3) 

Nmax 

 (1014 molecule cm-2) 

KLang 

 (10-16 cm3molecule-1) 

KLin  

(10-2 cm) 

<0.01 1-194 1.76 ± 0.21 278 ± 33 491 ± 98 

15 0.1-436 1.67 ± 0.20 7.62 ± 0.91 12.7 ± 2.5 

30 0.7-601 1.35 ± 0.16 2.68 ± 0.32 3.6 ± 0.7 

50 0.4-630 0.66 ± 0.08 2.74 ± 0.49 1.81 ± 0.4 

KLin = 15.75/(3.21 + RH1.77)  
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2.2.2 Dependence of IPA adsorption isotherm on relative humidity 

 

Figure IV-7. Adsorption isotherms of IPA on Gobi dust determined in the relative 

humidity range <0.01– 50% at 293 K. Open symbols: experiments performed with SIFT-

MS. Filled symbols: experiments with long path FTIR. Error bars represent the overall 

uncertainty on Ns determination. The lines are non-weighted fits through the data 

according to the Langmuir expression. 

 The adsorption isotherms of IPA as a function of relative humidity are determined at 

293 K and results are reported in Figure IV-7. The consistency of the data obtained with both 

analytical techniques was crosschecked and they obviously provide consistent values within the 

range of experimental uncertainties. IPA adsorption is diminished with increasing relative 

humidity. Clearly, H2O molecules compete with IPA for the adsorption sites. The adsorption 

measurements are simulated with the Langmuir model and an excellent agreement is obtained 

under humid conditions even at low IPA concentrations, but not under dry conditions. This 

observation indicates that H2O molecules occupy preferentially and quickly the “highly active 

sites” of the surface, thus leaving IPA weakly bonding on adsorption sites that can be well 

simulated with the Langmuir model. Plotting the results with Equation IV-6 (Figure BS1 of 
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annex B) provides Nmax, KLang, and KLin values over the RH range (Table IV-1). The dependence 

of KLin on RH is displayed in Figure BS2 of annex B, it can be described by Equation IV-9: 

𝐾𝐿𝑖𝑛 = 15.75/ 3.21 + 𝑅𝐻1.77) (Equation IV-9) 

 

2.3 Investigation of reaction products  

The effect of Gobi dust surface irradiation during IPA adsorption is investigated at room 

temperature under dry and 50% RH conditions. Typical IPA breakthrough curves recorded 

using the SIFT-MS at 50 % RH are presented in Figure IV-8.  

 

Figure IV-8. IPA breakthrough curves under dark and UV light conditions (indicated 

with black and blue rectangles, respectively) in the absence (black) and presence (red) of 

Gobi dust. The experiments are performed under 253.5 ppm of IPA concentration and 

under 50% RH. 

The delayed recovery of the signal in the presence of dust (red line) is due to IPA uptake 

on dust. Upon achieving steady state conditions the surface is illuminated with UV light. Figure 

IV-9 focuses on the concentration profiles of IPA and identified products formed. Due to the 

extremely low yields of gaseous products, in this series of experiments the dust is exposed to 

high concentrations of IPA ranging from 50 to 253.5 ppm and high dust mass of around 800 
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mg. Irradiation of the surface in the absence of dust did not cause any decrease to IPA signal 

(Figure IV-9).  

 

Figure IV-9. Concentration profiles of IPA in the absence and presence of dust and those 

of the products formed under dark and UV light irradiation conditions employing the 

SIFT-MS. The experimental conditions were: 800 mg of Gobi dust exposed to 253.5 ppm 

of IPA at 293K and 50% RH in the batch reactor. IPA was detected using H3O+ and NO+ 

ions at the mass peaks 43 (C3H7
+) and 59 (C3H7O+) respectively. Acetone was monitored 

at the mass peak 88 (NO+C3H6O) while formaldehyde at mass 31 (CH3O+) using the H3O+ 

ion. In addition, the H3O+ and NO+ ions were used for  acetic acid and acetaldehyde 

monitoring at the mass peaks 61 (CH3COOH2
+), 90 (NO+CH3COOH) and 45 (C2H5O+), 

43 (CH3CO+) respectively. 
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On the other hand, in the presence of dust, a slight but systematic decrease of IPA is 

observed, which is attributed to a photoactivated process. Simultaneously, acetone, 

formaldehyde, acetic acid and possibly acetaldehyde are monitored in the gas phase at yields 

lower than 0.1 % (see Table BS1, annex B). Besides the oxygenated VOCs, H2O [11] and CO2 

(<15%) [11] are identified as gas-phase products by infrared spectroscopy under dry conditions 

as show in Figure IV-10. Therefore the interaction of IPA on Gobi dust can be considered as a 

source of oxygenated VOCs in the atmosphere. 

 

Figure IV-10. IR spectra collected after exposure of 1.4 g of Gobi dust to 20 ppm of IPA 

at room temperature and dry conditions, a) with lights off, b) after 25 minutes of UV 

irradiation of the surface. The subtracted spectrum, c), is also presented. CO2 and H2O 

were identified as products. 

To investigate the possible formation of surface products, a second series of experiments 

are conducted where the IPA breakthrough curves are recorded (i) in the absence of dust (ii) in 

the presence of dust and dark conditions, and (iii) in the presence of dust under UV light 
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irradiation. At the end of each breakthrough curve, the reactor is flushed with zero air till IPA 

signal returns to background levels. Then, the temperature of the reactor is gradually increased 

to reach 80 °C. No products are detected in the gas-phase without dust or without light. On the 

contrary, several ppb of formaldehyde are monitored in the gas phase when the dust covered by 

IPA is previously exposed to UV light.  

In a third series of experiments, the interaction of IPA with Gobi is studied inside the 

DRIFTs optical cell under dry and humid conditions. It is observed that upon UV irradiation of 

the surface the dust is photo-activated enhancing the IPA consumption (Figure IV-11).  

 

Figure IV-11. Sequential DRIFTs spectra showing the temporal evolution of IPA coverage 

on Gobi dust under UV light irradiation. The time dependent profile of IPA under dark 

and UV light conditions is enclosed. The experimental conditions were: 150 mg of Gobi 

dust exposed to 150 ppm of IPA at room temperature, 50% RH in the DRIFTs optical cell. 

However, no surface products are observed using DRIFTs. The latter is attributed to the 

low sensitivity of the instrument, which is the main drawback of DRIFTs. In addition, the 

mineral sample has been exposed to IPA for several hours under UV irradiation conditions 

inside the DRIFTs optical cell that was coupled with the SIFT-MS for gas phase monitoring. 

At the end of the experiment, the surface-adsorbed IPA and products are extracted using 

acetonitrile as a solvent and 2,4 dinitrophenylhydrazine (2,4-DNPH) as the derivatization agent. 
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The solution has been analysed using HPLC coupled with a UV detector. The HPLC instrument 

is dedicated to the detection of aldehydes and ketones and therefore regularly calibrated using 

commercially available standards. Hydroxyacetone, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, acetone and 

methylglyoxal have been identified as surface products (Figure IV-12) while the formation of 

several other compounds are observed but not identified. In order to provide quantitative results, 

the calibration factor of each compound identified has been determined except hydroxyacetone 

where standard was not readily available and thus its calibration factor could not be determined 

within the same batch of analytical samples. Nevertheless, the standards of the remaining 

identified compounds were available and used to obtain the calibration factors of each 

compound. Moreover we used former HPLC chromatograms where the instrument was 

calibrated with all same standards (including hydroxyacetone) to confirm that the observed peak 

at ~3.8 min (see Figure IV-12) corresponds to hydroxyacetone and to estimate a calibration 

factor.  

 

Figure IV-12. a) HPLC chromatogram obtained by extraction of surface products formed 

after 6 hours of UV irradiation of ~150 mg of Gobi dust exposed on 253.5 ppm of IPA 

under dry and humid conditions. b) Focus of chromatogram a.   

As can be seen in Figure IV-12, the most intense peak corresponds to hydroxyacetone, 

and the upper limits of its formation under dry (<0.01% RH) and humid conditions (50% RH), 

were <30% and <50%, respectively. Regarding the other surface products the response 

coefficients are obtained using standards and the upper limits determined under dry and humid 
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conditions are, a) formaldehyde under dry and humid < 1%, b) acetaldehyde, dry: <2%, humid: 

<8%, c) acetone, dry: <11%, humid: <4%, d) methylglyoxal under dry and humid <10%. 

Finally, it should be noted that no experiments were conducted to evaluate the evolution of the 

products with the irradiation time. Moreover, other pathways have to be considered, for instance 

the UV enhanced adsorption of IPA as shown in Figure IV-11 or the conversion of most of CO2 

to carbonates promoted by moisture [12, 13]. 

2.4 Atmospheric implications  

The fraction of IPA molecules (α) expected to be removed from the atmosphere onto 

mineral dust is given by the ratio of adsorbed-to-total IPA according to Equation IV-10 [14]: 

𝛼 =
𝐾𝐿𝑖𝑛 × 𝐴

1 + 𝐾𝐿𝑖𝑛 × 𝐴
 (Equation IV-10) 

 where A is the dust surface area density (cm2 cm-3). Considering high mineral dust mass 

loads occurring during dust storms (12,400 μg m-3) [15], and the BET surface area of Gobi dust, 

A is estimated to be around 1.2 × 10-3 cm2 cm-3. Hence, according to Equation IV-11, up to 38% 

of IPA could be expected to be depleted under dry conditions typical of a dust storm, whereas 

it would appear negligible under 50% RH (α < 1%). However, the formation of small amounts 

of OVOCs due to the heterogeneous reactivity of IPA with Gobi dust under UV irradiation 

could be an important process in some environments. For instance, the formation rates of the 

products at 50% of RH considering a 12 hour day-time interval have been estimated in two 

cases, that is to say considering (i) monthly averages of dust mass loads [16], and (ii) high mass 

loads recorded under dust storms [15]. Results are presented in Table BS1 of annex B. Several 

ppt of OVOCs can be produced under these conditions. Although in the case of IPA, these rough 

estimations are not enough to account for a missing source of OVOCs in the troposphere [17] 

this work is to the best of our knowledge the first one to demonstrate that natural mineral dust 

can be activated under light conditions and act as a potential source of OVOCs. Even though 

the photoreactivity of this particular dust sample seems relatively low, it does not preclude that 

with other natural samples and/or other abundant VOCs, heterogeneous processes on dust could 

influence the VOCs distribution of the troposphere, and thus its oxidation capacity under 

specific environmental conditions. 

3 Conclusion 

In this chapter the interaction of IPA with natural dust from the Gobi desert is 

investigated under atmospherically relevant conditions. γ0 is found to be independent of 
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temperature. Furthermore, the adsorption isotherms of isopropanol are determined and the 

results are simulated with the Langmuir adsorption model to obtain the partitioning constant, 

KLin, as a function of temperature and relative humidity. Beside the kinetics, a detailed product 

study is conducted under UV irradiation conditions (350−420 nm) in a double wall reactor. 

Acetone, formaldehyde, acetic acid, acetaldehyde, carbon dioxide, and water are identified as 

gas-phase products. In addition, several surface products are extracted and identified employing 

HPLC: Hydroxyacetone, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, acetone, and methylglyoxal. The results 

presented in this chapter evidence that the interaction of anthropogenic VOCs with natural 

mineral dust in the atmosphere could lead to the formation of oxygenated VOCs. What about 

the interaction of more abundant biogenic VOCs? In the following chapter the interaction of a 

biogenic VOC with natural dust sample is investigated. 
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In the previous chapter, an investigation of the interaction of an anthropogenic VOC on 

natural Gobi dust sample showed that such heterogeneous processes should not be ruled out in 

the atmosphere. Indeed up to 38% of IPA could be depleted from the atmosphere by the effect 

of its heterogeneous removal by mineral dust under dry conditions typical of a dust storm. 

Moreover, the heterogeneous reactivity of IPA with Gobi dust under UV irradiation led to the 

formation of several ppt of oxygenated VOCs which could be an important process in some 

specific environments. But what about the interaction of natural dust sample with a typical 

biogenic VOC?  

In order to investigate the interaction of a biogenic VOC with natural dust samples and 

evaluate whether this interaction is reactive or purely sorptive, isoprene (ISP) has been selected 

as a biogenic VOC of interest. Indeed, this VOC is the highest emitted biogenic VOC in the 

atmosphere and the impact of heterogeneous processes on that VOC requires a deeper 

investigation.  

In a first approach, the heterogeneous interaction of isoprene with TiO2 has been 

investigated. The study of isoprene uptake and reactivity on TiO2 under dark and irradiated 

conditions has been considered as a first step toward the investigation of isoprene interaction 

with natural samples. This initial study allowed the validation of experimental setups and 

analytical devices. The results evidenced that isoprene can be significantly taken up on TiO2, 

and oxidized under UV-irradiation. This study also highlighted the potential side-products that 

can be formed from isoprene heterogeneous oxidation and justified additional experiments with 

the natural Gobi dust sample.  The results have been published in an article entitled “Isoprene 

heterogeneous uptake and reactivity on TiO2: a kinetic study and product study” in the 

International Journal of Chemical Kinetics [1]. Since the scope of this Ph.D is dedicated to 

the heterogeneous processes related to natural dust samples, this article only centered on a 

synthetic single metal oxide is not included in the main body of the manuscript but available as 

Annex C.  

Based on results obtained on ISP interaction with TiO2, the interaction of ISP on natural 

Gobi dust has been addressed. The objectives of this study are: (i) to provide a quantitative 

evaluation of ISP uptake onto a natural dust sample under typical environmental conditions; 

and (ii) to determine whether heterogeneous processes may have an impact on the budget of 
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the most abundant biogenic VOC. The results of this study are published in an article entitled 

“Heterogeneous Interaction of Isoprene with Natural Gobi Dust” in ACS Earth and Space 

Chemistry on the 23rd of May 2017. In this article the uptake of ISP on natural Gobi dust sample 

is investigated from 253 to 358 K and from <0.01 to 10% RH.  The kinetic measurements are 

performed under atmospheric pressure and for inlet concentrations of isoprene ranging from 0.05 

to 140 × 1014 molecules cm-3, corresponding to 200 ppb and 570 ppm. The initial uptake 

coefficients, γ0 of ISP are determined as a function of environmental parameters such as ISP 

concentration, dust mass, temperature, and relative humidity. Furthermore, the adsorption 

isotherms of ISP onto natural Gobi dust sample are determined. 

 

The supporting information of this chapter are reported in Annex D of the manuscript. The 

tables and figures of the supporting information in this chapter are noted by DS before there 

number. 

Full citation: 

M. N. ZEINEDDINE, M. N. ROMANIAS, V. RIFFAULT, F. THEVENET, Heterogeneous Interaction of 

Isoprene with Natural Gobi Dust. ACS Earth and Space Chemistry 1 (5), 236-243 (2017), DOI 

10.1021/acsearthspacechem.7b00050 
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1 Introduction to isoprene interaction with natural Gobi dust  

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are emitted into the atmosphere from both 

anthropogenic and biogenic sources [2]. Once emitted, major transformation pathways include 

photolysis, reactions in the gas phase with atmospheric oxidants such as OH radicals, NO3 

radicals and O3 molecules, or uptake onto particles depending on their volatility [3]. 

Subsequently, VOCs participate in various sequential oxidation cycles leading to the formation 

of new radicals, secondary VOCs and secondary organic aerosols (SOA) [4].  

The current approach used in atmospheric chemistry models mainly relies on 

homogeneous gas-phase mechanisms eventually leading to underestimated concentrations of 

oxygenated volatile organic compounds (OVOCs) when compared to field observations [5]. 

Modelers have thus suggested that other processes acting as sources of oxygenated compounds, 

and not yet taken into account in reaction schemes may exist; heterogeneous oxidation 

processes may be one of them and it is therefore critical to evaluate the possibility of such 

reactions to occur under atmospheric conditions, and form OVOCs.  

Mineral dust is the highest emitted type of aerosol in the atmosphere with ca. 1600 Tg 

released per year. It can undergo long-range transportation to remote areas [6]. Dust surfaces 

provide the seedbed for specific interactions with atmospheric trace gas molecules, and can 

subsequently play a key role in the transformation and environmental fate of many atmospheric 

gaseous species [7, 8]. Some of the Earth’s primary dust source areas are the arid and semiarid 

regions of China and southern Mongolia such as Gobi desert. The Gobi desert generates large 

quantities of mineral dust that are carried by winds over vast areas of Asia [9], across the Pacific 

Ocean [10] to North America [11] and even to the Arctic region [12].  

The assumption that heterogeneous processes on dust can complement the missing sinks 

of VOCs and the missing sources of oxygenated VOCs in the atmosphere is supported by 

various observations. Previous field campaigns reported a significant correlation between high 

dust loads and low mixing ratios for O3 and HNO3 [13, 14]. Besides, it has been established that 

dust-poor air masses originating from North Africa are characterized by significantly higher 

ozone concentrations than dust-rich ones [15]. Several modeling studies have investigated the 

potential effect of dust on O3, inorganic nitrogen-containing species, and HOx (OH and HO2) 

[16, 17]. Bain et al. investigated the effect of reduced photolysis rates and heterogeneous 
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chemistry on the tropospheric trace gas mixing ratios [18]. They concluded that both processes 

cause a combined decrease in global mean concentrations of O3, OH, HO2 and HNO3 of 0.7, 

11.1, 5.2 and 3.5 %, respectively. Moreover, they evidenced that the effects of heterogeneous 

reactions clearly dominated over the reduced photolysis rates. Considering the relatively well-

documented impact of dust storms on the atmospheric chemistry of ozone and other inorganic 

trace gases, [16-18] a similar effort should be undertaken to assess the impact on the global 

budgets of some organic trace gases, as well as the potential changes in the oxidative capacity 

of the troposphere. Former investigations from our research group evidenced the effective 

heterogeneous interactions of limonene (C10H16), toluene (C7H8) and isopropanol on natural 

Saharan and Asian dust samples [7, 8] and the subsequent formation and release of OVOCs as 

side-products under UV irradiation. 

In this study, the heterogeneous interaction of isoprene (ISP) with natural dust from 

Gobi desert is investigated. ISP is the most emitted biogenic VOC in the troposphere with 

emission rates exceeding 500 Tg per year; it corresponds to one-third of the annual global VOC 

emissions [19]. The primary sources of isoprene are natural, with deciduous trees being large 

emitters. Isoprene predominantly reacts with the oxidants of the atmosphere in the gas phase 

and its estimated lifetime is in the range of a few hours. Nevertheless, literature suggests that 

isoprene degradation on humic-like particles could account for a major fraction of organic 

aerosols and possibly to OVOC formation [20]. Furthermore, it is reported in the literature that 

isoprene is significantly taken up by soils [21].  

Therefore, the main objective of the present study is to investigate whether isoprene can 

be taken up and reacts on the surface of natural dust samples and how far it impacts the budget 

of isoprene and could contribute to the formation of OVOCs, especially during intense dust 

events. 

Consequently, in the framework of the current study, the heterogeneous interaction of 

ISP with Gobi dust is examined under atmospheric pressure in a U-shaped flow reactor. The 

gas phase is monitored by Selected Ion Flow Tube Mass Spectrometry (SIFT-MS). The 

adsorption isotherms and the uptake coefficients are determined over a range of concentrations 

from 0.05 to 140 × 1014 molecule cm-3, in the relative humidity range < 0.01 - 10%, and in the 

temperature range 253 - 358 K. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first experimental study 
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reporting the heterogeneous kinetics of isoprene with natural atmospheric dust under typical 

atmospheric conditions. 

 

2 Materials and methods  

2.1 Materials  

Isoprene gas mixture preparation 

Various concentrations of ISP are prepared inside an 18 L stainless steel canister by 

injecting precise volumes  of liquid ISP ranging from 1 µL to 0.1 mL (Sigma-Aldrich; purity ≥ 

99 %). Then, the canister is filled with dry zero air. The concentration of ISP inside the canister 

can be adjusted from 13 ppm to 1340 ppm. The canister outlet flow is then diluted with dry zero 

air to allow the variation of ISP concentrations within 5 orders of magnitude. Zero air is 

generated from an air compressor, and sent into a catalytic zero air generator. The remaining 

impurity levels in the air stream are lower than the analytical system detection limits: VOCs < 

0.1 ppb, CO2 < 10 ppb, CO < 80 ppb and H2O ~ 2 ppm. The relative humidity is controlled by 

changing the mixing ratio of dry and humid air. In particular, the zero air flow is moistened 

after passing through a H2O bubbler and is further diluted with dry air to obtain the targeted RH 

level. The exact relative humidity in the gas flow is monitored using a temperature and moisture 

probe (KIMO HQ 210).  

Natural Gobi dust characterizations  

Natural Gobi dust has been collected from aeolian deposits in Yanchi, Ningxia province 

in China (107.475211° E, 36.487333°N). The uptake of ISP on Gobi dust is studied using the 

smallest sieved size fraction of the dust batch (< 100 µm) that can be suspended in air [22], Its 

specific surface area (SSA) is determined employing the BET method. At least three adsorption 

measurements are conducted on different samples and SSA is determined as: SSA= 10.5 ± 2.0 

m2 g-1.  

The Gobi dust sample has also been chemically characterized employing X-ray 

diffraction and fluorescence techniques, as well as Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass 

Spectrometry (ICP-MS). The mineralogy and elemental composition of the Gobi sample have 

already been provided in Table II-2 and Table II-3. 
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Pretreatment of natural Gobi dust samples 

Prior to the experiments, each dust sample is thermally pretreated at 423 K for 10 

minutes and purged with dry zero air to remove any pre-adsorbed species. Regarding 

experiments performed under different relative humidity conditions, the dust surface is pre-

exposed to a corresponding humid air flow for 10 minutes prior to any experiment. 

2.2 Methods  

Experimental setup  

The experimental setup is composed of three parts: (i) the gas flow generation system, 

(ii) the U-shaped flow reactor, and (iii) the analytical device. A detailed scheme of the 

experimental setup is presented in Figure V-1. The gas flow generation line is made of stainless 

steel and Teflon. Calibrated mass flow controllers (Bronkhorst) are used to introduce ISP and 

dilute it with zero air upstream the reactor at a total flow rate of that can be adjusted from 500 

to 600 sccm. 

 

Figure V-1. Schematic representation of the experimental setup used for the kinetic 

studies. MFC: Mass Flow Controller. 

The reactor itself consists in two parts: the upper one is a bypass line with a total volume 

of 15 cm3. The lower part, with an equivalent volume of 15 cm3, is equipped with a quartz wool 
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sample-holder with a geometric surface area of 4.95 cm2, on top of which the sample is placed. 

Both sections are connected via two 3-way valves. The lower part of the reactor with the dust 

sample is immersed in a thermostated bath (Huber ministat 230) filled with ethanol or water, 

which allows varying the temperature from 253 to 358 K i.e. from -20 to 85°C. The bypass line 

is also thermostated, by wrapping it up either with a thin flex tube circulating the thermostatic 

liquid, or using a heating tape. The exact temperature of the dust sample is recorded using a K-

type thermocouple inserted inside the U-shaped reactor.  

A known amount of mineral dust is placed on top of the porous quartz wool sample-

holder as shown in Figure V-1. The residence time of ISP in the reactor is estimated to be ca. 1 

second. The real time monitoring of ISP concentration at the reactor outlet is achieved 

employing a Selected Ion Flow Tube Mass Spectrometer, Voice 200 SIFT-MS. The SIFT-MS 

is an analytical technique based on the chemical ionization of the analytes using three reagent 

ions: H3O
+, NO+ and O2

+. ISP is detected using H3O
+ and NO+ ions at mass peaks 69 (C5H8H

+) 

and 68 (C5H8
+), respectively.  

Experimental protocol  

Typical concentration profiles of ISP in the absence and presence of Gobi dust are 

presented in Figure V-2. In order to record the background level of ISP, zero air is flown through 

the reactor. Then the gas flow direction is changed to the bypass line using the two 3-way valves, 

and a known concentration of ISP is introduced at the reactor inlet. When the inlet concentration 

is monitored at the outlet of the bypass line, the dust sample is exposed to ISP by allowing the 

gas mixture to flow through the reactor. An uptake peak can be observed on ISP concentration 

profile; it has to be mentioned that in the absence of dust and with the same protocol, no 

variation in the signal is recorded (Figure V-2), confirming the absence of impact of the reactor 

volume (15 cm3) and showing that ISP adsorption on the quartz wool substrate remains below 

the detection limit. However, for temperatures lower than 280 K, a slight adsorption of ISP on 

the quartz wool can be noticed. Under these condition, the uptake of ISP on the substrate is 

subtracted in the subsequent data analysis. The observed adsorption peak is proportional to the 

number of molecules of ISP adsorbed on the natural dust sample. As equilibrium between the 

adsorbate and the natural dust surface is achieved, the ISP concentration at the outlet of the 

reactor is equal to the inlet concentration. Then, the reactor is isolated, i.e. switched to bypass. 
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Figure V-2. Typical gas-phase profiles of ISP recorded with the SIFT-MS at 298 K and 

dry conditions in the absence (a) and presence (b) of dust. The H3O+ ion was used to 

monitor ISP profile with the SIFT-MS using the mass peak 69 (C5H8H+). 

The ISP flow is then stopped and the lines are purged with zero air under the 

corresponding RH level. Consequently, the ISP concentration returns back to its background 
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level. Then, the zero air flow is directed through the reactor to purge the surface and recover 

the weakly adsorbed fraction of ISP. This first flushing step is always conducted under the same 

temperature as the adsorption experiment. Lastly, the surface is heated up to 473 K to remove 

the remaining strongly adsorbed fraction of ISP. It is to be noted that the sample is changed 

with every changing condition, i.e temperature or RH, and that the carbon mass balance of 

isoprene adsorbed on the dust is always completely retrieved after heating.   

Furthermore, various analytical techniques are used to characterize the gas phase and 

the adsorbed phase. The gas phase is studied employing the U-shaped reactor coupled to a SIFT-

MS. The adsorbed phase is monitored using a DRIFTs optical cell and offline analysis with 

HPLC chromatography. The aim of using different reactors and analytical instruments is to 

investigate the possible formation of products in the gas and adsorbed phases, although none 

could be observed. This means that either the interaction of ISP with Gobi dust does not lead to 

any product formation or the products formed are below the detection limit of the analytical 

instruments used. Detection limits of the instruments have been previously discussed in Section 

2.1 of Chapter 2.    

The initial uptake coefficient, γ0, is a time-dependent kinetic parameter that can be 

determined from the initial stage of a typical experiment on fresh surfaces, i.e. previously 

unexposed. The online monitoring of the gas phase by SIFT-MS allowed the determination of 

γ0 within the first seconds of interaction between ISP and Gobi dust [23]. The uptake coefficient 

can be derived from Equation V-1 to V-4. 

𝑑(𝐼𝑃𝐴) 𝑑𝑡⁄

𝑉
= 𝑘ℎ𝑒𝑡[𝐼𝑃𝐴] (Equation V-1) 

𝑘ℎ𝑒𝑡=

𝑑(𝐼𝑃𝐴) 𝑑𝑡⁄

𝑉[𝐼𝑃𝐴]
=  𝜔𝛾0 (Equation V-2) 

with:  

𝜔 =
𝑐𝐴𝑠

4𝑉
 (Equation V-3) 

and finally:   

𝛾0 =
4{𝑑(𝐼𝑃𝐴) 𝑑𝑡⁄ }

𝑐𝐴𝑠[𝐼𝑃𝐴]
 

(Equation V-4) 

 

where (ISP) denotes the number of ISP molecules taken up by the dust surface at the 

beginning of exposure (molecule);  khet, the first-order rate coefficient of the heterogeneous 

removal of ISP (s-1); V, the volume (cm3); [ISP], the ISP gas-phase concentration (molecule 
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cm-3); ω, the collision frequency (s-1); c, the mean molecular velocity (cm s-1); As, the effective 

surface area (cm2), calculated as the product of SSA with the mass of the sample. 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Initial uptake coefficients of isoprene on Gobi dust sample 

3.1.1 Dependence of isoprene uptake on the mass of Gobi dust  

The mass dependence experiments of the initial uptake of isoprene are carried out to 

determine the limit of accessible sites of Gobi dust samples. Initial uptake coefficients are 

determined as a function of the exposed dust sample mass. Figure V-3 reports the geometric 

initial uptake coefficient of ISP as a function of the mass of Gobi dust exposed. It is calculated 

using two different ions detected by SIFT-MS obtained from the reaction of isoprene with H3O
+ 

and NO+, at mass peaks 69 (C5H8H
+) and 68 (C5H8

+), respectively. 

 

Figure V-3. Dependence of the geometric initial uptake coefficient of ISP as a function of 

the Gobi dust mass exposed. The error bars represent the overall uncertainty on γ0. The 

solid line is the linear fit through the experimental points within the range where the 

uptake is proportional to the mass of Gobi dust, i.e. for dust masses lower than 150 mg. 
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The experiments are carried out at room temperature and under dry conditions. As long as the 

geometric uptake linearly varies with the mass of dust exposed, i.e. below 150 mg, it can be 

assumed that the entire surface of the dust sample remains accessible to isoprene, and the BET 

surface area can be used for the determination of the specific uptake coefficient [23]. Thus, the 

kinetic measurements performed inside the U-shaped reactor are carried out with a mass of 

Gobi dust lower than 150 mg. 

3.1.2 Dependences of isoprene uptake on concentration and relative humidity 

ISP initial uptake has been determined at room temperature as a function of ISP 

concentration for inlet concentrations ranging from 0.05 to 4.92 × 1014 molecule cm-3 and under 

relative humidity ranging from < 0.01 to 10%.  

 

Figure V-4. Initial uptake coefficients determined at 296 K and under 3 % RH as a 

function of the ISP gas-phase concentration. The error bars represent the overall 

estimated uncertainty on γ0. 

Regarding the impact of isoprene concentration, γ0 is found to be independent on ISP 

initial concentration; results are presented in Figure V-4. This behavior is expected since the 

initial uptake expresses the interaction of a gas molecule with a fresh and unexposed surface. A 

similar behavior was observed for isopropanol as seen in Section 2.1.2 of Chapter 4. However 
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the initial uptake of IPA is found to be higher than of that ISP by around one order of magnitude. 

The presence of the OH functional group could be an important factor controlling the strength 

of the uptakes.   

Regarding the impact of relative humidity, γ0 is found to be inversely dependent on RH 

as reported in Figure V-5. Experimental results are simulated with the empirical Equation V-5 

in order to be able to extrapolate the initial uptake at any targeted RH. Above 10 % RH the 

initial uptake is significantly decreased and isoprene uptake induces a concentration drop on 

concentration profile that cannot be detected by analytical techniques used. The uptake process 

is below the detection limit of our instrument. An inverse dependence of the initial uptake with 

RH on different substrates, especially mineral oxides and ice, has already been reported in 

previous studies where similar trends were observed [8, 24]. 

𝛾0 = 2.7 × 10−10/(0.005 + 𝑅𝐻1.4) (Equation V-5) 

 

 

Figure V-5. Initial uptake coefficients of ISP determined over the RH range 0.01 - 10% as 

a function of the ISP gas-phase concentration, monitored by SIFT-MS. The error bars 

represent the overall estimated uncertainty on γ0. The uptake coefficient was found to be 

inversely dependent on RH according to the empirical equation (solid line fitting the 

experimental points): γ0 = (2.7× 10-10) / (0.005 + RH1.44) 
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3.1.3 Dependence of isoprene uptake on temperature  

The temperature dependence of ISP initial uptake coefficients γ0 on Gobi dust is 

determined on the ISP concentration range (0.05 - 4.92) × 1014 molecule cm-3 and over 253 - 

358 K. The corresponding Arrhenius plot is reported in Figure V-6. Each point represents an 

average of four different experiments at each temperature. The initial uptake coefficients of ISP 

on Gobi dust are fitted by the Arrhenius Equation V-6 so that the initial uptake can be 

extrapolated at any targeted temperature. These types of equations are also needed to import the 

impact of ISP interaction with mineral dust in an atmospheric model. 

𝛾0 = (5.30 ± 1.50) × 10−7𝑒𝑥𝑝 [(1376 ± 133)/ 𝑇) (Equation V-6) 

 

 

Figure V-6. Initial uptake coefficients determined over the range 253 - 358 K as a function 

of 1000/T, monitored by SIFT-MS. The error bars represent the overall estimated 

uncertainty on γ0. The solid line is the exponential fit through the experimental results 

according to the Arrhenius equation. The uptake coefficient is found to be dependent on 

T according to the following equation: γ0 = (5.30 ± 1.5) × 10-7 exp [(1376 ± 133)/T]. 

 

The uncertainties on the exponential factor reflects the 2σ precision of the fit of ln(γ0) 

versus 1000/T, while the error limit on the pre-exponential factor, A, expressed in the same unit 

than γ0, is related to the intercept of the fit based on the expression dA = A × d(lnA). The 
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activation energy of ISP uptake derived from the slope of the fit is determined as Ea = -11.4 ± 

2.2 kJ mol-1.  The negative activation energy corresponds to the overall energy barrier for the 

colliding gas molecules to undergo adsorption on the Gobi dust surface via the formation of an 

intermediate state on dust. Low and negative activation energies indicate less stable 

intermediate state and/or higher energy barrier between the intermediate precursor state and the 

transition state for adsorption on the dust surface. The negative activation energy values provide 

a qualitative estimate of (i) the surface ability to diffuse the kinetic energy of colliding 

molecules and stabilize them on the surface, and (ii) the intensity of the gas-surface interaction.  

3.2 Adsorption isotherms of isoprene on natural Gobi dust samples 

3.2.1 Dependence of isoprene adsorption isotherm on temperature 

 

Figure V-7. Adsorption isotherms of ISP on Gobi dust determined in the temperature 

range 253 - 358 K under dry conditions (< 0.01%). The error bars represent the overall 

uncertainty on Ns determination. The lines are non-weighted fits through the data using 

the Langmuir equation. 

 

The adsorption isotherms of ISP on Gobi dust under dry conditions and from 253 to 

358 K are presented in Figure V-7. The number of ISP molecules adsorbed per unite surface on 
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Gobi dust increases with decreasing temperature. In addition, a surface concentration plateau is 

reached for ISP concentration higher than 1015 molecules cm-3, This plateau indicates the 

highest coverage of the dust surface by ISP for a given temperature. This behaviour is 

characteristic of a Langmuir adsorption process, and results have been fitted using the 

corresponding model. It assumes that (i) all sites are equivalent and (ii) the uptake of a gas 

molecule on a solid surface cannot proceed beyond monolayer coverage. Based on Langmuir 

model, the number of ISP molecules adsorbed per specific surface unit is related to the gas-

phase concentration according to Equation V-7: 

𝜃 =
𝑁𝑆

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥

=  
𝐾𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔 × [𝐼𝑆𝑃]

1 + 𝐾𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔 × [𝐼𝑆𝑃]
 

 

(Equation V-7) 

In Equation V-7, θ is the surface coverage; Ns the number of ISP molecules adsorbed 

(molecule cm-2); Nmax the surface saturation coverage (molecule cm-2) and KLang (cm3 molecule-

1) the Langmuir equilibrium constant, which describes the partitioning between the gas phase 

and the adsorbed phase.  

Proper rearrangement of Equation V-7 leads to Equation V-8:  

[𝐼𝑆𝑃]

𝑁𝑆

=
1

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥 × 𝐾𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔

+  
1

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥

× [𝐼𝑆𝑃] (Equation V-8) 

 

A linear fit of the [ISP]/Ns ratio versus [ISP] provides Nmax and KLang values for each 

temperature. The obtained values are reported in Table V-1, as well as KLin calculated as: 

𝐾𝐿𝑖𝑛 = 𝐾𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔 × 𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥 (Equation V-9) 

where KLin is an equilibrium constant introduced by the IUPAC panel in order to include 

the temperature dependence of surface coverage [25]. The temperature dependence of KLin is 

given by the Van’t Hoff Equation V-10: 

𝐾𝐿𝑖𝑛 = 𝐴 𝑒𝑥𝑝[−∆𝐻𝑎𝑑𝑠 𝑅𝑇⁄ ] (Equation V-10) 

 

where A is the pre-exponential factor and R the ideal gas constant. The plot of KLin versus 

1000/T is displayed in Figure V-8 and Equation V-11 is obtained by fitting the data through and 

exponential fit that helps calculating the enthalpy of adsorption: 
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𝐾𝐿𝑖𝑛 = (1.39 ± 0.33) × 10−7 𝑒𝑥𝑝[3732 ± 140 𝑅𝑇⁄ ] (Equation V-11) 

 

Table V-1. Saturation surface coverage, Nmax, and partitioning constants KLang and KLin 

values for ISP adsorption on Gobi dust as a function of relative humidity, at 296 K and 

under dry conditions. The overall uncertainty for Nmax and KLang is estimated to be ca. 16 

% while for KLin it is ca. 20 % for relative humidity dependence and ca. 23 % for 

temperature dependence. 

RH 

(%) 

[ISP] 

 (1013 molecule cm-3) 

Nmax 

 (1013 molecule cm-2) 

KLang 

 (10-16 cm3 molecule-1) 

KLin  

(10-3 cm) 

< 0.01 0.32 - 615 1.97 ± 0.39 24.1 ± 3.9 47.5 ± 10.9 

3 0.41 - 2533 1.77 ± 0.35 2.66 ± 0.53 4.71 ± 0.94 

5 0.34 - 3296 1.55 ± 0.31 1.43 ± 0.28 2.22 ± 0.44 

10 0.42 - 1476 1.14 ± 0.23 0.74 ± 0.48 0.84 ± 0.17 

KLin = 0.028 / (0.604 + RH1.54) 

T 

 (K) 

[ISP] 

 (1013 molecule cm-3) 

Nmax 

 (1013 molecule cm-2) 

KLang 

 (10-16 cm3 molecule-1) 

KLin  

(10-2 cm) 

253 0.49 - 615 4.66 ± 0.93 72.8 ± 11.7 33.9 ± 7.8 

275 0.46 - 728 6.41 ± 1.28 17.3 ± 2.8 11.1 ± 2.6 

296 0.71 - 615 1.97 ± 0.39 24.1 ± 3.9 4.75 ± 1.09 

325 0.34 - 984 1.66 ± 0.33 6.91 ± 1.10 1.15 ± 0.26 

358 0.98 - 1476 2.36 ± 0.47 2.08 ± 0.33 0.49 ± 0.11 

KLin = (1.39 ± 0.33) × 10-7 exp [(3732 ± 140)/T]  

 

The quoted uncertainties on the exponential factor reflect the 2σ precision of the fit of 

ln(KLin) versus 1000/T, while the one on the pre-exponential factor, A, is related to the intercept 

of the fit based on the expression dA = A × d(lnA) where d(lnA) comes from the 2σ precision 

as well. The ISP adsorption enthalpy derived from the slope of the fit is determined as ΔHads = 

-31.0 ± 2.3 kJ mol-1. It can be noted that the total heat content of the heterogeneous interaction 
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of ISP with Gobi dust is lower than that of isopropanol with the same dust sample -14.7 ± 1.1 

kJ mol-1 [8]. This indicates that ΔHads can vary widely for the same substrate. 

 

Figure V-8. Dependence of KLin on temperature in dry conditions. The error bars 

represent the overall uncertainty on KLin determination. The solid line is the non-weighted 

Van’t Hoff fit through the calculated data and is represented by the equation KLin = (1.39 

± 0.33) × 10-7 exp [(3732 ± 140)/T]. 

Moreover, previous work from our group [26] studied the adsorption isotherms of water 

and derived ΔHads for the same natural mineral dust sample. The authors used the 3-parameter 

BET expression and integrated band intensities to simulate the water adsorption isotherms on 

different natural mineral surfaces, allowing to determine the number of water layers formed and 

to retrieve thermodynamical parameters (the published article is attached as annex E in this 

manuscript). The enthalpy of adsorption of water on the Gobi dust sample was found to be -

49.2 kJ mol-1. This value is lower than the adsorption enthalpies of IPA and ISP on the same 

dust sample. So water could be expected to play a critical role whenever considering any VOC 

interaction with natural dust samples. 

3.2.2 Dependence of isoprene adsorption isotherm on relative humidity  

The adsorption isotherms of ISP as a function of relative humidity are investigated at 

296 K and results are reported in Figure V-9. ISP adsorption is considerably impacted with 
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increasing relative humidity. Clearly, H2O molecules compete with ISP for the adsorption sites. 

This is consistent with the fact that the formation of the first monolayer of water occurs at 24% 

RH as reported by a previous work from our group investigating water adsorption on various 

dust samples including the one used in that study [26]. Therefore, highlighting the importance 

of relative humidity on the interaction of VOCs with natural dust samples. Plotting the results 

with the linear form of the Langmuir equation (Equation V-8) allows the determination of Nmax, 

KLang, and KLin over the entire RH range. Results are reported in Table V-1 as well. The 

dependence of KLin on RH is displayed in Figure DS1 of annex D and is described by the 

empirical Equation V-12 so that Klin could be extrapolated at any targeted RH: 

𝐾𝐿𝑖𝑛 = 0.028/ (0.604 + 𝑅𝐻1.54) (Equation V-12) 

 

Figure V-9. Adsorption isotherms of ISP on Gobi dust determined in the relative humidity 

range < 0.01 - 10% at 296 K. The error bars represent the overall uncertainty on Ns 

determination. The lines are non-weighted fits through the data according to the 

Langmuir equation. 

 

3.3 Reversibility of isoprene uptake on natural Gobi dust 

In dry conditions not all the entire adsorbed fraction of ISP interaction with Gobi dust 

sample is desorbed by flushing the dust surface with zero air at room temperature (see Figure 
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V-2). Therefore, the dust sample was heated at 473 K in order to desorb the remaining fraction.  

Under humid condition the heating step is not needed since all the adsorbed fraction is 

reversible. Figure V-10 is a bar chart representing the evolution of both the reversibly and 

irreversibly adsorbed fractions of ISP on Gobi dust samples as a function of temperature under 

dry conditions. The reversible fraction is deduced from the irreversible ones considering 100% 

recovery. The irreversible fraction decreases as a function of temperature until almost all the 

adsorbed molecules can be recovered by one single flushing step, which is expected in 

accordance with the Langmuir isotherm.  

 

Figure V-10. Irreversible fractions (solid bars) of adsorbed ISP calculated from ISP 

recovery after flushing at 473 K. The reversible fractions (dashed bars) are deduced 

considering 100% recovery. Errors quoted represent the 1σ precision of the average of all 

the experiments at each temperature. 

4 Atmospheric implications  

The atmospheric lifetime of isoprene due to its heterogeneous loss onto a dust surface 

can be calculated using Equation V-13: 

𝜏ℎ𝑒𝑡 =
4

𝛾 𝑐 𝐷
 (Equation V-13) 

where γ is the uptake coefficient, c the mean molecular velocity (cm s−1 ), and D the 

Gobi dust surface area density (cm2 cm−3). Considering (i) concentrations of Gobi dust 
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transported to forested regions of 1400 µg m-3 [27], and (ii) the SSA of the natural sample AS 

= 10.5 ± 2.0 m2 g-1, D can be calculated by the direct multiplication of the dust concentration 

and the specific surface area of the dust sample used and was found to be 1.47 × 10-4 cm2 cm-3; 

besides, the uptake coefficient of ISP onto Gobi dust (γBET) at 30% RH and 296 K can be 

extrapolated to 1.5 × 10-9 using Equation V-5. It has to be noted that the extrapolated value 

should be considered as a lower limit [25]. This leads to a calculated lifetime of ISP due to its 

heterogeneous loss on Gobi dust of several years. However, using the geometric surface area of 

the dust (4.95 cm2) instead of the SSA allows deriving an upper limit of the atmospheric 

lifetime: The geometric uptake coefficient for RH < 30% is then estimated to be 2 × 10-5 and 

the lifetime is in the range of 13 hours. Based on these calculations, it appears that the 

heterogeneous uptake of ISP on natural dust particles is a negligible process compared to fast 

gas-phase oxidation processes (atmospheric lifetimes of 50 min, 1.4 and 22 hours with NO3, 

OH radicals and ozone, respectively).  

The lifetime of isopropanol removal by heterogeneous interaction with the same Gobi 

dust sample was found to be 9.2 days, using the BET surface area of the dust sample, in urban 

areas where dust could be transported [8]. The difference between isopropanol and ISP may be 

attributed to the presence of the hydroxyl group in isopropanol structure. The considerable 

difference in lifetime values between these two compounds on the same natural sample 

indicates that the interactions of VOCs onto mineral dust is different from one VOC to another 

and should be experimentally determined in order to assess VOC individual significances in the 

atmosphere through heterogeneous pathways. The fate and reactivity of VOCs via 

heterogeneous processes appear closely related to their structures, constraining their 

interactions with the considered mineral surfaces, and not directly to their atmospheric 

abundances.  

5 Conclusion  

Within the framework of the current study, the adsorption of isoprene on Gobi dust was 

investigated in the temperature and relative humidity ranges of 253 - 358 K and <0.01 – 10%, 

respectively. The initial uptake coefficient, γ0, of isoprene was measured as a function of several 

parameters (isoprene mass, temperature, and relative humidity). γ0 is inversely dependent on 

relative humidity and dependent on temperature. It is evidenced that ISP is rather sorptive and 

not reactive on dust surfaces; the activation energy and the enthalpy of adsorption are equal to 
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Ea = -11.4 ± 2.2 kJ mol-1 and ΔHads = -31.4 kJ mol-1. Thus the interaction of ISP on Gobi dust 

is weak. The lifetime of ISP heterogeneous removal on Gobi dust is almost negligible compared 

to its removal from gas-phase reactions. Therefore, in the following chapter an examination of 

a VOC that has a longer gas-phase lifetime in the atmosphere is investigated. 
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Figure VI-8. Initial uptake coefficients, γ0, determined at 295 K and under 50 and 85 % RH for 

natural Gobi dust sample, and its mineral phases ordered by their respective 
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Studies presented in the previous chapters showed the effective and contrasted 

heterogeneous interactions of selected VOCs on natural Saharan and Asian mineral dust 

samples. Moreover, the formation and the release of oxygenated volatile organic compounds, 

OVOCs, as gas phase side-products under UV irradiation was evidenced. In particular, Gobi 

dust had the highest uptake towards a probe VOC, isopropanol (IPA), compared to other 

natural dust samples collected from various places in the world. Nevertheless, our 

understanding of such heterogeneous processes is still limited especially because of the low 

number of VOCs and mineral dusts that have been investigated so far. Even though the lifetime 

from the heterogeneous processes investigated could be significant under major dust events, it 

is clearly negligible compared to the gas phase removal under background daily dust events. 

The investigation of relevant “VOC-dust” systems could allow identifying effective 

heterogeneous sinks and sources of VOCs in the atmosphere and provide greater understanding 

of the soil-atmosphere interaction.  

For this reason, the carboxylic acid family was chosen to assess its interaction with 

natural Gobi dust. Due to their relatively low gas-phase reactivity, carboxylic acids are not 

significantly removed by homogeneous processes in the atmosphere [1]. The major loss 

mechanism in the gas phase is their reaction with HO° radicals with corresponding lifetimes 

of 25 days for formic and 14 days for acetic acid [1]. As a result, their main atmospheric 

removal pathway proceeds through dry and wet depositions [2], with a lifetime of ca. 4 days 

for formic acid and 3 days for acetic acid [2]. What about the lifetime of carboxylic acids 

removal by heterogeneous processes? Is it significant? Does it lead to the formation of 

oxygenated VOCs? 

In this framework, the heterogeneous interaction of acetic acid on natural Gobi dust is 

studied under dark conditions. The experiments are conducted at room temperature and in the 

relative humidity range (< 0.01 – 90% RH) using zero air as bath gas. The experiments are 

performed using a U-shaped reactor coupled to a Selected-Ion Flow-Tube Mass Spectrometer 

(SIFT-MS) for gas-phase monitoring.  

Although not yet published, these results are similarly presented as the draft of a 

publication hereafter. 
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1 Introduction  

Formic and acetic acids are the first and second most abundant carboxylic acids in the 

atmosphere [3]. They are found in concentrations varying from 0.1 to 40 ppb and from 0.5 to 

16 ppb for formic and acetic acids, respectively [3]. Major sources of these organic acids include 

direct anthropogenic sources, such as vehicular emissions [3], and biogenic sources, such as 

ants [4], and plants [2]. Due to their relatively low gas phase reactivity, carboxylic acids are not 

significantly removed by gas phase reactions in the atmosphere [1]. The major loss mechanism 

in the gas phase is their reaction with HO° radicals with corresponding lifetimes of 25 day for 

formic and 14 days acetic acid [1]. As a result, their main atmospheric removal pathway 

proceeds through dry and wet depositions [2], with a lifetime of ca. 4 days for formic acid and 

3 days for acetic acid [2]. 

Carlos-Cuellar et al.[5] and Al-Hosney et al.[6] used a Knudsen reactor to determine the 

uptake coefficients of formic and acetic acid on mineral oxides under dry conditions. Prince et 

al.[7] studied the reactivity of acetic acid on calcite aerosols as a function of relative humidity 

(RH) in an environmental reaction chamber and  found that the uptake of acetic acid is enhanced 

with increasing RH. Moreover, CO2 is continuously produced from carbonate conversion, 

highlighting the possible reactive nature of this heterogeneous interaction. Tong et al.[8] studied 

the heterogeneous chemistry of monocarboxylic acids on -Al2O3 under humid conditions using 

diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTs). These authors evidenced 

that the heterogeneous removal rates are 25, 12, and 21 hours for formic, acetic and propanoic 

acids, respectively, which is lower than the wet deposition removal of the same acids. In 

summary, results reported in the literature regarding acetic acid interaction with metal oxides 

suggest (i) significant uptake coefficients, (ii) reactive processes and (iii) possible side-product 

generation. As a consequence, the heterogeneous behavior of such a carboxylic acid should be 

deeper investigated. However, most of the studies are focused on the uptake of acetic acid on 

individual mineral oxides or carbonate. The use of these synthetic materials, as surrogate natural 

mineral dusts, provides an approximation and allows evaluating the atmospheric relevance of 

the simulated heterogeneous processes. Synthetic minerals are often present as bulk samples in 

laboratory experiments, which require careful analysis to take into account interstitial surface 

areas. They do not necessarily mimic the interaction of natural dust. Nevertheless, researchers 

assume that the bulk composition of the natural sample is the same as the surface composition. 

This is an assumption that is not yet validated. 
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Hence, the present study focuses for the first time on the interaction of acetic acid (AcA) 

with natural Gobi dust sample. This interaction is characterized through the determination of 

the adsorption isotherms and uptakes coefficients of AcA onto the Gobi sample under simulated 

atmospheric conditions regarding pressure and relative humidity. Furthermore, a detailed study 

of the reaction products is performed under dark conditions to characterize the reactive uptake 

of AcA onto Gobi dust. Specific investigations are carried out to understand the underlying 

contributions of the various mineral phases present in the natural sample to the uptake, the 

sorption, and the reactivity of AcA onto Gobi dust.  

2 Materials and methods  

2.1 Materials  

Material characterization 

Natural Gobi dust consists of aeolian deposits collected in Yanchi, Ningxia province 

in China (107.475211° E, 36.487333°N). The interaction of AcA on Gobi dust is studied using 

the smallest sieved size fraction of the dust batch that can be suspended in air, that is to say < 

100 µm. Its specific surface area (SSA) is determined as 10.5 ± 2.0 m2 g-1, employing the BET 

method. Besides, the morphology of the sieved fraction is evaluated using scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM). This approach reveals that particles are irregular and exhibit various sizes 

(Figure VI-1). Indeed, most of the particles are bulky in shape with mean diameters ranging 

from a few µm to 50 µm. Nevertheless, flat particles are observed as well, suggesting the 

presence of distinct crystalline phases. 

The phase identification and elemental composition are characterized employing X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) and X-ray fluorescence, Results have been previously reported in Table II-2 

and Table II-3.  

Synthetic metal oxides and carbonate: Complementarily to the natural dust sample, 

four synthetic materials corresponding to the major individual mineral phases identified in the 

Gobi dust sample have been used as received. The SSA values of TiO2 powder (Degussa, 

Aeroxide-P25; diameter lower than 50 nm) and Al2O3 powder (Sigma-Aldrich; diameter lower 

than 200 µm) are determined as 52 ± 6 m2 g-1 and 118 ± 21 m2 g-1, respectively, in agreement 

with the suppliers specifications (50 ± 15 m2 g-1 and 120-190 m2 g-1, respectively). CaCO3 

powder (Sigma-Aldrich; diameter ≤ 30 µm) SSA is determined as 0.6 ± 0.3 m2 g-1. The 
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carbonate material is characterized by a specific surface area lower by two order of magnitude 

than TiO2 and Al2O3. Finally, Fe3O4 powder (Sigma-Aldrich 99.99% trace metal) with a 

diameter lower than ≤ 5 µm) SSA is determined as 3.4 ± 0.4 m2 g-1. 

 

 

Figure VI-1. SEM image of the sieved Gobi dust sample (< 100 µm). 

 

Gas preparation 

Zero air is generated using compressed air sent into a catalytic zero air generator (Claind 

AZ-2020) to mineralize trace VOCs. The zero air generator is coupled with a pressure swing 

adsorption (PSA) system used for H2O and CO2 removal. The remaining impurity levels in the 

obtained air stream are lower than the detection limits of the analytical systems, i.e. VOCs < 

0.1 ppb, CO2 < 10 ppb, CO < 80 ppb and H2O < 2 ppm. The relative humidity is controlled by 

changing the mixing ratio between dry and humid air. In particular, the zero air flow is 

humidified passing through a H2O bubbler and is further diluted with dry air to obtain the 

targeted RH level. The relative humidity level in the obtained gas flow is monitored using 
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temperature and relative humidity probes (KIMO HQ 210) measuring RH from 3 to 98% and 

temperature from 253 to 353 K with an accuracy of ± 1.5% and ± 0.3%, respectively. 

AcA is generated from a calibrated gas cylinder (Praxair) with a nominal concentration 

of 106 ± 2 ppm in N2. It is further diluted in zero dry/humid air. The dilution of AcA allows the 

variation of its concentrations between 1.2 and 39.4 × 1013 molecules cm-3, i.e. 500 ppb to 16 

ppm) at the reactor inlet. Other chemicals used are commercially available with stated purities. 

More precisely, several oxygenated VOCs, namely acetaldehyde, acetone and methanol, 

observed as products, are calibrated as well. Acetaldehyde is generated and calibrated using a 

certified gas cylinder (Praxair) with a nominal concentration of 98 ± 4.9 ppm in N2. Acetone 

(Sigma Aldrich, Europe; ≥ 99%) and methanol (Sigma Aldrich, Europe; ≥ 99%) are generated 

and calibrated from the individual injection and vaporization of a defined liquid volume in an 

18 L canister further diluted using dry zero air. 

 

2.2 Methods 

Experimental setup 

A detailed scheme of the experimental setup is presented in Figure VI-2 and has been 

described in previous articles [9-11]. It consists of three parts: (i) the gas flow generation system 

(ii) the U-shaped flow reactor, and (iii) the analytical device. The gas flow generation line is 

made of stainless steel and Teflon. Calibrated mass flow controllers (Bronkhorst) are used to 

dilute and introduce AcA at a total flow rate of 1000 sccm. The reactor consists of two parts: 

the upper one is a bypass line with a total volume of 15 cm3; it is used to monitor AcA 

concentration profile in the absence of dust. The lower part, with a similar volume of 15 cm3, 

is equipped with a quartz wool sample holder characterized by a geometric surface area of 4.95 

cm2. The investigated sample is dispersed on the top of this sample holder (Figure VI-2). Both 

parts of the reactor are connected via two 3-way valves. The temperature of the sample is 

recorded using a K-type thermocouple inserted inside the U-shaped reactor in the vicinity of 

the investigated sample. The contact time of AcA with the dust in the reactor is estimated to be 

ca. 1 second. 
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Figure VI-2. General scheme of the experimental setup used for the kinetic studies (MFC: 

mass flow controller). 

 

VOC monitoring 

The monitoring of VOCs at the outlet of the reactor is performed using a Selected-Ion 

Flow-Tube Mass Spectrometer (Voice 200, SYFT-Technology). The SIFT-MS is an analytical 

technique based on the chemical ionization of the analytes using three reagent ions: H3O
+, NO+ 

and O2
+. The compounds identified in the current study as well as mass peaks used to monitor 

their real time gas-phase concentrations, and detection limits (DL) under dry and 50% RH 

conditions, are reported in Table II-6. During preliminary experiments, each compound of 

interest is introduced individually to check any possible contribution of other compounds to the 

mass peaks. The limit of detection is determined based on the standard deviation of the response 

and using the slope of the calibration curve. 

Experimental protocol  

Before each experiment the sample of interest is placed into the reactor and thermally 

pre-treated under dry zero air at 200 oC to remove any contamination such as H2O. Thereafter, 

the sample is cooled down to room temperature under zero air. In case of dry conditions no 

other pretreatment is applied. However, under humid conditions and prior to AcA exposure, the 

freshly prepared mineral sample is exposed for ca. 10 min to the targeted RH level to equilibrate 

the surface with H2O molecules.  
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Figure VI-3. Typical temporal profile of AcA recorded with the SIFT-MS at the reactor 

outlet under 295 K and 50 % RH in the absence (a) and presence (b) of the Gobi dust 

sample. The NO+ ion is used to monitor AcA using SIFT-MS at the mass peak 90 

(NO+CH3COOH). Step 1: background collection; Step 2: AcA is sent to the by-pass line; 

Step 3: AcA is sent through the reactor (exposure of dust surface); Step 4: reactor 

isolation; Step 5: AcA flow is stopped and the gas lines are purged with zero air; Step 6: 

zero air flow is directed through the reactor to flush the surface then the reactor is heated 

up to 150 oC under zero air to possibly desorb the remaining quantity of adsorbed AcA. 

 

This equilibration time has been optimized and longer exposure times do not impact the 

further determined uptake data. First, the reactor is still flushed with zero air and the background 

level of AcA is monitored using SIFT-MS as shown in Figure VI-3 (step 1). In step 2, the flow 

of AcA at a defined concentration is sent to the bypass line. When a steady-state concentration 

of AcA is monitored at the reactor outlet, the AcA flow is directed through the reactor (step 3), 
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exposing the reactor, containing (Figure VI-3 (b)) or not (Figure VI-3 (a)) the dust sample to 

AcA. 

In the presence of the natural dust in the reactor, AcA can be taken up by the sample 

surface, inducing a decrease in AcA concentration profile, followed by a progressive increase 

towards the initial value as the sample surface is equilibrated with the AcA gas phase 

concentration (Step 3, Figure VI-3 (b)). It has to be noted that since the bypass and the reactor 

have equal volumes, the drop of AcA concentration during the adsorption experiment is not due 

to volume differences. This point has been validated with complementary experiments in the 

absence of dust (Figure VI-3 (a)). Once the sorptive equilibrium in AcA is reached, the reactor 

is isolated by changing the flow direction to the bypass as shown in step 4 (Figure VI-3 (b)). 

Then, the AcA flow is stopped and the gas lines are purged with zero air (step 5). Thus, AcA 

concentration returns to the background level. Then, the zero air flow is directed through the 

reactor to flush the surface and eventually recover the reversibly adsorbed fraction of AcA. 

Finally, the reactor is heated up to 150oC under zero air to possibly desorb the remaining 

quantity of adsorbed AcA (step 6). 

 

Determination of uptake coefficients 

Heterogeneous processes can be described by the uptake coefficient. It characterizes the 

probability for a gas phase molecule to be lost on the surface. This parameter is determined to 

assess the affinity of AcA towards the selected natural dust samples. The uptake coefficient, γ, 

is defined as the ratio of the number of gas molecules taken up by the surface to the total number 

of gas-surface collisions [12]. The uptake coefficient can be determined under two different 

experimental conditions. First in the initial stage of an experiment on fresh (i.e., previously 

unexposed) surfaces, where it is named “initial uptake coefficient” and noted, γ0. The initial 

uptake described a transient process occurring along the very first seconds of interactions 

between the gas and the solid surface. Second, after long exposure of the surface with the gas 

pollutant if steady state conditions are achieved, then it is named steady-state uptake coefficient 

and noted, γss. The steady state uptake regime indicates that a continuous consumption of the 

gas occurs on the solid surface and suggests a regeneration of the surface sites involved in the 

loss of the gas phase species. In this study only an initial uptake is observed. The equations for 

the determination of the initial uptake are presented [13]. The initial uptake coefficient of AcA 

is derived from Equations VI (1-4) where a first order kinetics is assumed: 
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𝑑 𝐴𝑐𝐴 𝑑𝑡 

𝑉
= 𝑘ℎ𝑒𝑡 𝐴𝑐𝐴  (Equation VI-1) 

𝑘ℎ𝑒𝑡=

𝑑 𝐴𝑐𝐴 𝑑𝑡 

𝑉 𝐴𝑐𝐴 
=  𝜔𝛾0 (Equation VI-2) 

with:  

𝜔 =
𝑐𝐴𝑠

4𝑉
 (Equation VI-3) 

and finally:   

𝛾0 =
4 𝑑 𝐴𝑐𝐴 𝑑𝑡  

𝑐𝐴𝑠 𝐴𝑐𝐴 
 (Equation VI-4) 

 

where (AcA) denotes the number of AcA molecules taken up by the dust surface at the 

beginning of exposure (molecules); khet, is the first-order rate coefficient of the heterogeneous 

interaction of AcA with Gobi dust (s-1); V is the volume of the interaction zone (cm3); [AcA] 

stands for the gas-phase concentration of AcA (molecules cm-3); ω is the collision frequency of 

AcA (s-1); c is the mean molecular speed of AcA (cm s-1) and finally As corresponds to the 

effective surface area of the sample in the reactor (cm2).  

 

Determination of the number of molecules adsorbed  

Since the initial uptakes are determined to assess the affinity of AcA towards the 

selected natural dust sample in the initial stage interaction, information about this interaction 

throughout the whole process is critical. This information can be provided by the number of 

molecules adsorbed per surface unit, Ns (molecules cm2). It can be investigated as a function of 

RH. Ns is derived from the integration of the adsorption peak in a typical uptake experiment 

(Figure VI-3 (b)), and divided by the effective surface area of the sample, As, according to 

Equation VI-5: [14]  

 

𝑁𝑠 =  
𝐹 𝑡 

𝐴𝑠

𝜏=1

𝜏=0

𝑑𝑡 (Equation VI-5) 

  

where F is the flow rate (molecules s−1) of AcA molecules inside the reactor. The time τ = 0 

denotes the initial time of exposure of the sample surface to the AcA gas flow and τ = t 

corresponds to the time where the uptake equilibrium is reached. 
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3 Results and discussion  

3.1  Determination of AcA initial uptake coefficient on natural Gobi dust   

Effect of relative humidity on AcA uptake on Gobi dust sample 

As mentioned in the introduction the interaction of AcA with minerals has been mostly 

studied under dry conditions. However, several literature studies have shown that adsorbed 

water molecules play an important role in the heterogeneous chemistry of trace atmospheric 

gases [9-11, 15, 16]. In particular recent studies from our group [17, 18] investigated the effect 

of relative humidity on natural mineral samples and experimentally evidenced that under 

ambient RH conditions natural mineral samples are always covered with at least one layer of 

adsorbed water molecules as RH exceeds a threshold of 15 or 25% depending on the 

composition of the dust. As a result, under atmospheric conditions the surface of natural mineral 

dust sample is covered by water molecules, which makes essential to consider the effect of 

relative humidity to characterize the uptake of atmospheric trace gases. 

The initial uptake coefficients and the number of AcA molecules adsorbed on the Gobi 

sample are determined at room temperature (295 K), with AcA concentration of 2.46 × 1014 

molecules cm-3 (10 ppm) at the reactor inlet. Relative humidity is varied from dry conditions 

(0.01) to 90% RH. Results are plotted in Figures VI-4 and VI-5. 

As observed in Figure VI-4, γ0 is inversely dependent on RH. Results are fitted using 

the empirical Equation VI-6 that permits extrapolating the initial uptake at any targeted RH:  

 

𝛾0 = 𝛾𝑑𝑟𝑦 −  1.3 × 10−8 𝑅𝐻0.42 (Equation VI-6) 

 

From 0 to around 20% RH. There is a strong decrease of the initial uptake with the 

relative humidity. Nevertheless, at the impact of RH is weaker over 30%. These behavior can 

be related to the water monolayer formed at around 20 % RH on the surface of natural Gobi 

dust [17].  
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Figure VI-4. Initial uptake coefficients, γ0, of AcA onto Gobi dust determined at 295 K, 

with an AcA inlet concentration of 2.46 × 1014 molecules cm-3 and over the RH range 0.01 

– 90%. The solid lines correspond to the fitting of experimental results with the empirical 

expression (6).  Error bars represent the overall estimated uncertainty on γ0. 

 

The decrease of γ0 with relative humidity suggests a competition between AcA and H2O 

molecules to access the surface sites of the natural Gobi dust sample. An inverse dependence 

of the initial uptake of VOC with RH on dust surfaces has already been reported in previous 

studies where similar trends are observed [9, 11, 19-23]. Particularly, Zeineddine et al.[9] and 

Romanias et al.[11] studied the uptake of isoprene and isopropanol, respectively, on the same 

sample. The authors report an inverse dependence of the uptake on RH similar to the one 

presented herein.  

Moreover, Tang et al.[15] investigated the role of water on the uptake of AcA on SiO2 

and Al2O3. The authors reported an increase by a factor of 3-5 for γ-Al2O3 when RH increases 

from 0% to 15%, whereas acetic acid and water were found to compete for adsorption surface 

sites on SiO2 particles. The main constituent of the Gobi dust is SiO2 and therefore the results 

present herein are considered in good agreement with Tang et al. [15] considering the outcome 

of the interaction of AcA on Gobi dust will be dominated by the effect of its highest constituent 
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SiO2. However, the results reported by Tang et al. [15] highlight the contrasted roles of 

individual oxides in the heterogeneous processes.  

 

Figure VI-5. Number of molecules adsorbed per surface unit, Ns, of AcA on Gobi dust 

determined in the relative humidity range < 0.01 - 90% at 295 K. The error bars represent 

the overall uncertainty on Ns determination. The line is the linear least-squares fit through 

the data. 

 

The uptake approach used to describe the loss of AcA on the solid aerosol relies on the 

probability of AcA to resid on the dust surface. It can be completed by a quantitative approach 

that consists in quantifying the effective surface concentration of AcA on the dust surface. As 

observed in Figure VI-5, AcA surface concentration decreases linearly with increasing relative 

humidity. Similarly to the initial uptake, the surface concentration of AcA is divided by ca. 3 

as RH increases from 0.01 to 90 % RH. However, no threshold related to water monolayer 

formation on the dust surface can be evidenced from the quantification of sorbed AcA in Figure 

VI-5. Indeed, the inhibitive impact of water molecules on AcA adsorbed amount is directly 

proportional to RH value.   
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Effect of initial AcA concentration on AcA uptake on Gobi sample  

Experiments are carried out as a function of AcA concentration in the range (1.2 – 39.4) 

× 1013 molecules cm-3, i.e. from 16 to 500 ppm, at 295K and 85% RH. The results obtained for 

the initial uptake coefficient are reported in Figure VI-6. 

 

Figure VI-6. Initial uptake coefficients, γ0, determined at 295 K and 85% RH as a function 

of the gas-phase concentration of AcA. The error bars represent the overall estimated 

uncertainty on γ0. The dashed line represents the average uptake value over the 

investigated concentration range. 

As observed in Figure VI-6, γ0 values are independent on AcA concentration over the 

investigated concentration range, with an average value at 85 % RH of γ0 = (4.6 ± 0.8) × 10-8. 

As stated in the method section, a first-order kinetic is assumed to derive the uptake coefficient 

(Equations VI (1-4)). These results provide an experimental validation of this assumption. This 

behavior is expected since the initial uptake expresses the interaction of a gas molecule with 

the fresh, i.e. unexposed surface. 

The number of molecules taken up per surface unit, Ns, is investigated as a function of 

AcA inlet concentration (Figure VI-7). The results reported in Figure VI-7 evidence that the 

number of AcA molecules adsorbed increases linearly as AcA concentration increases. In a first 

approach, this linear behavior could be interpreted using a typical Langmuir adsorption 
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isotherm on low concentration range. However, the intercept at the origin is not zero but 1.77 

× 1013 molecules cm-2 indicating a significant and fast adsorption of AcA at concentration lower 

than 1.2 × 1013 molecules cm-3.   

 

Figure VI-7. Number of molecules, Ns, of AcA adsorbed on Gobi dust per unit surface 

area determined at 295K and 85% RH. The error bars represent the overall uncertainty 

on Ns determination. The data point displayed at the origin corresponds to a blank 

experiment (performed in the absence of dust). The dashed line is only there to guide the 

eye and has no physical meaning. 

 

The behavior of Ns as a function of AcA concentration reported on Figure VI-7 suggests 

the combination of two sorptive processes: (i) a fast and massive sorption, independent of the 

inlet concentration, that could correspond to a chemisorptive process and involve a reaction of 

AcA on the dust surface; (ii) a concentration-controlled sorption process that could be described 

by a typical Langmuir model and may correspond to a physisorptive process. These hypotheses 

would suggest the existence of at least two distinct surface sorption sites for AcA onto natural 

Gobi dust samples. They are further explored thereafter. 
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3.2 Interaction of AcA with Gobi dust individual mineral phases: uptakes and 

number of molecules adsorbed 

As reported in Table II-3, SiO2 is the major phase of the selected natural Gobi dust 

sample, followed by calcite (CaCO3; 17.8%) and albite (NaAlSi3O8; 10.5 %). Individual metal 

oxides such as TiO2, Al2O3 and Fe3O4, contribute only to a minor extent with abundances 

ranging from 1 to 7 %. In order to assess the individual contribution of the main components of 

natural Gobi dust and to clarify their respective roles in Gobi dust surface properties toward 

AcA, experiments with the individual Gobi dust mineral phases are performed. 

The initial uptakes of AcA on SiO2, CaCO3, Al2O3, Fe3O4, and TiO2 have been 

investigated under the same experimental conditions than with the natural Gobi dust sample 

(295K, 2.46 × 1014 molecules cm-3) and under two distinct RH levels: 50 and 85 %. Results are 

reported in Figure VI-8 and compared with data obtained on the Gobi natural sample.  

 

Figure VI-8. Initial uptake coefficients, γ0, determined at 295 K and under 50 and 85 % 

RH for natural Gobi dust sample, and its mineral phases ordered by their respective 

abundances inside the dashed box. Data labeled with “Calculated” correspond to the 

initial uptake determined from the sum of the initial uptakes of each component. The 

error bars represent the overall estimated uncertainty on γ0. 
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The uptakes of AcA on any investigated mineral phases decrease as a function of RH, 

similarly to the trend observed on natural Gobi dust sample. Irrespectively of the RH level, the 

highest uptake value is observed for CaCO3: γ0 = 4.5 × 10-7 at 50 % RH. It isfrom 4 to 8 times 

higher than on other individual minerals. This result suggests that CaCO3 is the most 

contributing the phase of the natural dust sample to the uptake of AcA. This a behavior can be 

correlated to the acid-base interaction between AcA and CaCO3. Al- Hosney et al.[6] reported 

that formic acid is strongly adsorbed on the surface of CaCO3 in the form of formate and 

carbonic acid, and that the latter dissociates into CO2 and H2O in the presence of adsorbed 

water.  The high abundance of carbonates is a specificity of dust samples from the Gobi desert 

[24]. Natural Gobi dust was also previously characterized by the highest uptake coefficient 

regarding isopropanol, compared to four other dusts with different origins. It can be suggested 

that CaCO3 is the mineral phase responsible for the high uptake capacity of Gobi desert samples. 

Fe3O4 and TiO2 are characterized by AcA initial uptake coefficients ranging from ca. 

0.5 × 10-7 to 1 × 10-7, while Al2O3 and SiO2 lead to values lower than 0.5 × 10-7, i.e. lower than 

the natural Gobi dust sample itself. In spite of the fact that SiO2 is the most abundant oxide in 

the natural dust sample, it is the less contributing phase to the uptake of AcA. This result is in 

accordance with the observations of Zeineddine et al. [25] concerning the linear increase of 

isopropanol initial uptake with the abundances of metal elements other than Si. 

The number of AcA molecules reversibly and irreversibly adsorbed on Gobi mineral 

phases is assessed at 295 K, 2.46 × 1014 molecules cm-3 and 50 % RH. The results are reported 

in Figure VI-9.  

The highest total Ns is observed for AcA interaction on CaCO3 and the lowest on SiO2. 

SiO2 is not only characterized by the lowest total surface concentration of AcA but also by the 

fact that AcA adsorption on silica is almost fully reversible. This observation could be 

correlated with the fact that SiO2 has no basic properties, thus AcA molecules can only weakly 

interact with SiO2 surface. Unlike SiO2, other individual minerals are characterized by 

reversible and irreversible fractions of AcA on their surfaces.  

The determination of total Ns onto TiO2, 1.46 × 1014 molecules cm-2, is in agreement 

with Ngo et al.[26] and Batault et al.[27] who reported values of 1.82 × 1014 and 1.74 × 1014 

molecules cm-2, respectively. More precisely, around one third of the adsorbed fraction on TiO2 

is reversible, which corresponds to the observations of Batault et al.[27]. TiO2 is partially acidic 
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which may explain the higher contribution of the reversible fraction compared to other 

individual minerals.  

The highest contributions of the irreversible fractions of AcA are observed for CaCO3, 

Fe3O4, and Al2O3 with ca. 90 %. These oxides are amphoteric, they can behave as an acid or a 

base. Since the surfaces studied herein are exposed to an acid, they are playing a role of a base, 

which could explain a stronger bonding of AcA to the studied surfaces and lower reversible 

fractions. 

 

Figure VI-9. Reversibly and irreversibly adsorbed fractions and surface concentrations 

of AcA on Gobi natural dust samples and its individual minerals determined at 295 K, 
2.46 × 1014 molecules cm-3 and 50 % RH. The error bars represent the overall uncertainty 

on Ns determination. Data labeled with “Calculated” correspond to the Ns determined 

from the sum of Ns of each component, weighted by their respective abundances in the 

natural sample. 

 

In order to determine whether the use of single constituents can simulate or not the 

behavior of the natural dust sample, the uptake coefficients and the number of molecules 

adsorbed of oxides and carbonate phases are taken into account in Equation VI-7 to model the 

behavior of the natural Gobi dust sample from its individual components: 
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𝐹 𝑥 ,𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 = ∑ 𝐹 𝑥 × 𝑅𝐴 𝑥  

𝑥

 (Equation VI-7) 

 

where F(x) is either γ0 or Ns and RA is the relative abundance of the corresponding mineral x 

(x = Al2O3, SiO2, TiO2, CaCO3 and Fe3O4). This calculation assumes that the distribution of the 

different phases between the surface and the bulk of a natural Gobi particle is homogeneous.  

The results are reported in Figures VI-8 and VI-9 for the initial uptake and Ns, 

respectively. They are labelled as “calculated” on the corresponding graphs.  The initial uptake 

on Gobi at 85 % RH with a gas phase concentration of 2.46× 10-14 molecules cm-3 is γ0 = (4.6 

± 0.9) × 10-8. The calculated value obtained from Equation VI-7 is: γ0 = (6.4 ± 1.2) × 10-8. A 

difference of around 25 % is obtained between the experimental determination of γ0 using the 

natural sample compared to the sum of individual oxides and carbonate. 

 Ns on Gobi dust is experimentally determined as 8.6 × 1013 molecules cm-2 under 50 % 

RH with a gas phase concentration of 2.46 × 10-14 molecules cm-3. The calculated value using 

Equation VI-7 is 7.3 × 1013 molecules cm-2. The difference is lower than 16 %. Therefore, in 

the case of AcA and Gobi dust, the discrimination of the natural sample into its individual 

components provides a good approximation of the behavior of the natural sample. However, 

this does not preclude that similar trends will be observed for other trace gases and dust samples 

and this observation requires further investigation to be used more widely. 

 

3.3 Investigation of AcA reactivity on natural Gobi dust sample 

3.3.1 First insight into AcA reactivity 

In order to address the reactivity of AcA on the natural Gobi dust sample, special attention 

has been paid to the gas phase monitoring of possible side-products. This experimental 

approach, focused on the characterization of the gas phase, complements the investigation of 

surface reactivity performed using in-situ spectroscopic techniques.[6, 8, 15, 28] 

The possible formation of gaseous side-products during the interaction of AcA with 100 

mg of the natural Gobi dust sample has been examined using online SIFT mass spectrometry, 

at room temperature, under 85 % RH and with an AcA inlet concentration of 2.46 × 1014 

molecules cm-3. Under these conditions, methanol, acetaldehyde and acetone are formed in the 

gas phase during the first minutes of AcA interaction with the Gobi dust sample, providing 
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evidence of the reactive nature of the uptake. Figure VI-10 illustrates the typical profiles of 

AcA uptake on the natural Gobi dust sample and the concomitant formation of the oxygenated 

side-products. The temporal profiles of these species evidence a transient production limited to 

a maximum of 4 minutes. The fact that the duration of AcA uptake on the natural sample highly 

exceeds the formation of the side-products suggests the coexistence of distinct processes on the 

dust surface and subsequently at least two different AcA surface sites that can be considered: 

sorptive (S1) and reactive sites (S2), supporting and clarifying the hypotheses proposed above, 

Sorptive sites (S1) are gradually covered by AcA molecules from the introduction of AcA in 

the reactor till the recovery of the AcA concentration to pre-exposure level; they contribute to 

the surface loss of AcA but not to the release of side-products in the gas phase. Reactive sites 

(S2) lead to the formation of gas-phase side-products, and their complete coverage is confirmed 

by the monitoring of gaseous species.  

Irrespectively of their contrasted chemical nature, neither (S1) nor (S2) sites are regenerated 

since they do not lead to a steady-state uptake/reaction; they both get depleted over time as 

supported by Figure VI-10.  

Complementarily to (S1) and (S2), two distinct fractions of AcA taken up by the Gobi 

dust surface can be distinguished on Figure VI-10: (i) AcA taken up concomitantly with the 

formation of side-product is further named as “reactive AcA fraction”, and (ii) AcA taken up 

while no side-products are monitored in the gas phase is designated as “non-reactive AcA 

fraction”. The latter is solely contributed by the coverage of (S1)-type sites, while the former 

encompasses the coverage of (S2) as well as (S1) sites.  
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Figure VI-10. (a) Global gas-phase profiles of 2.46 × 1014 molecules cm-3 AcA interaction 

on Gobi dust and concomitant gas phase product formation: methanol, acetaldehyde, and 

acetone monitored by SIFT-MS under 85% RH and 295K. (b) Zoom-in area of the 

product formation. 

 

3.3.2 Influence of relative humidity on the formation of gas-phase side-products 

In order to assess the influence of relative humidity on the formation of side-products, 

the interaction of AcA with natural Gobi dust sample is examined under RH ranging from 0.01 

to 85 % RH, at room temperature, with an AcA inlet concentration of 2.46 × 1014 molecules 

cm-3 and in the presence of 100 mg of Gobi dust sample. Based on the side-product 

concentration profiles (Figure VI-10), the integrated area of each peak is used to determine its 
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amount expressed in molecules. Because of heterogeneous formation, their production may 

depend on the effective specific surface available to AcA in the reactor. As a consequence, the 

amount is normalized by the effective specific surface (expressed in cm²) provided by the 

natural dust sample, as displayed on the y-axis of Figure VI-11 which do not refer to a surface 

concentration of side-products (since species are monitored in the gas phase), but to the ability 

of the natural sample to produce an amount of gas-phase side-products per specific surface unit. 

The obtained data are reported in Figure VI-11 as a function of RH.  

 

Figure VI-11. Variation of the gas-phase product formation as a function of RH. All 

experiments are carried out at 295 K, 2.46 × 1014 molecules cm-3 and 100 mg of sample 

mass. The error bars represent the overall uncertainty on the product determination. 

 

The influence of RH on the formation of side-products is clearly characterized by a 

threshold effect somewhere between 30 and 50 % RH. Indeed, two distinct regimes can be 

observed: (i) below the threshold, the formation of side-products is not influenced by RH and 

remains lower than 0.2 × 1012 molecules cm-2 (Figure VI-11); (ii) above the threshold, 

acetaldehyde, acetone and methanol formation is multiplied by a factor of 6, 4 and 10, 

respectively, and further RH increase does not alter their formation (Figure VI-11). 
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Joshi et al. [17] investigated in-situ the coverage of the same natural Gobi dust sample 

by water molecules as a function of RH using Diffuse Reflectance Fourier Transform Infrared 

Spectroscopy (DRIFTS). They determined the number of water layers present on the surface of 

the dust particles as a function of RH to address their hygroscopic properties under atmospheric 

conditions. They experimentally determined that the RH threshold corresponding to the 

formation of a monolayer of water molecules on the surface of the Gobi dust sample is ca. 25 

%. The threshold observed in the formation of the side-products (Figure VI-11) could be 

correlated with the formation of a water monolayer on the Gobi dust surface [17]. For that 

purpose, two interpretations can be proposed:  

(i) the completion of the water monolayer above 30% impacts the reaction 

pathway of side-products and enhances their formation, 

(ii) the completion of the water monolayer on the dust sample prevents the 

adsorption of the side-products formed on the surface and promotes their 

transfer to the gas phase. 

Both phenomena would result in an increase of the side-product concentrations above 30% RH, 

however, the first hypothesis considers a modification of the reaction pathway, while the second 

hypothesis suggests a modification of the sorption equilibrium of the side-products. 

It is important to recall that the number of AcA molecules taken up also decreases with 

RH. Therefore, it seems that H2O plays a key role in the product formation and the reaction 

mechanism but more investigation is needed to understand exactly how the presence of an H2O 

monolayer alters the surface and leads to the formation and/or release of the side-products we 

have observed. 

 

3.3.3 Influence of AcA concentration on the formation of side-products  

In order to investigate the reactivity of AcA onto the natural Gobi dust sample, AcA inlet 

concentration is varied from 1.2 to 39.4 × 1013 molecules cm-3 i.e. from 16 to 500 ppm; the gas-

phase concentrations of the side-products are monitored at the reactor outlet. 
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Figure VI-12. Evolution of the concentrations of the gas-phase products as a function of 

AcA inlet concentration. Experiments are carried out at 295 K, under 85 % RH and in 

the presence of 100 mg of sample mass. The error bars represent the overall uncertainty 

on the product determination. 

 

Experiments are performed at room temperature, under 85 % RH and in the presence of 

100 mg of Gobi dust. The gas phase side-products formed are normalized by the effective 

specific surface (expressed in cm²) provided by the natural dust sample. The results are shown 

in Figure VI-12 where the data displayed on the y-axis are expressed in molecules cm-2.  

It can be observed in Figure VI-12 that the amount of each side-products formed per 

specific surface unit globally increases with AcA concentration. However, while the AcA inlet 

concentration increases by a factor of 20 over the investigated concentration range, the amounts 

of methanol, acetaldehyde and acetone observed in the gas phase only increase by a factor lower 

than 2, and even tend to stabilize towards asymptotic values for methanol and acetaldehyde. 

Nevertheless, as reported in Figure VI-7, the number of AcA molecules adsorbed on the Gobi 

dust surface linearly increases with AcA initial concentration on the same investigated 

concentration range. This behavior suggests that the formation of side-products is only weakly 

controlled by AcA concentration (and consequently by AcA molecules adsorbed on the dust 
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surface), but it is mostly defined by a number of reactive surface sites, which could correspond 

to (S2) surface sites. 

  

3.3.4 Identification of Gobi componential minerals responsible for side product 

formation  

In order to determine the respective contributions of the components of Gobi dust to the 

observed reactivity and the subsequent formation of gas-phase product, a series of experiments 

has been carried out using individual minerals: SiO2, Al2O3, Fe3O4, TiO2, and CaCO3. They are 

exposed to 2.46 × 1014 molecules cm-3 AcA at 295 K, and under 50% RH. The results are 

reported in Figure VI-13.  

It is observed that none of the side-products previously detected along the uptake of 

AcA onto Gobi dust (i.e. methanol, acetaldehyde and acetone) is produced in the presence of 

CaCO3, SiO2, and Fe3O4. On the contrary, as TiO2 is used, acetaldehyde, acetone and methanol 

are formed. In the case of Al2O3 only methanol and acetone are detected. As a consequence, 

TiO2 and Al2O3 can be pointed out as the two oxides responsible for the gas-phase product 

formation when considering AcA interaction on natural Gobi dust.  

The above results do not preclude that other mineral phases are not reactive towards 

AcA. Indeed, they may lead to the formation of side-products in the adsorbed phase. However, 

only gas-phase products are addressed in the present experimental approach. For instance, the 

adsorption of acetaldehyde on TiO2 has been studied by Batault et al. [27] under 50% RH. The 

authors found that at this relative humidity the amount of acetaldehyde adsorbed on TiO2 is 

totally reversible. Thus, in case acetaldehyde was produced as an effect of AcA interaction on 

TiO2, it would be detected since it is completely released in the gas phase. However in the case 

of Al2O3, acetaldehyde is found to be characterized by an irreversible adsorption onto the 

surface of Al2O3. [29] Therefore, acetaldehyde might be formed on the surface on Al2O3 but it 

is not detectable because it remains adsorbed on the surface on the considered mineral. In the 

case of CaCO3, Al-Hosney et al. [6] also report that the adsorbed carbonic acid dissociates into 

CO2 and H2O in the presence of adsorbed water. Therefore it is possible that AcA reacts with 

CaCO3 in a similar manner under our experimental conditions. However, this study focuses 

only on VOCs and gaseous CO2 formation is not investigated.  
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Figure VI-13. Evolution of the concentrations of the gas-phase products as a function of 

AcA inlet concentration. Experiments are carried out at 295 K, under 85% RH and in the 

presence of 100 mg of sample mass. The error bars represent the overall uncertainty on 

the product determination. 

4 Atmospheric implications  

Several atmospheric implications can be inferred from the current work that may point 

out the role of heterogeneous processes in the atmospheric cycle of AcA. First, the loss of 

atmospheric AcA due to its uptake on natural dust should be taken into account.  More precisely, 

the estimated lifetime (𝜏ℎ𝑒𝑡) for the heterogeneous removal of AcA is calculated based on 

Equation VI-8: 

𝜏ℎ𝑒𝑡 =
4

𝛾0𝐷𝑐
 

(Equation VI-8) 

where 𝛾0is the uptake coefficient, c is the mean molecular velocity (cm s-1), and D is the 

dust density (cm2 cm-3). In the literature and for atmospheric implication purposes, besides the 

uptake coefficient normalized by the specific surface area, γ0(BET), the geometric uptake 

coefficient γ0(geom) – which indicates that in the initial stage of the uptake process only a 
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limited fraction of the dust is accessible to the gas environment for interaction [12] – is also 

widely used.   

Actually, γ0(BET) can be considered as a lower limit and γ0(geom) as an upper limit of 

the heterogeneous process [12]. Therefore, aiming to assess the boundaries of the heterogeneous 

lifetime both parameters are considered. The results are presented in Table VI. Considering that 

γ0 is independent of AcA concentration (Figure VI-6) and under atmospheric relevant RH 

conditions (50 % RH), three different scenarios are taken into account to calculate the 

heterogeneous lifetime (Table VI-1). In the first scenario using background dust loads, the 

removal of acetic acid can be assessed as important only if γ0(geom) is considered (lifetime ca. 

2 hours). Although an upper limit, this value is then faster than the gas-phase removal process 

of AcA with OH radicals (about 14 days), [1] and actually confirms that dry deposition is one 

of the major removal process of AcA [2]. Regarding the second and third scenarios, where high 

mineral particle loads, typical for dust storm conditions, are considered, it is evidenced that the 

heterogeneous removal of AcA is significantly enhanced and clearly becomes the dominant 

process.  

 

Table VI-1. Calculated heterogeneous lifetimes of AcA under several density of dust (D) 

conditions, at 295 K and 50% RH.  

 During background 

dust load (D = 6 × 10-7) 

[30] 

During high dust 

loads (D = 1.8 × 10-5) 

[30] 

During dust storm 

(D = 1.2 × 10-3) 

[31] 

γ0(geom) τ = 2 hours τ = 4 min τ = 4 s 

γ0(BET) τ = 160 days  τ = 5 days τ = 2 hours 

 

The amount of AcA converted to gas-phase products, AcAtr, can be calculated using 

Equation VI-9 that also includes the carbon balance. More precisely, to estimate the AcAtr 

fraction, we considered the results obtained after exposing Gobi dust to various AcA 

concentrations at room temperature and 85% RH (Figures VI-7 and VI-12). 

𝐴𝑐𝐴𝑡𝑟 =
2𝑁𝑠 𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑙 +

2
3𝑁𝑠 𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑒 + 𝑁𝑠 𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑑𝑒ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑒  

𝑁𝑆 𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑 
× 100 (Equation VI-9) 
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where Ns(methanol/acetone/acetaldehyde) corresponds to the total number of molecules of the 

side-product formed per specific surface unit of the solid and Ns(acetic acid) corresponds to the 

total AcA amount taken up per specific surface unit of the solid, after exposing Gobi dust to 

various AcA concentrations. The results are reported in Figure VI-14.  

 

Figure VI-14. Amount of AcA transformed to gas-phase OVOCs as a function of AcA 

concentration. The error bars represent the overall uncertainty on the product 

determination. The solid line corresponds to an exponential fit of the results. 

        

An exponential decrease of AcAtr with the AcA gas phase concentration can be observed and 

fitted with the following equation: 

 𝐴𝑐𝐴𝑡𝑟 % = 0.34 + 3.72 exp   −1.06 × 10−14 ×  𝐴𝑐𝐴   
 

(Equation VI-10) 

where [AcA] is the concentration of acetic acid in molecules cm-3 

Equation VI-10 is used to extrapolate the amount of AcA transformed to OVOCs under relevant 

atmospheric concentrations of AcA (i.e. around 20 ppb, or 4.92 × 1011 molecules cm-3). It can 

be inferred that ca. 4 % of AcA can be converted into gas-phase OVOCs. Although this 

estimation has been extrapolated using an equation derived from higher concentration 

experimental data, it evidences that the heterogeneous reaction of organic carboxylic acids on 

selected mineral aerosols can be a source of OVOCs in the atmosphere.  
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5 Conclusion  

 

This study investigates the heterogeneous interaction of AcA on natural Gobi dust under 

simulated atmospheric conditions for the first time. The uptake coefficient and the product 

yields are determined as a function of AcA concentration and RH. The initial uptake coefficient 

is found to be independent on concentration and reversibly dependent on RH.  

The originality of this study relies on the determination of the relative contributions of 

each mineral phase of Gobi dust to the global behavior of the dust. More precisely, it has been 

evidenced that CaCO3 is from far the most contributing mineral to the uptake of AcA by Gobi 

dust. Metal oxides have lower contributions, especially silica. This phenomenon has been 

correlated to the surface chemistry of the considered phases.   

Methanol, acetone and acetaldehyde are identified as gas-phase products. It is found that 

the reactivity of such an interaction is enhanced as concentration decreases and RH increases. 

Interestingly the mineral phases contributing to the reactivity and the formation of side-products 

are different from the mineral phase mostly contributing to the uptake. Indeed, TiO2, under dark 

conditions, and to a minor extent Al2O3 are the most contributive mineral phases to the 

formation of side products. 

Using these results, the atmospheric lifetimes and the carbon mass balance can be 

assessed. The heterogeneous interaction of AcA on natural Gobi dust could be considered as a 

significant removal process of AcA from the atmosphere under specific environmental 

conditions.  

This study focused on the determination of the gas-phase products under dark conditions 

and understanding the precise mechanism of the gas-phase product formation is still ongoing. 

Therefore, an important future perspective is to focus on the adsorbed-phase products to help 

proposing a mechanism of such reactivity.  
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The main purpose of this thesis is to investigate the interaction of VOCs with natural 

mineral dust under atmospheric conditions. The following section summarizes the results 

obtained in this thesis and future perspective in six different aspects: (1) impact of the origin 

and chemical composition of mineral dust on the interaction of VOCs with natural dust samples 

(2) initial uptakes of VOCs on natural dust samples (3) adsorption isotherms of VOCs on natural 

dust samples (4) reactivity of VOCs on natural dust surfaces under dark and UV irradiation (5) 

Atmospheric implications (6) perspective towards future approaches. 

 

1. Effect of mineral dust origin and chemical composition on the interaction of 

VOCs with natural dust samples 

The adsorption efficiencies of natural dust samples collected from North and West 

Africa, Saudi Arabia, Gobi and Arizona desert regions toward isopropanol (IPA),  used as a 

probe molecule, are investigated. Result evidenced a difference of one order of magnitude 

between the lowest and the highest uptakes determined. Gobi dust are characterized by the 

highest initial uptake while that of Nefta desert showed the lowest. A linear correlation of the 

initial uptake coefficients has been experimentally evidenced with the Al/Si and Fe/Si elemental 

ratios for the different dust samples from different origins. Interestingly, reviewing the initial 

uptake coefficients for inorganic species from the literature and plotting them versus the Al/Si 

ratio also highlighted significant linear correlations. This behaviour underlines the key role of 

metal centres other than Si in the mineral phases. The chemical composition of the mineral dust 

surfaces directly controls the uptake of VOCs and inorganic species. 

 

2. Initial uptakes of VOCs on natural dust samples  

 

Dependence of VOC uptake on VOC concentration  

  The initial uptake of IPA, ISP and AcA on natural dust samples has been evidenced to 

be independent on the gases inlet concentration. This behavior is expected since the initial 

uptake expresses the interaction of a gas molecule with a fresh and unexposed surface. 

Moreover, under dry conditions the contrasted initial uptake values of IPA, AcA, and ISP on 

the same natural Gobi sample highlighted the role of the functional groups of the VOC, i.e. the 

VOC structure, in controlling the interaction with the considered dust sample. 
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Dependence of VOC uptake on relative humidity  

  It has been experimentally evidenced that the initial uptake of IPA, ISP and AcA on 

natural dust samples is inversely dependent on RH. Fitted experimental results enabled to 

extrapolate the initial uptakes at any targeted RH. This work can help importing the result in 

atmospheric models in order to be able to evaluate heterogeneous processes on a regional or 

global scale. The impact of relative humidity on the uptake of IPA and ISP is higher than on 

AcA, showing the significance of the VOC-dust interaction intensity in competitive sorptive 

processes. 

  From dry conditions up to ca. 20% RH the initial uptake coefficients are poorly impacted 

by the presence of water molecules for all the studied dust samples. However, after this 

threshold a dramatic decrease is observed up to 80% of RH reflecting the competition between 

VOCs and H2O molecules for surface sites. The drop of initial uptake coefficients above 20% 

RH is proposed to be correlated to the formation of one or more water layers on the surface of 

the dust particles, blocking the active sites and inhibiting the direct interaction of VOCs with 

mineral dust. 

  

Dependence of VOC uptake on temperature 

The temperature dependence the initial uptake coefficients of ISP and IPA on Gobi dust is 

investigated for the first time. For IPA, the initial uptake is found to be independent of 

temperature. The observed independence of γ0 on temperature could be attributed to the limited 

T range where experiments are conducted. For ISP, the initial uptake is found to be decreasing 

with increasing temperature. The initial uptake coefficients of ISP on Gobi dust are fitted by 

the Arrhenius equation that enables the calculation of the activation energy. The activation 

energy of ISP uptake is determined as Ea = -11.4 ± 2.2 kJ mol-1.  The negative activation energy 

corresponds to the overall energy barrier for the colliding gas molecules to undergo adsorption 

on the Gobi dust surface via the formation of an intermediate state on dust. The impact of 

temperature should be deepened in the future in order to improve our ability to address realistic 

atmospheric conditions. 

 

Adsorption isotherms of VOCs on natural dust samples  

Dependence of VOC adsorption isotherm on relative humidity  

  The adsorption isotherms of IPA, ISP, and AcA on natural Gobi dust are constructed as 

a function of RH. In general VOC adsorption is diminished with increasing relative humidity. 
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H2O molecules compete with VOC for the adsorption sites. This is consistent with the fact that 

the formation of the first monolayer of water occurs at around 20% RH. Therefore, highlighting 

the importance of relative humidity on the interaction of VOCs with natural dust samples. 

Furthermore, RH also impacts the reversibly adsorbed fraction. In the case of IPA and ISP 

flushing the surface with humid air induces the complete desorption of the adsorbed molecules, 

while in the case of AcA the intensity of the interaction is higher and only a fraction lower than 

10% is desorbed. This approach emphasized the fact that beyond the characterization of 

heterogeneous process through uptake coefficient, the fate of taken up species can be highly 

contrasted. It helps understanding the role a gas-surface interaction from a sink-and-source 

point of view. Weakly interacting species can be easily desorbed depending on atmospheric 

conditions while strongly interacting species can be irreversibly lost.   

Dependence of VOC adsorption isotherm on temperature  

 The adsorption isotherms of IPA and ISP on Gobi dust are constructed at different 

temperatures. The adsorption of both used VOCs is enhanced with decreasing temperature. The 

experimental results are simulated with Langmuir model that enables the calculation of the 

partition coefficient KLin. The temperature dependence of KLin is given by the Van’t Hoff 

expression and allows the calculation of the adsorption of enthalpy. The adsorption of enthalpy 

is found to be ΔHads = -14.7 ± 1.1 kJ mol-1 for IPA and ΔHads = -31.0 ± 2.3 kJ mol-1 for ISP. 

This indicates that ΔHads can vary widely for the same substrate and no value can be predicted 

for the interaction of any VOC with the same dust sample. The enthalpy of adsorption of water 

on the Gobi dust sample was found to be -49.2 kJ mol-1. This value is lower than the adsorption 

of enthalpy of IPA and ISP interaction on the same dust sample. That might be the reason why 

water plays an important role whenever considering VOC interaction with natural dust samples. 

 

4. Reactivity of VOC on natural dust surfaces under dark and UV irradiation 

 The interaction of ISP on Gobi dust did not lead to any product formation neither 

in the gas nor in the adsorbed phase under our experimental conditions. This means that either 

the interaction of ISP with fresh Gobi dust does not lead to any product formation in the gas 

phase or the products formed are below the detection limit of the analytical instruments used.  

 The interaction of IPA on Gobi dust led to a minor formation of acetone, 

formaldehyde, acetic acid, and acetaldehyde as gas phase products under UV-A irradiation of 
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the dust surface. The adsorbed phase was also analyzed and several aldehydes and ketones are 

detected as adsorbed phase products. It has to be noted that under dark condition no products 

are detected neither in the gas nor in the adsorbed phase, underlying the role a photo-activated 

processes in the observed reactivity.  

The interaction of AcA on Gobi dust led to the formation of methanol, acetaldehyde and 

acetone in the gas phase. These products are characterized as a function on AcA concentration 

and relative humidity. The formation of the products is enhanced by decreasing AcA gas 

concentration and by the formation of the water monolayer. 

These results show that in some cases, the VOC-dust interaction can effectively lead to 

the formation of reaction products in the adsorbed phase or in the gas phase. These reactive 

processes are highly dependent on (i) the structure of the considered VOC and its subsequent 

interaction with the dust sample, (ii) the chemical composition of the considered dust and its 

surface reactivity, and (iii) the environmental condition (RH, irradiation) that can induce 

reactive processes or promote the transfer a surface products to the gas phase. Considering the 

sensitivity of the reactive process to the selected VOC, dust and conditions, no general 

conclusion can be extracted, but the contribution of such processes among the sink s and sources 

of VOCs in the atmosphere should be further considered. 

 

 

5. Atmospheric implications 

This work is the first one to experimentally evidence that natural mineral dust samples 

can act as potential sources of OVOCs under specific conditions. Even though the 

photoreactivity of the Gobi dust sample seems to be relatively low, it does not preclude that 

with other natural samples and/or other abundant VOCs it should be identical. The 

heterogeneous processes on dust could influence the VOC distribution and balance in the 

troposphere, and thus its oxidation capacity under specific environmental conditions. 

The loss of atmospheric VOCs due to the uptake on natural dust strongly vary from one 

compound to another. For instance the lifetime of ISP and IPA from their heterogeneous 

interactions with dust are low compared to the main removal with OH reaction (estimated 

around 1.4 hours for ISP). However the lifetime from the heterogeneous interaction of AcA on 

dust sample should not be ruled out in the atmosphere. It is determine to range from several 
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days under background dust to only few hours under major dust events, meaning that it could 

be a significant removal process of AcA from the atmosphere.    

 

6. Perspective towards future approaches 

The short term perspectives from this thesis are: 

(i) Investigating the heterogeneous reaction  of AcA on Gobi dust using the DRIFTs 

in order to determine the adsorbed phase products and can also help figuring out 

the mechanism of product formations 

(ii) Investigating the heterogeneous reaction  of AcA on Gobi dust under UV 

irradiation  

(iii) Investigating the heterogeneous interaction of formic acid on natural mineral 

dust  

The long term perspectives of this thesis are: 

(i) Studying other groups of VOC compound interactions on natural dust samples  

(ii) Implementing the results obtained in this and other studies in atmospheric 

models in order to evaluate the importance of the heterogeneous process on 

global atmospheric scale    

(iii) Studying the interaction of VOCs with other possible substrates. For instance, 

the interaction of VOCs with liquid particles that contribute to the heterogeneous 

and multi-phase chemistry in the atmosphere. 
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Table AS1. Summary of parameter values obtained after fitting the RH dependence of initial 

uptakes, γ0, and partitioning constants, KLin, with the respective empirical expressions 

b

dryRH aRH   and 
cs

RHb

a
N

)(
 .  

Dust sample 
b

dryRH aRH   
cs

RHb

a
N

)(
  

γdry (10-7) a (10-9) b a (1013) b c 

Mbour 
1.54 17.1 0.42 4.3 3.0 1.2 

Nefta 
0.29 0.11 1.24 1.2 3.8 1.1 

Rawdat 
2.46 5.65 0.84 1.5 6.8 1.4 

Gobi [1] - - - 3.8 5.3 1.8 

ATD 1.18 2.10 0.89 5.5 11.9 1.7 
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Table AS2. Uptake values and RH conditions for NO2, O3, and SO2 interaction with several 

dust samples or mineral oxides. 

 Sample Uptake RH Reference 

NO2     

 Saharan dust 1.2 × 10-6 Dry Underwood et al. [2] 

 China dust 2.1 × 10-6   

 Al2O3 9.1 × 10-6   

     

 Mauritania dust 1.6 × 10-8 25% Ndour et al. [3] 

 Tunisia dust 5.9 × 10-9   

 Morocco dust 9.4 × 10-9   

 Algeria dust  4.3 × 10-9   

     

O3     

 Saharan dust 6 × 10-5 Dry Hanish et al. [4] 

    

China dust 2.7 × 10-5 Dry Michel et al. [5] 

Saharan dust 6 × 10-5   

Al2O3 8 × 10-5   

SiO2 5 × 10-5   

     

SO2     

 China loess 3 × 10-5 Dry Usher et al.[6] 

Al2O3 1.6 × 10-4   

SiO2 1 × 10-7   

    

Saharan dust  6.65 × 10-5 Dry Adams et al. [7] 
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Table AS3. Saturation surface coverage, Nmax, and partitioning constants KLang and KLin values 

for IPA desorption (concentrations in the range (0.15 – 615) × 1013 molecules cm-3) on several 

dust samples at 30% RH and 296 K. The overall uncertainty for Nmax and KLang is estimated to 

be around 16% while that for KLin (desorption) is around 20%. KLin (adsorption) is given for 

comparison purposes. 

Dust 

sample  

Nmax 

 (1013 molecules 

cm-2) 

KLang 

 (10-16 cm3 

molecule-1) 

KLin 

(desorption) 

(10-2 cm) 

KLin 

(adsorption) 

(10-2 cm) 

KLin(des)/ 

KLin(ads) 

 

Mbour  4.11 ± 0.64 5.89 ± 0.91 2.42 ± 0.49 2.39 ± 0.47 ~1 

Nefta  2.70 ± 0.44 4.25 ± 0.68 1.14 ± 0.21 1.13 ± 0.22 ~1 

ATD 14.5 ± 2.3 2.97 ± 0.46 4.34 ± 0.89 5.18 ± 1.04 0.86 

Rawdat 3.52 ± 0.62 8.81 ± 0.40 3.10 ± 0.64 3.41 ± 0.68 0.84 

Gobi 6.66 ± 0.81 2.74 ± 0.49 1.61 ± 0.28 1.81 ± 0.40 0.88 
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Figure AS1. IPA interaction with Rawdat dust at 1 ppm of IPA under (a) dry conditions and (b) 

30% RH showing the differences in step durations between both experiments. Step 1: 

background collection; step 2: IPA introduction; step 3: dust surface exposure to IPA; step 4: 

surface isolation; step 5: room temperature flushing; step 6: dust surface heating. 
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Figure AS2. IPA interaction with Mbour dust under low concentration of IPA (70 ppb) and dry 

conditions highlighting the duration of the surface exposure step in this experiment  
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Figure AS3. Number of molecules adsorbed per surface unit, NS, at 1 ppm of IPA for the 

different studied samples as a function of RH. The error bars represent the overall uncertainty 

on NS determination (20%). 
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Figure AS4 Desorption isotherms of IPA for the four natural dust samples determined at 296 K 

and 30% RH. The error bars represent the overall uncertainty on Ns determination. The solid 

lines are non-weighted fits through the data using the Langmuir expression. 
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Figure BS1. Plot of [IPA]/Ns versus [IPA] for isopropanol adsorption on Gobi dust under 

various RH conditions: dry (<0.01), 15, 30 and 50%. The lines are linear least-square fits 

through the data according to the modified Langmuir expression.   
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Figure BS2. Dependence of KLin on relative humidity at T = 293 K. The solid line is the fit of 

the experimentally determined KLin equilibrium constants based on the equation: 

KLin = a / (b + RHc), where a, b and c are empirical parameters. The error bars represent the 

overall uncertainty on KLin determination (corresponding to the estimated systematic 

uncertainties and the 2σ precision of the fit). 
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Table BS1. Average concentrations consumed/produced under UV light irradiation for 

isopropanol and identified products. The yield of the products formed and their estimated 

additional concentrations under atmospheric conditions are also presented.  

 Experimental results Atmospheric implications 

Compound 

Average concentration 

produced/consumed 

(ppb) 

Formation 

yields (%) 

Additional amounts  in  the 

atmosphere (ppt/m3)a 

Monthly averageb Dust stormc 

IPA 1175 - - - 

Acetone 5.46 0.46 
1.43 38.5 

Formaldehyde 1.73 0.15 
0.465 12.6 

Acetic acid 1.68 0.14 
0.43 11.7 

Acetaldehyde 1.55 0.13 
0.40 10.9 

a estimated using an average IPA concentration of 45 ppbv for 12-hour irradiation (average 

daylight hours) and considering that the yields of the products formed are independent on IPA 

gas phase concentration. 

b dust mass loads of 460 μg m-3  

c dust storm loads of 12,400 μg m-3  
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Figure DS1. Dependence of KLin on relative humidity at T = 296 K. The error bars represent 

the overall uncertainty on KLin determination. The solid line is the fit of the experimentally 

determined KLin equilibrium constants based on the equation: KLin = a / (b + RHc), where a, b 

and c are empirical parameters. The fitting is represented by the expression KLin (296 K) = 0.028 

/ (0.604 + RH1.54).  
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Summary 

 
This thesis investigates the interactions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) with 

natural mineral dust samples. The VOCs used are isopropanol (IPA), isoprene (ISP) and acetic 

acid (AcA). Five natural mineral dust samples originating from various desert regions all over 

the world are used in this study.  

 

It is evidenced that the origin, i.e. the chemical composition, of the natural dust sample 

plays a significant role in defining the nature of its interaction with the VOCs. In particular, an 

increase of uptake is observed with increasing Al/Si and Fe/Si elemental ratios. Moreover, the 

dust-VOC interaction is evidenced as being highly impacted by relative humidity and 

temperature.  

 

Various interaction modes have been evidenced between dust and VOCs such as 

physisorption, chemisorption and reactive sorption depending on the chemical composition of 

the dust and the structure of the VOC. Depending on the interaction mode, heterogeneous 

processes can act as a sink of primary VOCs or even a source of secondary oxygenated VOCs 

in the gas phase. This work emphasizes the contribution of heterogeneous processes to the 

atmosphere.  

 

 

 

Résumé 

 
Ce travail de these vise à caractériser l’interaction entre composés organiques volatils 

et poussières minerales atmosphériques. Les COV sélectionnés sont l’isopropanol (IPA), 

l’isoprène (ISP) et l’acide acétique (AcA). Cinq échantillons naturels de poussières minerales 

provenant de zone désertiques situées dans plusieurs regions du globe ont été retenus. 

 

Il a été mis en evidence que l’orgine et donc la composition chimique des poussières 

naturelles joue un role majeur dans la nature de leur interaction avec les COV. Plus 

particulièrement, les coefficients de capture tendent à croitre avec les rapports élémentaires 

Al/Si et Fe/Si. De plus, il est montré que l’interaction entre COV et poussières est fortement 

impactée par l’humidité relative et la temperature. 

 

Plusieurs modes d’interaction entre les COV et les poussières étudiés ont été mis en 

evidence: physisorption, chimisorption ou adsorption réactive. Ils dependent de la composition 

chimique des poussières et de la structure des COV. En fonction du mode d’interaction, ces 

processus hétérogènes peuvent être considérés comme des puits de COV primaires voire des 

source de COV secondaires en phase gazeuse. Ce travail met en lumière la contribution des 

processus hétérogènes dans l’atmosphère. 


